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Summary

The Ph.D. thesis deals with the alternative and high efficiency methods of using waste-derived fuels in heat and power production. The focus is on the following subjects: 1) co-combustion of coal and solid recovered fuel (SRF) under pulverized fuel combustion conditions; 2) dust-firing of straw and the utilization of a waste-derived material as an additive; 3) the combustion of a biomass residue rich in phosphorus.

Co-combustion of coal and SRF was conducted in an entrained flow reactor (EFR). The work revealed that when coal was co-fired with up to 25 wt% SRF, the burnout and the emissions of SO₂ and NO were decreased with increasing share of SRF, probably due to the combustion characteristics of the SRF and/or the interactions between the SRF and the coal in co-combustion. The Cl content in the fly ash was very low (<0.07 wt%) when coal was co-fired up to 25 wt% SRF, indicating that the majority of the Cl in the SRF were released to gas phase during co-combustion. The formation of fouling deposits on a probe was reduced with increasing share of SRF and the resulting deposits had a very small Cl content (<0.01 wt%), suggesting a low corrosion potential on superheater tubes when coal was co-fired with up to 25 wt% SRF. On the other hand, when NaCl or PVC was added to the mixture of coal and SRF, the formation of alkali chlorides was significantly promoted, and a larger amount of deposits with higher corrosion potential was formed, suggesting the importance of controlling the Cl and alkali content in the SRF.

The partitioning of trace elements (As, Cd, Cr, Pb, Sb and Zn) during co-combustion of coal and SRF was investigated through the experiments in the EFR. They revealed that As, Cd, Pb, Sb and Zn were highly volatile during combustion, while the volatility of Cr was relatively low. Compared to dedicated coal combustion, the volatility of Cd, Pb and Zn was slightly increased in co-combustion of coal and SRF, whereas the volatility of Cr and Sb was to some extent reduced. The volatility of Cd, Pb and Zn increased significantly with the injection of Cl based additives such as PVC and NaCl, while the addition of ammonium sulphate generally decreased the volatility of trace elements. The addition of kaolinite reduced the volatility of Pb, while the effect on other trace elements was insignificant. The results generally implied that co-combustion of coal and SRF in a coal-fired power plant may increase the trace element content in the fly ash considerably, primarily due to the significantly larger trace element content in SRF compared to coal, but also related to the interactions of the fuels during co-combustion.

Full-scale tests on co-combustion of coal and SRF were carried out in a pulverized coal-fired power plant, and the formation of fine particles was evaluated by applying a low-pressure cascade impactor. Compared to dedicated coal combustion, co-combustion of coal and SRF (up to 10% thermal share) generally promoted the formation of ultrafine particles with a concentration peak around 0.1 μm, while the total concentration of PM₂.₅ decreased. TEM (transmission electron microscopy) analyses indicated that the ultrafine particles with primary particle size of 10–30 nm were predominantly comprised of aggregated particles originating from homogenous nucleation, whereas the remaining submicron particles were mostly a mixture
of the aggregates and the spherical particles originating from the melted minerals, with the contribution of the latter being more significant with increasing particle size. Composition analyses showed that the Ca, S and P were significantly enriched in the ultrafine particles, indicating a high volatility of these elements in pulverized coal combustion. Compared to dedicated coal combustion, the content of the Ca, P and K was larger in the fine particles generated from co-combustion, whereas the S content was slightly smaller. During the full-scale tests, the dust emission appeared to be significantly increased during co-combustion of coal and SRF, which was presumably related to a reduction of the collection efficiency of the electrostatic precipitator (ESP).

Dust-firing of straw was performed in an entrained flow reactor, and the feasibility of utilizing spent bleaching earth (SBE) as an additive was investigated through a comparison with kaolinite. It was found that about 70% of the K in the fly ash from straw-dust firing was water soluble, and the KCl contributed more than 40% of the water soluble K. With the addition of 10-20 wt% of SBE, the Cl retention in ash was decreased, the SO₂ emission was increased, and the formation of water soluble alkali species was reduced. Compared to kaolinite, the inhibiting effect of SBE on the formation of alkali chlorides was slightly smaller when the molar ratio of K/(Al+Si) was similar in the fuel mixture. The addition of SBE significantly reduced the Cl content of the deposits collected on a probe, both due to a dilution effect and the presence of chemical reactions. Compared to pure straw combustion, the ash deposition propensity was decreased during the addition of SBE. The results generally suggested that SBE could be a promising additive to be used in straw dust-firing.

The release and transformation of inorganic elements during the combustion of a residual bran was studied through experiments and equilibrium modeling. The work revealed that the major inorganic elements released during bran combustion were K, P and S. The S was almost fully vaporized during pyrolysis at temperatures below 700 °C, whereas about 60–70 % of the K and P in the bran were released during combustion in a temperature range of 900–1100 °C. The release of K and P was attributed to vaporization of KPO₃ generated from the thermal decomposition of the inositol phosphates, which were considered as a major source of P and K in the bran. Additives such CaCO₃, Ca(OH)₂ and kaolinite generally showed some influence on the release of K and P. The Ca-based additives mostly increased the molar ratio of the released K/P, whereas the kaolinite showed an opposite effect. Thermodynamic modelling indicated that the fly ash chemistry is sensitive to the molar ratio of the released K/P. When the molar ratio of the released K/P was below 1, KPO₃ and P₃O₁₀ (g) were the main stable K and P species at temperatures higher than 500 °C. Below 500 °C, the KPO₃ and P₃O₁₀ (g) may be converted to H₃PO₄ (l). By increasing the molar ratio of the released K/P to above 2, the equilibrium distribution of the K and P species was changed significantly and the formation of H₃PO₄ (l) was not predicted by thermodynamic modelling.
Danish Resume


Medforbrænding af kul og SRF blev udført i en fastbrændselsreaktor (EFR). Arbejdet har vist at når kul bliver samfyret med op til 25 vægt-% SRF udbrændingen samt emissionerne af SO₂ og NO med stigende andel af SRF, sandsynligvis på grund af SRFs forbrændingskarakteristika og/eller interaktionen mellem SRF og kul i medforbrændingen. Analyser af sammensætningen indikerede at klorindholdet i flyveasken var meget lavt (<0.07 vægt-%) når kul blev samfyret med til op 25 vægt-% SRF, hvilket indikerer at hovedparten af klor i SRF bliver frigivet til gasfasen under medforbrænding. Dannelsen af forurenende belægninger på en dertil designet sonde reduceredes med stigende andel af SRF under samfyring. Belægningerne havde et meget lavt Cl indhold (<0,01vægt-%) hvilket tyder på et lavt korrosions potentiale på overheder rør når kul blive samfyret med op til 25 vægt-% SRF. På den anden side, når NaCl eller PVC blev tilsat blandingen af kul og SRF, fremmedes dannelsen af alkaliklorider signifikant, og der blev dannet en større mængde belægninger med højere korrosionspotentiale, hvilket viser vigtigheden af kontrol med Cl og Na indholdet i SRF.

Fordelingen af sporstoffer (As, Cd, Cr, Pb, Sb og Zn) under medforbrænding af kul og SRF blev undersøgt gennem eksperimenter i EFR en. De viste at As, Cd, Pb, Sb og Zn var yderst flygtige, mens flygtigheden af Cr var relativt lav. Sammenlignet med kulforbrænding forøgedes flygtigheden af Cd, Pb og Zn lidt ved samfyring mellen af kul og SRF, hvorimod flygtigheden af Cr og Sb blev reduceret til en vis grad. Flygtigheden af Cd, Pb og Zn steg signifikant med injektion af Cl baserede additiver såsom PVC og NaCl, mens tilsætning af ammoniumsulfat generelt reducerede flygtigheden af sporstofferne. Tilsætning af kaolin reducerede flygtigheden af Pb, mens effekten på andre sporstoffer var ubetydelig. Generelt tydede resultaterne på at samfyring af kul og SRF i kulfyrede kraftværker måske kan øge indholdet af sporstoffer i flyveasken væsentligt, primært på grund af det signifikant højere indhold af sporstoffer i SRF sammenlignet med kul, men også relateret til interaktionerne af brændselne i medforbrændingen.

Fuldskalatets med samfyring af kul og SRF blev udført i et støvfyrede, kul kraftværk og dannelsen af små partikler blev evaluereh vha af en lavtryks kaskadeimpaktor. Sammenlignet med kulforbrænding, fremmer samfyring af kul og SRF (op til 10% termisk andel) generelt dannelsen af ultrafine partikler med diamenter omkring 0,1 μm mens den totale koncentration af PM₂,₅ (partikler <2,5 μm) faldt. TEM (transmissionselektronmikroskopi) analyser indikerede at de ultrafine partikler, med primær partikel størrelse mellem 10-30 nm, overvejende bestod af aggregerede partikler stammende fra homogen kimdannelse, hvorimod de resterende submikrone partikler hovedsageligt var en blanding af aggreger og sfæriske partikler stammende fra de...
smeltede mineraler, og bidraget fra de sfæriske partikler blev mere signifikant med stigende partikelstørrelse.

Analyser af sammensætningen viste at Ca, S og P blev signifikant beriget i de ultrafine partikler, hvilket indikerer en høj flygtighed af disse grundstoffer i kulløsning. Sammenlignet med dedikeret kulforbrænding var indholdet af Ca, P og K større i de fine partikler dannet ved samfyring, mens indholdet af S var en smule mindre. Fuldskalatestene viste at støvemissionen steg signifikant gennem medforbrændingen af kul og SRF, hvilket antageligt er relateret til en reduktion af opsamlingsseffektiviteten af elektrofilteret (ESP).


Arbejdet vist at størstedelen af de uorganiske forbindelser under forbrændingen af et restkild fra biomasse forbrænding er blevet undersøgt gennem eksperimenter og ligevegtsberegninger. Arbejdet vist at størstedelen af de uorganiske forbindelser frigivet under afbrænding af kild bestod af K, P og S. S blev næsten fuldstændig fordampet under pyrolysen ved temperaturer under 700 °C, hvorimod omkring 60-70% af K og P i kildet blev frigivet under forbrænding i temperaturintervallet 900-1100 °C. Frigivelsen af K og P blev tilskrevet fordampningen af KPO3 dannet fra de termiske dekomposition af inositol fosfaterne i kildet. Generelt havde additiver som CaCO3, Ca(OH)2 og kaolin nogen indflydelse på frigivelsen af K og P. For det meste forøgede de Ca-baserede additiver mellem det frigivne K/P, hvorimod kaolin udviste den modsatte effekt. Termodynamiskmodelling indikerede at flyveaskemien er følsom overfor det molære forhold af frigivet K/P. Da det mængde forhold af det frigivne K/P var mindre end 1, udgjorde KPO3 og P4O10 (g) størstedelen af de stabile K og P forbindelser ved temperaturer over 500 °C. Under 500 °C kan KPO3 og P4O10 (g) omdannes til H3PO4 (l). Ved at hæve det mængde forhold af frigivet K/P til over 2, blev ligevegtsfordelingen af K og P forbindelser ændret signifikant og dannelsen af H3PO4 (l) blev ikke forudset ved termodynamisk modellering.
Introduction to this Thesis

Utilization of waste and biomass in heat and power production has gained substantial interest in recent years primarily due to the demand of reducing the CO₂ emissions originating from fossil fuel consumption. However, the electrical efficiency of a dedicated waste- or biomass-fired power plant is often restricted to below 25%, which is considerably lower than that of modern coal-fired power plants. Therefore it is desirable to explore the alternative techniques which can improve the efficiency of utilizing waste and biomass in heat and power production.

Co-combustion of waste/biomass with coal in an existing dedicated coal-fired power plant is recognized as a fast, low-cost and high-efficiency method of utilizing waste/biomass energy. In Chapter 1 of this thesis, a general introduction to the field of co-combustion is given through a literature survey. This literature survey provides an outline of the fundamental fuel and ash conversion processes during co-combustion of coal and different secondary fuels under pulverized fuel combustion conditions. The knowledge can benefit the understanding of the remaining chapters in this thesis.

Chapter 2-4 deals with co-combustion of coal and solid recovered fuel (SRF) under pulverized fuel combustion conditions. Chapter 2 and 3 are based on the co-combustion experiments carried out in an entrained flow reactor, whereas Chapter 4 presents the results obtained from a full-scale pulverized coal-fired power plant. The main focus of Chapter 2 is on the general combustion and ash behavior during co-combustion of coal and SRF, and Chapter 3 primarily concerns with the partitioning of trace elements in co-combustion. The emphasis of Chapter 4 is on the formation of fine particles during co-combustion of coal and SRF in a full-scale plant, and some other technical issues are also discussed based on the tests.

Another potential approach to increase the efficiency of utilizing biomass in power production is to convert an existing pulverized coal-fired plant to a biomass dust-firing plant. Chapter 5 is concerned with the ash related issues during straw dust-firing as well as the feasibility of applying a waste-derived additive in straw dust-firing.

A special type of biomass residues which may have significant potential to be used in biomass dust-firing or co-combustion is phosphorus-rich biomass. In Chapter 6, the ash release and transformation during the combustion of a typical phosphorus-rich biomass residue are investigated.

The results presented in this thesis are based on several scientific articles that have been published or accepted by peer-reviewed journals:

- Chapter 5 has been accepted by *Energy Fuels*, H. Wu, P. Glarborg, F.J. Frandsen, K. Dam-Johansen, P.A. Jensen, Dust-firing of straw and additives – ash chemistry and deposition behavior
- Chapter 6 has been accepted by *Energy Fuels*, H. Wu, M. Castro, P.A. Jensen, F.J. Frandsen, P. Glarborg, K. Dam-Johansen, M. Røkke, K. Lundtorp, Release and transformation of inorganic elements in combustion of a high-phosphorus fuel
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AmSulf</td>
<td>Ammonium Sulphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APH</td>
<td>Air Pre-heater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCA</td>
<td>Chromated Copper Arsenate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSEM</td>
<td>Computer-Controlled Scanning Electron Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>Differential Scanning Calorimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTG</td>
<td>Derivative Thermogravimetric Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS</td>
<td>Dispersive X-rays Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFR</td>
<td>Entrained Flow Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>Electrostatic Precipitators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESV</td>
<td>Esbjerg Power Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGD</td>
<td>Flue Gas Desulphurization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFAAS</td>
<td>Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption Spectrometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Ion Chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP-OES</td>
<td>Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPI</td>
<td>Low-pressure Cascade Impactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRZ</td>
<td>Internal Recirculation Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDPE</td>
<td>Low Density Polyethylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBM</td>
<td>Meat and Bone Meal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAA</td>
<td>Neutron Activation Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIXE</td>
<td>Particle-induced X-ray Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Particulate Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Polypropylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>Polyvinylchloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>Refuse Derived Fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>Relative Enrichment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBE</td>
<td>Spent Bleaching Earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR</td>
<td>Selective Catalytic Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning Electron Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRF</td>
<td>Solid Recovered Fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STA</td>
<td>Simultaneous Thermal Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>Transmission Electron Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>Thermogravimetric Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XAFS</td>
<td>X-ray Absorption Fine Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-ray Diffraction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Literature Survey

1.1 Introduction

Direct co-combustion of coal and secondary fuels in existing coal-fired power plants is regarded as an advantageous approach to replace part of the fossil fuel consumption by more CO2-friendly fuels such as biomass and waste. The major advantages of this technique have been summarized by several reviews available on this subject [1-8]. Compared to dedicated biomass- or waste-fired plants, the addition of biomass or waste to high efficiency coal-fired power plants can greatly increase the electrical efficiency of utilizing these fuels [4]. Besides, the cost of retrofitting an existing coal-fired power plant to a co-combustion plant can be considerably lower than building a new dedicated biomass- or waste-fired plant [9]. Furthermore, co-combustion can be operated in a flexible mode (i.e. with different share of secondary fuels) which can minimize the fluctuating supply of some secondary fuels (such as straw) and secure the power generation [1].

Although with many advantages, co-combustion may involve a number of technical issues which need to be addressed [1,3,4]. For example, the cost of co-combustion may be considerably higher than that of dedicated coal combustion due to the relatively high price of the secondary fuels (including the transportation expense) and the cost associated with the required pretreatments (such as drying, grinding and densification). In addition, co-combustion of coal and a secondary fuel in a coal-fired power plant may affect the performance of the plant, and lead to problems associated with ash deposition, fuel conversion, pollutant formation (such as NOx, SO2, and fine particles), corrosion, and fly ash utilization [4]. These issues have been the major technical barriers of co-combustion, and have become the topics of extensive research in the past two decades. In addition, with the growing interest in utilizing biomass and waste in heat and power production, the understanding of the fundamentals of biomass and waste combustion has improved considerably in recent years through extensive research. These advances, together with the relatively well-established knowledge on coal combustion, can generally allow us to achieve a good understanding on the co-combustion processes.

This review aims to provide an outline of the fundamental fuel and ash conversion processes during co-combustion of coal and different secondary fuels, particularly at conditions relevant to pulverized fuel combustion. Through a detailed assessment of the differences and interactions of coal and various secondary fuels in different fuel/ash conversion processes, the possible effect of co-combustion on a number of technical aspects, such as ignition, burnout, pollutants formation, ash deposition, corrosion, and ash utilization, are evaluated and interpreted based on literature.
1.2 Combustion fundamentals and gaseous emissions

1.2.1 Devolatilization

When a solid fuel particle is exposed to a high temperature environment, the organic structure can undergo thermal decomposition and release volatile matter. This process is described as devolatilization, with the major products containing light gases (mainly CO₂, CO, H₂O, H₂, CH₄ and other light hydrocarbons), tar/soot and char. The characteristics of devolatilization, such as decomposition temperature, rate and product distributions, can subsequently influence the ignition, burnout and pollutant formation during solid fuel combustion [10-12].

The devolatilization behavior of coal has been well characterized through experiments and modeling, with several detailed reviews available on this subject [10,11,13]. The major organic structures in coal can be categorized as aromatic clusters, side chains, aliphatic bridges and loops [14]. During the primarily devolatilization, the aromatic clusters are largely converted to tar and char, while the other organic structures are the main precursors of light gases [11]. The product distribution from the primary devolatilization of coal is influenced by factors such as coal properties (rank), heating rate, environmental temperature and pressure. The coals with lower rank generally produce more light gases during the primary devolatilization [10,15-18], due to the presence of smaller amount of aromatic carbon and larger amount of aliphatic chains. The formation of tar is usually most significant for the devolatilization of intermediate-rank coals (such as bituminous coals) [10,15-18], as these coals contain more aliphatic chains than the high-rank coals (such as anthracite) and more aromatic carbon than the low-rank coals (such as lignite), which favor tar formation. The formation of light gases such as CO, CO₂ and CH₄ during the primary devolatilization is reported to be promoted by increasing the temperature of the pyrolysis environment [19,20]. The formation of tar may also increase with increasing environmental temperature [19,20], whereas the effect may become insignificant when the temperature is above 800 °C [20]. When the primary devolatilization is carried out at elevated pressure, the formation of tar as well as the total volatile species can be inhibited to some extent [10].

Once the tar and light gases are released from the primary devolatilization of coal, they may undergo secondary reactions and produce soot and different light gases [21-24]. The secondary reactions of tar usually involve thermal cracking and/or soot formation. During the thermal cracking, the side chains and functional groups in the tar are cracked to produce light gases [25]. On the other hand, the main mechanisms of soot formation are considered to be the direct conversion of tar and the addition of light gases to soot [21].

Compared to coal, biomass and waste are often characterized by a higher volatile content and a lower char content [26]. Extensive research has been carried out on devolatilization of biomass and waste [27-31]. For biomass and biomass-originated waste, such as waste wood and paper, the major organic components are usually cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin [26,27]. During the devolatilization, the hemicellulose often decomposes at lower temperature compared to cellulose, and produces more volatiles, less tar and less char. Lignin is an amorphous cross-linked resin, which can produce more char during devolatilization than that of cellulose or hemicellulose [27]. Due to the structural differences between biomass and coal, their devolatilization characteristics are usually quite different. A typical example is given in Figure 1.1, showing that the devolatilization of the biomass mixture occurs at much lower temperature than that of coal, and
produces much more light gases and tar. The devolatilization of biomass is greatly influenced by the biomass properties and the process parameters such as environmental temperature and heating rate [28]. A higher environmental temperature usually inhibits the char yield and promotes the light gas formation. The maximum yield of tar is often observed at intermediate environmental temperature range (~500–700 °C), which is related to both the primary release and secondary reactions of tar [28]. More detailed investigations on biomass devolatilization are summarized in [27,28].

An important constituent of waste materials is highly polymerized materials such as plastics and rubbers. Compared to biomass, devolatilization of plastics and rubbers generally occurs at higher temperature and produces more volatiles. According to the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), the devolatilization of various plastics primarily takes place in the temperature range of ~400–550 °C, while the devolatilization of biomass (lignocellulosic materials) mainly happens in the temperature range of ~200–400 °C [29-31]. PVC (Polyvinylchloride) is a special type of plastics, which starts to decompose at lower temperatures than most other plastics [29-32]. The devolatilization of PVC primarily follows two steps. The first step (dehydrochlorination) occurs in the temperature range of ~200–370°C, in which a fraction of hydrocarbons is released as benzene and the Cl is almost fully released as HCl. The second step takes place in the temperature range of ~400–500°C, which is accompanied by the evolution of toluene and alkyl aromatics [29-32].

Figure 1.1 Mass loss and product distribution during devolatilization of a bituminous coal and a biomass mixture at a heating rate of 30 °C/min, adapted from [33].

The interactions between coal and biomass/waste during devolatilization have been investigated through TGA, fixed-bed, and entrained flow experiments [34-43]. A number of studies show that the interactions between coal and biomass/waste are negligible during the devolatilization [34,39,41,43,44], suggesting that the devolatilization behavior of the fuel mixture is additive (i.e. no obvious synergy effect between the fuels). On the other hand, some others report that small interactions may exist, when coal is pyrolyzed together with biomass/waste [35,36,38,40,42]. The mechanisms which may cause the interactions are discussed in the following.
When coal is pyrolyzed together with biomass, the volatiles released from biomass may react with coal or coal volatiles. These reactions may promote the formation of volatiles from the fuel mixture, and meanwhile inhibit the char yield [36,38,40,42]. A possible explanation is that the devolatilization of typical biomass/waste may produce relatively large amount of H₂, which can prevent the recombination and cross-linking reactions of free radicals, thereby suppressing the char formation [36]. Alternatively, the free radicals such as H* and CH₃* originated from the decomposition of aliphatic components of coal may react with the methoxyphenolic compounds from biomass devolatilization and form benzene substitutes [38]. The presence of such reactions may influence the distribution of volatile products from co-pyrolysis, and result in an increased formation of tar [35,42]. However, the extent of the secondary reactions among the released volatiles and the fuel mixture are to a large extent dependent on their mixing level and contacting time [39]. This may be an explanation to the insignificant synergy effect reported in other co-pyrolysis experiments [34,39,41,43,44]. The extent of synergy may be also dependent on the characteristics of the fuels, such as coal rank and biomass properties [37,40].

Besides the organic species, inorganic elements in biomass/waste may induce certain interactions during co-pyrolysis of coal and biomass/waste, since these elements may catalyze solid fuel devolatilization [45-47]. When biomass is demineralized, the initial devolatilization temperature is often increased compared to that of raw biomass, indicating that the cations in biomass, such as Ca, Mg, and K, may catalyze fuel decomposition to start at lower temperatures. Besides, the demineralization process may affect the distribution of the devolatilization products and result in an increased formation of volatiles [45-47]. As a result, when coal is co-pyrolyzed with biomass/waste of high ash content, the catalytic effect of inorganic elements may lead to interactions. As an example, during co-pyrolysis of coal and MBM (meat and bone meal), the DTG (derivative thermogravimetric analysis) curve of the mixture is found to be shifted to lower temperature, compared to that calculated from the pure fuels. This is partly explained by the catalytic effect of the inorganic elements in MBM, as the interactions are weakened in a mixture of demineralized MBM and coal [48].

Synergy effects have also been observed when coal is pyrolyzed with plastic materials, such as LDPE (low density polyethylene) and PP (polypropylene) [49-51]. At temperatures lower than the decomposition temperature of plastics, the devolatilization of the mixture is reported to be inhibited, which is probably because the softening and melting of plastics may inhibit the evolution of volatile matter during coal pyrolysis [49,51]. However, when the temperature becomes higher than the decomposition temperature of the plastics, the devolatilization of the mixture may be promoted and result in an increased formation of volatiles [49,51]. A possible explanation is that the hydrocarbon species originated from cleavage of polymer bonds may react with the radicals from coal thermal decomposition, which stabilize the primary decomposition products and thereby promote the formation of volatiles [49].

The presence of PVC in fuel mixtures may significantly affect the devolatilization behavior of other solid fuels, particularly for the lignocellulosic materials [30,52]. Co-pyrolysis of PVC and lignocellulosic materials may lower the decomposition temperature of the lignocellulosic materials and increase the char yield [30,52]. These interactions are primarily linked to the HCl released from the dehydrochlorination of PVC. The evolution of HCl may facilitate dehydration and aldehyde formation from the lignocellulosic materials, which could inhibit depolymerization and thereby promote the char formation [52].
It should be noted that the majority of the interactions during co-pyrolysis of coal and biomass/waste are observed during TGA experiments, in which fuel particles are intimately contacted and the heating rate is relatively slow. In the case of co-pyrolysis at suspension-fired conditions, the extent of interactions may be limited, due to the constraints in mixing and contacting time among the fuel particles and the volatiles.

1.2.2 Ignition and flame stability

During solid fuel combustion, ignition and flame stability are important for carbon burnout and formation of pollutants such as NOx [53,54]. The ignition of solid fuel particles can follow two mechanisms, i.e. heterogeneous ignition and homogeneous ignition. The heterogeneous ignition usually results from the direct attack of oxygen on the fuel/char particle surface, while the homogeneous ignition describes the ignition of the volatiles released from the fuel particles [53,54]. The ignition characteristics of solid fuels, including ignition mechanism, time (delay) and temperature, are influenced by a number of factors such as fuel characteristics, particle size/shape, ambient temperature/heating rate, ambient gas compositions, particle number density and fluid flow [53-59].

In co-combustion of pulverized coal and biomass, the applied biomass particles are usually considerably larger than the coal particles [3,60-62]. Biomass is more difficult and costly to grind than coals [3,9], and the characteristics of biomass (such as the high volatile content) allows it to have a relatively large particle size in co-combustion. Due to the differences in particle size and in the inherent fuel characteristics, the ignition behavior of biomass and coal particles may be quite different, which can influence the flame characteristics in co-combustion.

With the purpose of comparing the ignition/flame characteristics of pulverized coal and biomass (sawdust), experiments have been conducted in a semi-industrial-scale reactor [63]. Compared to the coal flame, a more intense and wide flame is observed near the burner during the sawdust combustion, which is attributed to the volatiles released from the fine fraction of sawdust particles. On the other hand, a second flame stage appears downstream of the near-burner region during sawdust combustion, which is presumably related to the combustion of the large sawdust particles. These large sawdust particles usually require more devolatilization time and could more easily penetrate the IRZ (internal recirculation zone) of the burner compared to the coal particles [63].

A similar two-stage flame has been seen during co-combustion of coal and straw [64], as indicated by the O2 and CO distributions shown in Figure 1.2. Particle sampling suggests that the second flame stage results from the large and dense straw knee particles. These particles can have sufficient momentum to penetrate the IRZ of the burner [65], and the large particle size may cause a significant intra-particle temperature gradient which prolongs the devolatilization process [66]. By decreasing the primary air flow (i.e. inertia of straw particles), the flame is found to be shortened and the second flame stage disappears, suggesting that the flame structure in co-combustion is largely dependent on the injection method of biomass [64]. This is supported by the experiments carried out in a down-fired furnace, showing that the injection method of biomass can greatly affect the burnout and NO emissions [67].
Figure 1.2 O$_2$ and CO distributions in a flame of co-firing coal and straw (50% thermal basis); the straw was injected through a center tube with an air flow of 16.5 kg/h and the coal was injected via an annular tube with an air flow of 15.0 kg/h [64].

The influence of co-firing coal and different biomass on the flame temperature, stability and other characteristics has been investigated by using vision-based measurement techniques on an industrial-scale combustion test facility [68]. The addition of 10% (thermal basis) biomass generally resulted in a delayed ignition of the fuel particles compared to the coal flame. This is presumably a result of the relatively large particle size and high moisture content of the biomass particles. For biomass with a smaller moisture content, the ignition time is shorter than that of other co-combustion experiments. The brightness of the co-firing flames is consistently higher than that of coal flames, presumably because biomass may generate more soot with high radiant intensity. The oscillation of the co-firing flames is quite similar to a coal flame, indicating that the flame stability is not significantly affected when part of the coal is replaced by biomass [68].

The temperature of the co-firing flame is slightly greater than that of coal flame, which is attributed to a faster heat release caused by the volatiles from biomass [68]. Similar increased flame temperature is observed when coal is co-combusted with sawdust in an electrically heated drop tube reactor [69].

In general, the influence of adding biomass to a coal flame is to a large extent dependent on the physical and chemical properties of the biomass particles and their injection method. The relatively large size of biomass particles, together with a high moisture content, may result in a delayed ignition [68] or devolatilization [64,66]. If the delayed devolatilization is associated with a significant momentum of large biomass particles, it may result in a two-stage flame structure [63,64]. Besides, biomass usually contains relatively large volatile content and starts to decompose at lower temperatures [70], which is a favorable condition for generating a more intensive flame than coal flame [63,64,68,69]. The injection method of biomass particles also significantly affects the extent of fuel interactions, and subsequently impacts the ignition and flame characteristics during co-combustion [64,67,68].
1.2.3 Char reactivity and burnout

The degree of carbon burnout refers to the fraction of combustion matter in the parent fuel that is converted to gaseous products, with the remainder being left as carbonaceous residue [71]. In pulverized fuel combustion, the carbon burnout does not only influence the thermal efficiency of the plant, but also affects the quality of fly ash to be used in cement or concrete production [71,72]. The typical combustion history of a solid fuel particle is illustrated in Figure 1.3. It can be seen that the characteristic time of char oxidation is much longer than that of heating or devolatilization. Therefore the burnout in pulverized fuel combustion is to a large extent dependent on the char reactivity of the fuel particles.

The global reactivity of a char particle is governed by the mass and heat transport across the external boundary layer of the particle, by the mass and heat transport through the porous structures of the particle, and by the chemical reactions occurring between oxygen and the carbonaceous surfaces within the particle [28]. In general, the combustion of char particles can follow three regimes [28,71]. When the diffusion rate is much faster than the chemical reaction rate, the combustion of char particles follows the regime I (kinetic control), which is usually established for low temperatures and small char particles. For the regime II, the chemical reaction rate becomes comparable with the pore diffusion rate. Thus the char combustion is controlled both by pore diffusion and chemical reaction. For the regime III, the char combustion is controlled by the diffusion from the bulk gas to the external surface of the particle [28,71]. During pulverized fuel combustion the char oxidation generally follows the regime I and II, whereas the regime III is often favored by fixed-bed combustion where larger particles are combusted [71].

Figure 1.3 Typical combustion history of a biomass particle (switchgrass), also representative for a coal particle [3].

The reactivity of char particles can be influenced by various factors such as fuel characteristics, heating rate, temperature, and pressure [28,71]. For co-combustion where different fuel particles are combusted at similar conditions, the discrepancy in the char reactivity of different fuel particles is largely attributed to the fuel characteristics. A comparison of the char reactivity of
different solid fuels has been performed through TGA experiments at kinetic control conditions (regime I) [73]. Figure 1.4 shows the obtained reactivities for 17 char samples prepared at 1000 °C. The reactivities of different solid fuels vary almost 4 orders of magnitude under identical conditions. For coal chars, the char reactivity generally decreases with increasing carbon (daf) content of the coals, which is consistent with the tendency observed in another study [71]. The reactivity of biomass chars is generally greater than that of coal chars, which is in agreement with several other studies [74-77]. Since the non-catalytic model/pure materials (such as cellulose) shown in Figure 1.4 exhibit uniformly low char reactivity, the variations of the char reactivity of biomass and coal samples are primarily attributed to the catalytic effect of the inorganic elements (such as Ca, Mg and K) present in these fuels. The char surface area can also influence the reactivity, but this effect is believed to be less significant compared to the catalytic effect of the inorganic elements at the given experimental conditions [73].

Figure 1.4 Measured reactivity of chars prepared at 1000 °C from 17 samples versus the carbon content (daf) of the fuels [73].

To investigate the catalytic effect of inorganic elements on char reactivity, Zolin et al. have carried out a detailed investigation on the char reactivity of a straw and a low rank coal [78]. For the char samples produced in a TGA, the catalytic effect of the inorganic elements appears to be significant both for the straw and the coal at heat treatment temperatures up to 1000 °C, as reflected by a much lower char reactivity of the demineralized coal and washed straw compared to raw fuels. However, when the char is produced in the TGA at temperatures higher than 1200 °C, the catalytic effect of the inorganic elements is reduced, which is interpreted by the transformation of the inorganic elements and/or the char thermal deactivation such as annealing. On the other hand, for the char produced in an entrained flow reactor (EFR) at 1200 °C/1400 °C, the reactivity of the char from raw straw is still about 30-40 times higher than that of leached straw, indicating that the reduction of the catalytic effect at high temperatures is insignificant at this condition. A possible explanation is that the time scale of the heating stage in the EFR may be shorter than that needed for the deactivation or vaporization of the inorganic catalysts. In
addition, the char sampling method in the EFR may recombine inorganic aerosols such as KCl on the char surfaces [78]. Although the reactivity of biomass char particles is generally greater than that of coals [73-78], the carbon burnout in co-combustion of coal and biomass is affected by other factors, such as the residence time, the shape, and the ignition/heating characteristics of fuel particles. The investigations on the influence of co-combustion on the burnout have been carried out on with a number of different coals and biomass [79-81]. Depending on the fuel characteristics and combustion environment, co-combustion of coal and biomass may either increase or decrease the burnout, compared to dedicated coal combustion.

During co-combustion of coal and straw in a pulverized coal-fired power plant [79], the unburnt carbon in the fly ash is found to decrease progressively with increasing share of straw. On the other hand, the unburnt carbon in the bottom ash is increased with increasing share of straw, which is interpreted as a result of insufficient residence time for some dense straw particles [79]. Similar results are obtained during co-combustion of pulverized coal and sawdust in a full-scale plant [80], showing that the residue carbon in fly ash is decreased by the addition of sawdust and some large unburnt wood particles are seen in the bottom ash. The beneficial effect of biomass addition on the burnout is also observed during co-combustion of lignite and sawdust in an isothermal flow reactor [81], during co-combustion of coal and a number of different biomass in a down-fired combustor [82], and during co-combustion of different coal and biomass both under air and oxy-fuel combustion conditions [83]. In general, the observed effect is likely a combination of several factors. Because of the catalytic effect of inorganic elements and the porous structure, the reactivity of biomass char is usually greater than that of coal char [73-78]. Besides, the biomass char particles are usually non-spherical and have large aspect ratios, which are more favorable in terms of heat transfer and residence time, compared to the equivalent spherical particles [84]. The possible higher flame temperature during co-combustion of coal and biomass may also be an advantage for the burnout [68,69]. Moreover, during co-combustion of coal and biomass, the particle size of biomass char is often larger than that of coal char, which can result in a higher slip velocity between char particles and local gas [3]. Therefore, in the same boiler, the residence time of a biomass char may be longer than that of coal char, and result in an increased burnout.

In contrast to the enhancing effect, some studies show that the addition of biomass can reduce the burnout during co-combustion. The experiments in a pulverized fuel combustion test facility reveal that co-combustion of coal and biomass (straw/wood/miscanthus) results in a reduced burnout compared to dedicated coal combustion [9]. The observed decreased burnout is primarily attributed to the large biomass particle size used in the experiments and the relative short residence time in the test facility [9]. Similar decreased burnout is observed when coal is co-fired with wood in a pulverized coal-fired power plant [85]. Generally, the decreased burnout during co-combustion of coal and biomass is most likely linked to the large particle size and high moisture content of the biomass particles, which may delay the devolatilization and subsequently the char oxidation processes [66]. Selection of biomass with suitable particle size and moisture content is therefore of key importance to ensure a satisfactory burnout in co-combustion of coal and biomass [3,9].
1.2.4 NOx emission

The formation of NOx during solid fuel combustion mainly follows three mechanisms, namely thermal NO, prompt NO, and fuel NO [12]. The thermal NO is formed from the reactions between N2 and O2, according to the so called extended Zeldovich mechanism:

\[
O + N_2 \rightleftharpoons NO + N \quad (1.1)
\]

\[
N + O_2 \rightleftharpoons NO + O \quad (1.2)
\]

\[
N + OH \rightleftharpoons NO + O \quad (1.3)
\]

The prompt NO formation is initiated by the attacking of hydrocarbon radicals on the N2 triple bond. The reactions can generate cyanide species which can be subsequently oxidize to NO [12].

The fuel NO is formed from the oxidation of the nitrogen species present in solid fuels. When solid fuels are exposed to high temperature, the nitrogen species are released as volatiles or retained in char during the devolatilization stage. The volatile-N released from primary devolatilization consists of light gases (mainly HCN and NH3) and tar-N. The tar-N may be decomposed to light gases and soot-N during secondary devolatilization. With the presence of oxygen, the nitrogen in char, soot and light gases may be oxidized to NO or recycled to N2. The comprehensive fuel-N conversion processes during solid fuel combustion have been reviewed in [12]. The emphasis here is on identifying the possible interactions on NOx formation during co-combustion of different solid fuels, especially coal and biomass.

![Figure 1.5 Partitioning of fuel nitrogen between gas, tar and char for coal and chicken litter obtained from an experiment carried out at a wire mesh reactor at 1300 °C [33].](image-url)

For coal and biomass, the characteristics of the nitrogen species released during devolatilization are usually quite different, with respect to the onset decomposition temperature and product distributions. The release of volatile-N during biomass devolatilization may start at lower temperatures than that of coal [12,86-89]. The release of volatile-N may begin at 200-300 °C during biomass devolatilization and up to about 50-80% of the fuel-N may be released as volatile-N at 500 °C [86]. However, for coal, the onset temperature for volatile-N release is usually about 500-600 °C [33,86]. This difference may be attributed different initial conditions.
devolatilization temperatures of coal and biomass, which has been discussed previously, with a typical example given in Figure 1.5. Besides the onset temperature, the distribution of nitrogen products from coal and biomass devolatilization may also be different. A typical example of the distribution of nitrogen species from coal and biomass (chicken litter) devolatilization is given in Figure 1.5. It shows that the formation of gas-N during the biomass devolatilization is much more pronounced than that of coal, whereas the devolatilization of coal produces significantly more tar-N and slightly more char-N [33]. Other studies also support that the formation of gas-N during biomass devolatilization is more pronounced compared to coal [33,87,90]. The major gas-N species from coal/biomass devolatilization are HCN and NH₃. Compared to coal, biomass devolatilization may evolve more NH₃ [12]. This is presumably related to the presence of amino groups in biomass which may directly yield NH₃ through thermal decomposition [90]. In addition, biomass may have more oxygen functional groups that that of coal, which is a favorable condition for the hydrogenation of NH₃ from HCN [12].

Figure 1.6 Conversion of fuel-N to NO (%) during co-combustion of different coal and straw under pulverized fuel combustion conditions. Solid symbols denote the results from high NOₓ flames, while the open symbols denote the results from low NOₓ flames [91].

The variations in the distribution of nitrogen species from biomass and coal devolatilization may lead to some interactions for the NOₓ formation during co-combustion. In addition, the formation of NOₓ during co-combustion is closely related to the flame characteristics, which are affected by the properties and injection method of the secondary fuels. Therefore, the observed effect of co-combustion on NOₓ formation is often resulted from a combination of several factors. The formation of NOₓ during co-combustion of straw and different coals has been studied in a pilot-scale reactor and a full-scale pulverized coal-fired power plant [91]. As shown in Figure 1.6, the conversion of fuel-N to NO generally decreases with increasing shares of straw. This is conceivably related to the higher volatile and fuel-N release at the near-burner region, which may lower the excess air ratio in the region and thereby reduce the NO formation. In addition, the observed darker flame (lower flame temperature) with increasing share of straw may also be a possible reason for the reduced NO formation. Compared to the low NOₓ flames, the effect of
straw addition seems to be even more pronounced for the high NOx flames, suggesting that burner configuration may be important to the NOx formation in co-combustion [91]. Similar reducing effect of biomass addition on the conversion of fuel-N to NO during co-combustion has been reported in other studies [7,60,82,92], which generally support the results shown in Figure 1.6. The influence of burner configuration and air staging on NOx formation during co-combustion is investigated [9,82]. It appears that air staging may enhance the reducing effect of biomass on NOx formation, if the residence time in the reducing zone is sufficiently long for completing the devolatilization of biomass [9]. The influence of burner configurations on the NOx formation may be dependent on the characteristics of secondary fuels, as different burner mode is favored when coal is co-fired with straw or sewage sludge [9].

It is worthwhile to mention that the reduced conversion of fuel-N to NO obtained during co-combustion of coal and biomass may not necessarily indicate the presence of net interactions between coal and biomass on NOx formation. As shown in Figure 1.6, the conversion of fuel-N to NO is lower for pure straw combustion than that for coal combustion. Therefore, the observed reduced fuel-N conversion may simply be an additive effect, since the fuel-N in biomass may have a lower propensity to generate NOx than that of coal. The experiments carried out by Robinson et al. support that the net interactions of coal and biomass on NOx emission are insignificant [93], suggesting that the fuels in co-combustion may behave as they are combusted in isolation. However, the experimental results of Robinson et al. are obtained under carefully controlled combustion conditions [93]. In practical applications, the addition of secondary fuels may influence the temperature and stoichiometry of combustion, and certain interactions may exist. A significant reduction on NOx formation may be achievable through optimizing the burner configurations and air staging during co-combustion [9,82]. In addition, biomass may also be applied as a reburn fuel to minimize the NOx emission [94,95].

1.2.5 SOx emission

During solid fuel combustion, the sulphur in the fuel may be converted to gaseous SO2/SO3 or partitioned to ash/aerosols. Global equilibrium calculations show that SO2 is the only stable sulphur species at temperatures above 1200 °C during pulverized fuel combustion at oxidation condition [96]. At lower temperatures, part of the SO2 may be transformed to solid phase, through reacting with inorganic elements such as Ca and K. In addition, a small fraction of SO2 may be oxidized to SO3, which may be further condensed as sulfuric acid at certain conditions [97]. However, the formation of SO3 during pulverized fuel combustion is generally limited to about 0.5-1.5% of the fuel-S [97]. Thus the major SOx emission from pulverized fuel combustion is SO2, and the major mechanism for reducing the SO2 emission during combustion is the reaction between SO2 and other ash forming elements.

Compared to coal, biomass/waste is often characterized by smaller fuel sulphur content [26]. Therefore, when coal is co-fired with biomass/waste containing less sulphur, it may naturally lead to a decreased SO2 concentration in flue gas. Beyond this dilution effect, the ash from coal and biomass/waste may have different capture capability towards the gaseous SO2, which can further affect the SO2 emission. A typical example of such effect is shown in Figure 1.7. Although with some experimental uncertainties (e.g. the conversion of fuel-S to SO2 is sometimes above 100%), the general tendency shows that the conversion of fuel-S to SO2 is decreased with increasing share of straw. This indicates that the ash from straw may be able to capture more gaseous SO2 than that of coal ash [91]. Similar effect has been observed in other
studies, showing that the S content in the ash from co-combustion is increased with increasing share of straw \[9,60,79\].

Figure 1.7 Conversion of fuel-S to SO\(_2\) (%) during co-combustion of different coal and straw. Solid symbols denote the results from pilot-scale experiments, while the open symbols denote the results from full-scale tests \[91\].

The effect of straw addition on the fuel-S conversion in co-combustion is mainly attributed to the high ash and K content of straw \[91\]. When a secondary fuel with low ash and sulphur content (such as wood) is applied, it probably has a negligible impact on the fuel-S conversion during co-combustion \[98\]. Besides the properties of the secondary fuel, the fuel injection method and other combustion conditions may also play a role on the fuel-S conversion during co-combustion. Through comparing the experimental results with the predictions of global equilibrium calculations \[91\], it seems that the reactions between SO\(_2\) and other ash forming elements are kinetically limited. Therefore, if sufficient mixing and long residence time can be provided, the effect of the secondary fuel on fuel-S conversion may become more significant, and vice versa.

1.3 Ash formation, deposition and utilization

Ash related issues such as slagging, fouling, corrosion and particulate emissions are of significant concerns in co-combustion of solid fuels. This is mainly because the secondary fuels applied in co-combustion, such as agricultural residues and waste-derived fuels, usually contain large amount of alkalis and chlorine that may be easily released to gas phase during combustion. The released alkali and chlorine may generate alkali chlorides and may cause severe ash deposition and corrosion on the heat transfer surfaces. In addition, the vaporized inorganic elements are a major precursor of the aerosols generated from combustion. These aerosols are not only the main source of particular matters emitted to the environment, but also a major reason for the deactivation of SCR units in the plant. Therefore, it is critical to understand and
address the ash related problems in co-combustion. With this objective, the fundamentals on ash formation, deposition, corrosion and utilization in solid fuel combustion are reviewed in this section. In addition, the possible interactions among different solid fuels on ash related issues are also evaluated. It should be noted that the present section mainly focuses on the behavior of the major ash forming elements in co-combustion, since these elements dominate the ash formation.

1.3.1 Ash forming elements in solid fuels

The ash forming elements that are significantly concerned during co-combustion of coal and biomass/waste are K, Na and Cl, since the ash related problems mentioned earlier are to a large extent induced by these elements. Despite of the diverse nature of coal, biomass and waste, the content of K, Na and Cl in these fuels shows some general tendency, which may be related to the origins/biological features of these fuels. Figure 1.8 shows the concentrations of ash, alkali (K+Na), and Cl in several different groups of biomass, waste and coals. These biomass/waste are chosen because they are extensively used in co-combustion [93,99-104]. Although the data shown in Figure 1.8 are comprehensive, they can still reveal some general features of these fuel groups. The features observed are: (1) woody biomass is generally of the lowest ash, alkali and Cl content among the fuel groups; (2) grasses usually have slightly larger ash, alkali and Cl content than that of woody biomass; (3) coals are comparable to grasses or woody biomass in terms of alkali and Cl content, but the ash content is often considerably larger and varies significantly; (4) the ash and alkali content in RDFs (refuse derived fuels) is generally within the range of coals, but the Cl content is significantly larger; (5) the straws are comparable to RDFs in terms of Cl and ash content, but have a significantly larger alkali content than that of other fuel groups.

Comparison of the alkali and Cl content of the fuel groups in Figure 1.8 indicates that straw may be the most problematic fuel group to be used in co-combustion, since it has both large Cl and alkali content. On the other hand, a fuel with large Cl and alkali contents may not necessarily lead to severe ash related problems in combustion, since the Cl and alkalis in the fuel may undergo complicated reactions with other ash forming elements during combustion. These reactions may prevent the formation of alkali chlorides, by converting the Cl and alkalis to less harmful species (such as HCl, alkali aluminosilicates/sulphates). Therefore, in addition to the content of Cl and alkali in the fuel, the content of other ash forming elements also plays an important role on the ash behavior during combustion.

One of the major inorganic elements that may influence the behavior of alkali and Cl during combustion is Si. This is because some Si containing minerals in the fuel (such as kaolinite) may react with the gaseous alkali chlorides generated from combustion, and lead to the formation of high-melting temperature alkali aluminosilicates/silicates and gaseous HCl. The molar ratios of (Na+K)/Si and Cl/Si in different fuel groups are plotted in Figure 1.9. It shows that the molar ratios of (Na+K)/Si and Cl/Si in coals are generally much smaller than that of other fuel groups, indicating that coals may contain relatively more reactive Si species than other fuel groups, which may prevent the formation of alkali chlorides during combustion. For the remaining fuel groups, the variations of the molar ratios of (Na+K)/Si and Cl/Si are significant, and no general tendency can be observed.
The fuel S content also plays an important role in mitigating the ash related problems caused by the Cl and alkali content. It is primarily because of the gaseous S (SO$_2$/SO$_3$) may react with the alkali chlorides, generating alkali sulphates which do not only have higher melting temperatures than alkali chlorides, but also are less corrosive for heat transfer surfaces. The molar ratios of (Na+K)/S and Cl/S in different fuel groups are shown in Figure 1.10. It is obvious that the coals generally have much smaller (Na+K)/S and Cl/S molar ratios compared to other fuel groups. This indicates that coal combustion may generate relatively more SO$_2$/SO$_3$, and the extent of

Figure 1.8 (a) alkali content (wt% db.) versus ash content (wt% db.) in different solid fuels, (b) chlorine content (wt% db.) versus ash content (wt% db.) in different solid fuels. The data are derived from open literature [26,93,99,101-106].

The fuel S content also plays an important role in mitigating the ash related problems caused by the Cl and alkali content. It is primarily because of the gaseous S (SO$_2$/SO$_3$) may react with the alkali chlorides, generating alkali sulphates which do not only have higher melting temperatures than alkali chlorides, but also are less corrosive for heat transfer surfaces. The molar ratios of (Na+K)/S and Cl/S in different fuel groups are shown in Figure 1.10. It is obvious that the coals generally have much smaller (Na+K)/S and Cl/S molar ratios compared to other fuel groups. This indicates that coal combustion may generate relatively more SO$_2$/SO$_3$, and the extent of
sulphation reaction on alkali chlorides may be more significant. For the remaining fuel groups, it seems that there is no general difference among these groups, with respect to the molar ratios of (Na+K)/S and Cl/S.

Figure 1.9 Molar ratios of (Na+K)/Si versus Cl/Si in different solid fuels. The data are derived from open literature [26,93,99,101-106].

![Figure 1.9](image1)

Figure 1.10 Molar ratios of (Na+K)/S versus Cl/S in different solid fuels. The data are derived from open literature [26,93,99,101-106].

Other ash forming elements may also directly or indirectly influence the behavior of alkali and Cl in combustion. For example, the Ca in the fuel may react with part of the Si or S species, which may inhibit the reactions between alkalis and these species [99]. The Al in the fuels may
to some extent affect the reactivity of the Si species on alkali chlorides, since aluminosilicates are usually more reactive than silicates [107]. However, in most cases, these ash forming elements are not the most critical elements that can induce or mitigate the ash related problems in co-combustion. Therefore, a comparison of the content of these ash forming elements in different fuel groups are not provided here. More insights to the ash properties of different solid fuels can be found elsewhere [26,105].

Besides the fuel groups mentioned earlier, there are some other biomass/waste groups which are also widely used as secondary fuels in co-combustion, such as sewage sludge, animal residue and seed-originated biomass. In general, sewage sludge is characterized by significantly larger ash content (~30–50 wt%, dry basis) than other biomass/waste groups, and the ash usually contains considerable amount of Si, Fe, Al, Ca and P [108-111]. Animal residues, such as manure or meal and bone meal (MBM), may have larger ash, Ca and P content than the typical woody/grassy biomass [112-114]. Another special group of biomass is seed-originated biomass, such as grain and rapeseed meal, which usually has significantly larger P content than that of other biomass [115-119].

1.3.2 Association of ash forming elements

The concentration of the ash forming elements in the fuel is not the only factor that influences the ash behavior during combustion. An additional factor which can play an important role is the association of these elements. Although different classification methods may be used, the ash forming elements in solid fuels can be generally categorized as organic association (elements that are organically bound, ionically bound or water dissolvable) and mineral association (elements that exist as included or excluded minerals) [120,121]. The association of the ash forming elements may not only greatly affect the vaporization behavior of these elements during combustion but also influence their reactions.

A number of methods have been applied to evaluate the association of ash forming elements in coal, such as microscopy based techniques (e.g. CCSEM) and spectroscopy based techniques (e.g. XAFS and XRD) [122,123]. However, some of these techniques developed for coal may not be appropriate for biomass, since biomass is often characterized by a low degree of mineralization. A widely used method for identifying the association of ash forming elements in biomass/waste is the chemical fractionation method, which was initially developed for coal [124,125], and later adapted to biomass/waste [126,127]. The chemical fraction method is a sequential leaching method. According to the standardization proposed by Zevenhoven et al. [127,128], the fuel sample is leached successively by water, 1 M ammonium acetate and 1 M hydrochloric acid, and then the concentrations of ash forming elements in these solutions as well as in the residue are analyzed. The partitioning of the ash forming elements to different fractions can provide information about the occurrence mode of these elements. In general, it is considered that the easily soluble salts such as alkali chlorides and sulphates would appear in the water soluble fraction; the organically associated ions would be mostly present in the ammonium acetate solution; the acid solution would consist of acid-soluble salts or minerals like earth alkaline carbonates and sulphates; and the residues would be primarily comprised of mineral materials such silicates or aluminosilicates [127,129]. It has to be mentioned that the interpretations to the chemical fractionation results are quite fuel/element specific, and there is no general agreed guidelines for quantifying the results [129]. Nevertheless, the chemical fractionation analysis is still considered to provide valuable information about the speciation of
ash forming elements in different solid fuels, and the information is important for understanding the behavior of these elements during combustion [128].

Based on the chemical fractionation analysis [130-134], the association of some critical ash forming elements in different solid fuels is compared in Figure 1.11–Figure 1.13. In the figures, the fractions that are leached by water and ammonium acetate are summed together, since these fractions are considered to behave similarly during combustion (i.e. relatively easier to be released to gas phase). The remaining fractions, i.e. acid soluble fraction and residue fraction, are considered to be more difficult to be released during combustion.

Figure 1.11 Percentage of K and Na (%) that appears as H₂O and NH₄Ac (ammonium acetate) soluble in different solid fuels. The data are derived from open literature [130-135].

From Figure 1.11, it is seen that the majority of the K (60–100%) in biomass/waste is leachable by water and ammonium acetate, while this fraction in most coals is usually less than 10% (except for some low rank coals). This indicates that the association of K in biomass/waste may be quite different from that of coal. In live plants, such as wood and straw, the K may predominantly exist as mobile ions surrounded by water molecules, or present as organically associated K such as oxalates and oxygen-containing functional groups. When the plants are harvested and dried, part of the K ions may be converted to KOH, KCl and K₂CO₃, and the remaining may still be dissolved in water, depending on the extent of the drying process [136].

The K species mentioned above are mostly leachable by water and ammonium acetate. However, the K in coals may be mainly present as minerals, such as illite and muscovite [131,136-138], which are difficult to leach by water and ammonium acetate. However, for some low rank coals, such as lignite, a considerable fraction of K may exist as water and ammonium acetate soluble [135]. Compared to K, the fraction of water/ammonium acetate soluble Na in coals is larger (20–100%) and shows greater variations. This is presumable because a certain fraction of Na in coals is present as water soluble salts such as NaCl or organically associated [131,139]. For biomass/waste, the percentage of Na that is leachable by water and ammonium acetate varies significantly for different biomass/waste, and no general tendency is observable.
Figure 1.12 shows the percentage of Cl and Si that are present as water and ammonium acetate soluble in different solid fuels. It is seen that the Cl is almost fully soluble in water and ammonium acetate in different solid fuels. This may be explained by the association of Cl in these fuels. In coals, the Cl may exist as chloride anions in moisture, inorganic chlorides (such as NaCl and KCl), or organic chlorine compounds (such as covalently bonded Cl or Cl combined to organic complexes) [140]. For biomass, the majority of Cl may be associated with the nutrient cycle and the living portion of the biomass materials [140], in forms of free anions or loosely bound to exchange sites [141]. These Cl species are generally leachable by water and acetate solution. However, for some plastics materials, such as PVC, the Cl may not be soluble in water and acetate solution, but still can be released to gas phase during combustion [131]. This may explain the large fraction of insoluble (by water and acetate) Cl found in RDF in Figure 1.12. Besides, in some coals, the Cl may be associated with minerals such as sodalite (Na₈(Al₅O₈)₆Cl₂) [140], which may be a possible explanation for the insoluble Cl part. It has to be mentioned that there are some limitations in determining the partitioning of Cl through the chemical fractionation analysis [131,132]. For some low-Cl fuels, such as coal and wood, the concentration of Cl in the water or acetate solution may be below the detection limit of the analysis method, and the analysis uncertainties may be considerably high [129]. Besides, since it is not possible to determine the fuel-Cl that is leached by the HCl solution and the Cl content in the residue is often greatly influenced by the HCl leaching process, the reliability of the chemical fractionation method on Cl partitioning may not be evaluated through mass balance calculations. These limitations need to be considered when evaluating/utilizing the results from chemical fractionation analysis.

In contrast to Cl, the Si in different solid fuels is mostly (>90%) not soluble by water and ammonium acetate, as shown in Figure 1.12. For coals, the Si may predominantly exist as minerals such as quartz, kaolinite and illite [137]. In biomass, the Si may be present as polymerized silicic acid, which is an amorphous mineral of silica with varying amount of crystal
water (SiO$_2$·nH$_2$O) [129,141]. In addition, a certain fraction of Si in biomass may be from the soil contaminations during the collection process, which may exist as quartz and clay materials [142].

Figure 1.13 Percentage of Ca and S (%) that appears as H$_2$O and NH$_4$Ac (ammonium acetate) soluble in different solid fuels. The data are derived from open literature [130-135].

Figure 1.13 shows the percentage of S and Ca that is present as water and ammonium acetate soluble in different solid fuels. It appears that coals generally contain less water and acetate soluble S than that of grasses and straws, indicating that the association of S may be different in these fuels. In coals, the S may be mainly present as minerals (mainly as pyrite but also as other sulfides and sulphates) or organically associated with aliphatic, aromatic, and heterocyclic structures. The sulphide minerals, which are usually the dominant inorganic S components in coals, are largely insoluble in water or ammonium acetate solutions. In addition, the organically associated S in coals is also found to have a low solubility in water or other organic solutions [143]. This may explain the relatively small fraction of the water and ammonium acetate soluble S found in coals. On the other hand, the S in biomass may be mainly present as inorganic sulphates or organically associated S with aliphatic nature such as in proteins, sulphate ester and sulphur lipids [141,142]. The sulphates may be easily leachable by the water and ammonium acetate solution, whereas the organically associated S may be difficult to be dissolved in these solutions [129]. For annual crops such as straw and grass, a large fraction (>50%) of S in these biomass may be present as sulphates, as indicated by the S release characteristics during the pyrolysis of these biomass [144]. However, for woody biomass, the majority of S may be organically associated, thus the water and ammonium acetate soluble fraction is usually only around 25% [129]. Compared to S, the percentage of Ca that is present as water and ammonium acetate soluble varies significantly for different fuels, and no tendency can be seen for different fuel groups. In biomass, the Ca that is leachable by water and ammonium acetate may be mainly ionic Ca (acting as counter ions for organic and inorganic anions such as malate and nitrate), Ca oxalate and other calcium salts of carboxylic acids [131,141]. In coals, the majority of Ca that is water and ammonium acetate leachable may be present as carboxylic groups and carbonate [131].
1.3.3 General ash formation mechanism

The ash formation mechanism in pulverized fuel combustion has been well-established [121,139,145-151]. As shown in Figure 1.14, the ash particles generated during pulverized fuel combustion primarily originate from excluded minerals, included minerals and organically associated ash forming species in the fuel particles. When the fuel particles are combusted, a fraction of the included minerals and organically associated ash forming elements may be released to gas phase, either through a direct release mechanism or a mechanism involving reducing reactions. After that, the vaporized inorganic elements may nucleate to ultrafine particles, condense on the surface of the existing particles, or chemically react with other particles. The partitioning of the vaporized inorganic elements may be dependent on the fuel properties and the combustion conditions such as cooling rate and particle density in the flue gas [121]. The ultrafine particles generated from the nucleation of inorganic vapors may aggregate/coalesce with themselves to form larger particles, which are usually an important source of submicron ash particles formed during pulverized fuel combustion. On the other hand, the ultrafine particles may also attach to the surface of the existing large fly ash particles, which may therefore partition to the supermicron ash particles.

In addition to the fraction that is vaporized, the remaining minerals and organically associated ash forming elements in the fuel particles may undergo fragmentation, melting and coalescence.

Figure 1.14 Ash formation pathways during solid fuel combustion, adapted from [121].
during the fuel conversion process. The majority of these ash forming elements may result in the formation of supermicron ash particles, while a small fraction may contribute to the formation of submicron ash particles, probably via the fragmentation mechanism. The excluded minerals may also experience melting and a small extent of fragmentation/coalescence (depending on the mineral type), and may be converted mainly to supermicron ash particles during the combustion process.

Figure 1.14 shows that ash formation during solid fuel combustion is a complicated physical and chemical process, and may be affected by a number of factors. In the following sections, the release and transform of ash forming species during solid fuel combustion will be described in detail, with a special focus on the possible interactions during different fuels.

1.3.4 Release of ash forming elements

As mentioned earlier, the release of ash forming elements during pulverized fuel combustion may follow a direct release mechanism or a mechanism involving reducing reactions. The direct release mechanism may involve the release of organically associated elements during devolatilization or char oxidation, and the direct vaporization of some volatile inorganic species, such as NaCl and KCl. The reducing mechanism is usually applied for the species having low vapor pressure during combustion, such as SiO2 and CaO. With the reducing environment generated by devolatilization or char oxidation, these oxides may be reduced to more volatile suboxides or elemental vapor, which would facilitate the vaporization of these elements [149,150,152,153].

The vaporization of ash forming elements during pulverized coal combustion has been studied extensively through experiments and modeling [152,154-161]. These studies generally suggest that the vaporization of refractory oxides (such as SiO2, Al2O3, CaO and MgO) during pulverized coal combustion is mainly achieved through the reducing mechanism described by the following global reaction:

\[ MO_n(c) + CO \rightleftharpoons MO_{n-1}(v) + CO_2 \]  

where \( MO_n \) and \( MO_{n-1} \) refer to the refractory oxide and the corresponding volatile suboxide or metal vapor, respectively. In the modeling approach of Quann and Sarofim [152], it is assumed that the equation above is in equilibrium on the surface of mineral inclusions in the char particle and the CO2 is only produced from the reaction above (i.e. the vapor pressure of \( MO_{n-1} \) and CO2 is the same). With these assumptions, the vapor pressure of \( MO_{n-1} \) on the surface of the mineral inclusions can be predicted from the partial pressure of CO and the equilibrium constant of the reaction. By taking into account the internal and external diffusion of the vaporized \( MO_{n-1} \) in the char particle as well as the interactions between different mineral inclusions, the vaporization of \( MO_n \) during pulverized coal combustion has been reasonably well modeled [152]. However, as pointed out later by some following work [156,157,160], there are some limitations in the model developed by Quann and Sarofim [152]. In their model, the vapor pressure of CO2 on the mineral inclusion surface may be underestimated, which may result in an over estimation of the vapor pressure of \( MO_{n-1} \) [156,157]. Besides, the model also neglects the enlargement of the pores and the corresponding increase in effective diffusivity near the surface of burning char particle, which may overestimate the diffusion resistance to vaporization [160].
In addition to the reducing mechanism mentioned above, direct release mechanism may also play a role, particularly for low rank coals, such as lignites, which contain substantial amount of alkali and earth alkali metals. A typical example is the release of Na during the combustion of low rank coals [139,153,162,163]. The Na in low-rank coals may be primarily associated with organic matter or exist as halide (NaCl) [139,153]. During combustion this organically associated Na and halide may be vaporized to gas phase as metal, oxide or chloride, due to the high vapor pressure of these species [153]. For lignite, above 40% of the Na in the fuel was found to be vaporized at a furnace temperature of 1477 °C and at 20% O₂ condition [153]. A significant percentage (~18%) of the Mg was also found to be vaporized at the same experimental condition, consistent with the large amount of organically associated Mg in the low rank coal [152]. However, the vaporization of organically associated Mg may still follow a reducing mechanism, but with significantly reduced diffusion resistances compared to mineral inclusions [152].

The vaporization of ash forming elements during pulverized coal combustion may be influenced by various factors. In general, with higher combustion temperature, the vaporization of ash forming elements through the reducing mechanism can be promoted [152,160], whereas the vaporization of alkali metals (such as Na) may be reduced by an increased reaction rate between the vaporized alkali metals and silicates/aluminosilicates in the coal [153,163]. The particle size of coal may affect the vaporization of refractory oxides as well. With decreasing particle size, the vaporization of refractory oxides through the reducing mechanism may be promoted, presumably related to distribution of mineral inclusions in the particle [152]. The gas environment may also play an important role on the vaporization of ash forming elements. According to the model developed in [152], it is obvious that a more reducing environment is favorable for the vaporization of refractory oxides, when the combustion temperature is fixed. The association of ash forming elements also greatly influences their vaporization behavior. The organically associated elements are usually easier vaporized compared to mineral associations [152,153]. On the other hand, the distribution between excluded and included minerals may also have some impact. A positive correlation may be found between the vaporization of refractory oxides and their association as included minerals [152,164]. This is likely because included minerals may experience higher combustion temperature and more reducing conditions that of excluded minerals.

It should be noted that in the majority of the studies mentioned earlier, the vaporization of ash forming elements is quantified by sampling fine particles after combustion [152,154-161]. Therefore, the obtained vaporization results are naturally interfered by the secondary reactions between the vaporized species and other ash forming species. Such influence is particularly pronounced for the vaporized alkali species [153,163]. These possible secondary reactions will be discussed in detail in the following section.

Compared to pulverized coal combustion, the vaporization of ash forming elements during pulverized biomass/waste combustion has been less investigated and literature on this subject is scarce. Recently, Shah et al. has attempted to quantify the release of inorganic elements during pulverized biomass combustion, by performing experiments in a lab-scale combustion simulator with high initial heating rate (10⁵ °C/S) and temperature (1450–1600 °C) [165,166]. The release of inorganic elements is quantified by assuming the elements present in vapor phase and in the submicron aerosols are vaporized during the combustion. The results obtained after complete combustion (with a residence time of about 1300 ms) are shown in Figure 1.15. It can be seen that the release of S and Cl is fairly complete (>80%) during the combustion of pulverized
biomass or coal, and no significant deviation is observed for different biomass or coal. However, the release behavior of alkali metals is considerably different for coals and biomass. For K, it appears that above 90% of the K in woody biomass has been released to gas phase, which is only slightly higher than that of straw (~80%) but significantly greater than that of coals (<20%). Such difference may be primarily related to the different associations of K in biomass and coal, as illustrated in Figure 1.11. In addition, the secondary reactions between the vaporized K and the mineral matters in the fuels may also influence the K release obtained in the experiments. Compared to the K release, the deviations between the Na release in biomass and coal seem to be less significant, which may be explained by the variety of the Na association in coals, as shown in Figure 1.11. Compared to alkali metals, the release of Mg and Ca is generally less pronounced during pulverized biomass/coal combustion. However, for woody biomass, a considerable fraction of the Mg and Ca (20-50%) may still be released to gas phase during combustion. For Al and Si, the release is generally found to be negligible for different fuels [165,166].

Figure 1.15 Release of ash forming elements under pulverized fuel combustion condition. The data are derived from [165,166], with a residence time of about 1300 ms (almost complete combustion). The woody biomass refers to bark, wood chips and waste wood, and the coals are a UK and a Polish coal.

The release of ash forming elements during biomass/waste combustion has been better characterized at grate-firing conditions [128,141,142,144,167-173]. Although the results may not be directly transferred to pulverized fuel combustion conditions, these studies can provide valuable insights to the release mechanisms of these elements, and the guidelines for the
important parameters that may influence the release.

Figure 1.16 shows the release of Cl at a function of temperature during the combustion of different biomass groups such as straw and woody biomass as well as some waste materials such as fiber board and PVC [142,168,172]. The results presented are obtained from the same laboratory-scale reactor and the experimental conditions are similar for different fuels. Thus the deviations shown in the figure mainly result from the different fuel characteristics. From the figure, it is seen that approximately 20-60% of the Cl is released from straw at a combustion temperature of 500 °C, and the remaining Cl is mostly released in a temperature range of 500–800 °C. For woody biomass, the release of Cl (>80%) seems to be greater than that of straw at 500 °C. However, the quantification of Cl release during wood combustion is usually rather difficult to perform due to the low Cl content in most of woody biomass, thereby only very limited woody biomass data are shown in Figure 1.16. Different from the woody biomass and straw, the Cl in the fiber board/PVC is almost completely released at a combustion temperature of 500 °C.

Figure 1.16 Release of Cl at different temperatures under grate-firing conditions [142,168,172].

The release of Cl at combustion temperature below 500 °C is primarily due to the vaporization of HCl (g) [141,142,167,168,172]. Since the majority of Cl in straw or woody biomass is leachable by water [131,174], it is suggested that the Cl in straw or woody biomass may predominantly exist as KCl. Thus a major mechanism for the release of Cl at temperatures below 500 °C is considered to be the reaction between KCl and the carboxylic groups of the fuel, which could result in the formation of HCl (g) and char-K [141,142,167,168,172]. The presence of such a reaction is supported by the considerable Cl release observed at 400 °C, when pure KCl is mixed with wood or cellulose [175]. However, the extent of the reaction may be confined by the available proton-donating sites in the char/fuel. In general, a negative correlation is found between the Cl release at 500 °C and the Cl content in straw [142]. This indicates that for a fuel with high Cl content compared to the number of proton-donating sites, the conversion of KCl to...
HCl (g) may be relatively low. This may be an explanation to the observed deviations of the Cl release at 500 °C in Figure 1.16, especially the general difference between the low-Cl woody biomass and the high-Cl straw. On the other hand, a small fraction of Cl in biomass may be combined to the organic structures. The Cl may be released directly during the devolatilization, either in tar or decomposed to HCl (g) [142,173]. A typical example of the release of the organically associated Cl is the combustion of PVC. As shown in Figure 1.16, almost all of the Cl in PVC is released to gas phase at 500 °C, which is because the organically bound Cl has been decomposed to HCl (g) during devolatilization in a temperature range of ~200–370°C [29-32].

The second stage of Cl release during biomass combustion, which mainly happens in the temperature range of 500–800 °C, is mostly a result of KCl or NaCl vaporization [141,142,167,168,172]. The vaporization of KCl and NaCl during biomass combustion has been detected directly by a molecular beam mass spectrometer system [174]. It should be noted that at lower temperatures, such as 650 °C, the vaporization of KCl may be limited by the diffusion resistances, particularly in the reactor used in [142,168,172]. However, at higher temperatures, such as 800 °C, the diffusion resistances would become negligible, due to the high vapor pressure of KCl [167].

![Figure 1.17 Release of S at different temperatures under grate-firing conditions [142,168,172].](image-url)

Figure 1.17 shows the release of S during the combustion of biomass and waste materials at different temperature [142,168,172]. For straw, it appears that approximately 20–60% of the S is released at 500 °C. With increasing temperature, the release of S increases progressively and for most of straw the S is almost completely released at a combustion temperature of 1150 °C. Compared to straw, the release of S during woody biomass combustion is generally greater in the temperature range of 500–1000 °C. At 500 °C, the S release for woody biomass is mostly in the range 60–80%, and the release is not significantly increased up to 850 °C. In the temperature range of 850–1150 °C, a considerable increase of the S release is observed for woody biomass, and an almost complete release is achieved at 1150 °C. Different from biomass, the S release
during PVC combustion seems to be completed already at 500 °C. For fiber board, the characteristics of the S release are quite similar to that of straw.

The release of S during biomass combustion at temperatures below 500 °C is mainly attributed to the release of organically associated S during the devolatilization process [141,142,167,168]. This is supported by the fact that the S release obtained during straw pyrolysis and combustion is similar at 500 °C [142]. In addition, the S release obtained during woody biomass combustion at 500 °C seems to be correlated well with the organic S fraction derived from the chemical fractionation analysis [168]. Thus the deviations of the released S at 500 °C for different woody biomass and straw may be explained by the different S associations in these fuels.

![Figure 1.18 Release of K at different temperatures under grate-firing conditions [142,168,172].](image)

The release of S at higher temperatures may follow more complicated mechanisms. For straw with relatively high Si content, the reaction between K₂SO₄ and silicates may contribute to the S release at temperatures above 700–800 °C, through the formation of K-silicates and SO₂ (g). The contribution of this reaction to the S release may be greatly affected by the molar ratio of K/Si in the fuel [142]. Besides, the Cl in the fuel may also indirectly affect the S release at temperatures above 500 °C. With a greater Cl/K molar ratio in the fuel, the S release in the temperature range of 700–950 °C is found to be increased, presumably due to the fact that part of the alkali sulphate is converted to alkali chloride and SO₂ [142]. On the other hand, the direct vaporization or decomposition of sulphate (such as K₂SO₄ or CaSO₄) may also constitute an important S release mechanism at high temperatures, particularly for fuels with relatively low Si and Cl content (such as woody biomass) [142,168]. However, in most cases, the contribution of this mechanism to S release is insignificant at temperatures below 1000 °C, due to the low vapor pressure and high thermal stability of the sulphates. At higher temperatures, this mechanism becomes increasingly important, and contributes greatly to the almost complete S release at about 1150 °C.

The release of K during the combustion of biomass and waste materials at different temperature
is shown in Figure 1.18. It is seen that for the majority of the woody biomass and straw, the release of K is insignificant at temperatures below 600 °C. Most of the K in woody biomass and straw is released in the temperature interval of 700–1150 °C. At 1150 °C, the release of K from woody biomass and straw is found to be in a range of 60–90%. In general, large deviations are observed for different biomass with respect to the K release and no general tendency is seen between straw and woody biomass. Compared to biomass, the K release in PVC seems to be greater and occurring at lower temperatures. For the fiber board, a general low K release is seen up to 1150 °C, which may be related to the high Ti content in the fuel [168].

Several different mechanisms may contribute to the K release during woody biomass and straw combustion. At temperatures below 500 °C, although the release of K is generally insignificant and may be greatly affected by the experimental uncertainties, a small fraction of K (0–10%) may still be released due to the decomposition of organically associated K [142,168]. In the temperature range of 500–800 °C, the release of K for Cl rich biomass is mainly via the vaporization of KCl, which is supported by the fact that the molar ratio of the released K/Cl is about 1 [142]. The release of K through KCl vaporization may be promoted by increasing the molar ratio of Cl/K in the fuel [142]. On the other hand, for biomass with relatively low Cl content such as wood, the contribution of KCl vaporization to K release is rather limited. Thus the major K release mechanism for these biomass during 500–800 °C is considered to be the decomposition of the K associated with the char matrix or the decomposition of K$_2$CO$_3$ [167,168]. At temperatures above 800 °C, irrespective of the original Cl content in the fuel, a major K release mechanism is considered to the vaporization of K or KOH originated from the decomposition of K$_2$CO$_3$ or the char associated K. In a dry environment, the decomposition of K$_2$CO$_3$ may produce elemental K, which may be vaporized and subsequently react with other gaseous species. With the presence of water vapor, the K$_2$CO$_3$ may be decomposed to KOH (g), which may considerably promote the release of K [167,169]. However, the K release during biomass combustion may be adversely affected by the reaction between the vaporized K and the silicates in the ash. The extent of such reaction is closely related to the availability of reactive silicates in the fuel and the contacting and reaction rate between the silicates and vaporized K. At higher combustion temperatures, the vaporization rate of K may greatly exceed the reaction rate of K and silicates, which could be an explanation to the increasing K release observed in the temperature range of 900–1150 °C. On the other hand, the presence of other inorganic elements, such as Ca and Mg, may compete with K for reacting with silicates, thus may promote the release of K to some extent [167-169].

In addition to S, Cl and K, the release of Na is also found to be significant during biomass/waste combustion at grate-firing conditions [168,171,172]. However, the Na content in most biomass is considerably lower than that of K. Thus a detailed quantification of Na release is difficult to achieve via experiments. Besides, the mechanisms for Na release during biomass combustion are in most cases analogous to that of K. Therefore, a detailed discussion on the Na release is not performed here, but can be found elsewhere [168,172]. Besides the elements mentioned above, the release of other elements such as Si, Al, Ca and Mg during biomass/waste combustion are generally found to be negligible [142,168,172]. An additional element which may exhibit high volatility during biomass/waste combustion is phosphorus. However, detailed investigations on the release characteristics of phosphorus are scarce in literature.
1.3.5 Interactions in ash chemistry

During pulverized fuel combustion, complicated interactions may occur among the ash forming elements, which cannot only alter the chemical form of these elements in the flue gas but also greatly affect the partitioning of these elements into fly ash of different particle size. These interactions are mostly achieved through gas-gas reactions of the vaporized ash forming elements, or the gas-solid reactions between the solid ash particles and the vaporized ash forming elements. The major vaporized ash forming elements during pulverized coal combustion can be categorized as S, Cl, refractory metals (such as Si, Al, Fe, Ca and Mg), and alkali metals (such as K and Na). Since the refractory metals are mostly vaporized through a reducing mechanism, these metals are usually quickly re-oxidized at the vicinity of a burning char particle and nucleate to small solid/liquid ash particles [155]. Thus the major vaporized ash forming elements, which may have relatively long residence time during pulverized coal combustion, are S, Cl and alkali metals. Since these elements are also the major ash forming elements released from biomass or waste combustion and are the most critical elements for ash deposition and corrosion in pulverized fuel combustion, the possible reactions of vaporized alkali metals, S and Cl are mainly emphasized in this section.

1.3.5.1 Reactions between vaporized alkali metals and kaolinite

The vaporized alkali metals during pulverized coal combustion usually exist as alkali hydroxides or alkali chlorides. These alkali species may react with the coal minerals at high combustion temperature, resulting in the formation of alkali aluminosilicates/silicates as well as gaseous HCl/H2O. A typical example is the reaction between vaporized Na species and kaolinite, which has been the subject of extensive research [146,163,176-184]. At combustion temperatures and particle residence times similar to pulverized coal combustion, the kaolinite (Al2O3·2SiO2·2H2O) particles can be readily converted to metakaolinite (Al2O3·2SiO2), however further conversion to mullite (3Al2O3·2SiO2) may be greatly confined by the residence time. The formed metakaolinite can react with the vaporized sodium species (such as NaOH or NaCl), and generate sodium aluminosilicates such as nephelite and carnegieite (both with a chemical form of Na2O·Al2O3·2SiO2). The transformation from kaolinite to metakaolinite and then to sodium aluminosilicates may cause some free silica to be released. Thus some sodium silicates may be formed initially along with the sodium aluminosilicates. As the reaction proceeds, the basic metakaolinite crystal structure may break down into silicates and aluminates, allowing accommodating more vaporized sodium species than the predicted product (Na2O·Al2O3·2SiO2). It should be noted that the initial generated sodium aluminosilicates can form an eutectic with the remaining metakaolinite, and cause melting. This melt can enhance the reaction rate between the kaolinite and vaporized sodium by breaking apart and opening up the tightly packed metakaolinite crystal structure, and by inducing a surface renewal to allow access to the unutilized metakaolinite buried under the unexposed platelet layers [180]. On the other hand, as the reaction progresses, the entire kaolinite particle may transform to a catastrophic melt, which can deactivate the reaction by closing the pores [176].

The reactions between the kaolinite and vaporized sodium are influenced by different factors such as temperature, particle size, molar ratio between the sodium and kaolinite, residence time, and gas environment [163,179,180]. The optimum temperature window for the reaction between the vaporized sodium and kaolinite has been proposed to be 900–1100 °C [179], since a higher
temperature may result in a significant melt-induced deactivation, particularly when the molar ratio of the vaporized sodium and kaolinite is high [180,185]. The particle size of kaolinite may also impact the reaction rate. Under the same experimental conditions, the conversion of submicron kaolinite particles is found to be at least 6 times greater than the particles around 9 μm [179]. The results suggest that the reaction between vaporized sodium and kaolinite particles in the range of 3–9 μm are controlled by pore diffusion, whereas the smaller particles (0.65–3 μm) are in a transition of pore diffusion and reaction control [179]. A lower molar ratio between the vaporized sodium and kaolinite is usually preferable in order to completely capture the sodium, but the effect becomes less significant when the molar ratio is already below 0.5 [180]. The presence of gaseous Cl and S may inhibit the reaction between the vaporized Na and kaolinite [163,179]. With the presence of gaseous Cl, part of the vaporized Na may be converted to NaCl [162], which may react much slower with kaolinite than that of NaOH [163]. On the other hand, the presence of gaseous S may result in the formation of sodium sulphate, which may condense at higher temperature and reduce the residence time for the gas–solid reaction [179].

Several mathematical models have been proposed to simulate the reaction between kaolinite and vaporized sodium [163,177,179,180,182]. Punjak et al. have developed a model which describes the simultaneous diffusion and reaction of sodium vapor in a porous kaolinite particle [182,183]. The model fits well with the experimental data obtained at 800 °C, but it did not take into account the possible deactivation at higher temperatures [182,183]. Recently, Gale and Wendt have proposed a model which utilizes two global reactions to describe the reaction between kaolinite and sodium vapor as well as the deactivation at high temperature [180]. The simulation results are in good agreement with the experimental results, and the feature of the high temperature deactivation has been well-characterized by using the two-step approach [180].

The reactions between the vaporized K species and kaolinite are generally analogous to that of kaolinite and vaporized Na species [107,184,186,187]. A direct comparison indicated that the adsorption rate of kaolinite on NaCl and KCl was similar at 850 °C [184]. The experiments carried out by Tran et al. show that kaolinite can capture vaporized potassium (such as KCl and KOH) both by chemical reaction and physical adsorption at 850 °C [186]. In the temperature range of 750–950 °C, the capture efficiency of kaolinite on KCl is found to decrease with increasing temperature, which is explained as an increased desorption rate of KCl at higher temperatures, since the kaolinite sintering is insignificant at the experimental temperature range. The influence of different K species on the capture efficiency is also investigated, showing that the K capture efficiency is similar for KCl and KOH but significantly lower for K₂SO₄ [186].

Zheng et al. have studied the reactions between kaolinite and vaporized potassium at a temperature range of 900–1500 °C [107]. They reveal that in the temperature range of 900–1300 °C, the amount of potassium captured by kaolinite decreases with increasing temperature, which is explained as a higher degree of sintering in the kaolinite pellet with increasing temperature. However, at temperatures above 1300 °C, the amount of potassium captured by kaolinite starts to increase with increasing temperature. This is presumably because of the appearance of a molten phase in the kaolinite pellet at temperatures above 1300 °C, which could facilitate the transportation of KCl and increase the reaction rate. A mathematical model similar to that in [182,183] is developed to describe the diffusion and reaction between vaporized KCl and kaolinite pellet at 900 °C [107]. However, this model neglects the effect of sintering and melting, which limits its application at higher temperatures.
1.3.5.2 Reactions between vaporized alkali metals and other minerals

In addition to kaolinite, other minerals in coal may react with the vaporized alkali metals. Punjak et al. have compared the capture efficiency of kaolinite, emathlite and bauxite on the vaporized Na at 800 °C, showing that all of these minerals could capture the vaporized Na through chemical reactions [182,183]. In comparison with kaolinite, bauxite shows a higher initial capture rate and a lower ultimate capture capability (mass basis). However, the capturing of vaporized Na by bauxite is partly attributed to physical adsorption, which is different from the other two minerals where chemical reaction is dominated. The initial capture rate of emathlite is similar to that of kaolinite, while the capture capability of emathlite is close to that of bauxite. XRD (X-ray diffraction) analysis suggests that the formation of nephelite, carnegieite and glassy silicates may be responsible for the sodium capture by bauxite, whereas the formation of abite (Na$_2$O·Al$_2$O$_3$·6SiO$_2$) may account for the sodium captured by emathlite [182,183].

Silica (SiO$_2$) is able to react with the vaporized sodium or potassium, although the reaction rate is usually much lower than that of kaolinite [107,163]. A direct comparison of the reaction rate of kaolinite and SiO$_2$ under conditions similar to pulverized coal combustion indicates that the reaction rate of NaCl and kaolinite is 5–8 times higher than that of NaCl and silica [163]. A similar tendency is observed in fixed-bed experiments [107], showing that much less vaporized K is captured by silica compared to kaolinite and the capture efficiency of silica is almost not influenced by the exposure temperature in the range of 900–1500 °C.

There are other mineral matters that could react with the vaporized alkali species. Kyi et al. have tested the reactions between sodium species (NaCl, NaOH and Na$_2$SO$_4$) and minerals such as kaolinite, bentonite, diatomite, mclay, pumice and pyrophyllite at 1000 °C and 1200 °C, showing that these Si and Al containing minerals generally exhibit a high reactivity that is comparable to kaolinite [188]. Mullite (3Al$_2$O$_3$·2SiO$_2$) is usually considered to be an inert material towards vaporized alkali species. However, experimental results in a fixed bed reactor indicated that reaction starts to take place between mullite and vaporized potassium at temperatures above 1300 °C, possibly related to the formation of a molten phase inside the mullite pellet which reduces the transportation limitations [107]. Alumina (Al$_2$O$_3$) is found to be an effective sorbent to capture vaporized alkali species at moderate temperatures (e.g. <1000 °C). However, the alkali species captured by alumina is primarily achieved by physical adsorption, rather than chemical reactions [107,189]. Besides Si or Al based minerals, calcium phosphates, such as Ca(PO$_3$)$_2$, could also react with K species (such as K$_2$CO$_3$ and KCl) at 900–1000 °C through the formation of (K$_2$O)$_n$(CaO)$_l$(P$_2$O$_5$)$_m$ structures, but such reactions may be greatly influenced by the temperature and the applied Ca/P molar ratio [169].

Direct study on the reactions between the vaporized potassium and coal ash has been carried out [107], showing that a Columbia bituminous coal (COPRIB) ash exhibits a capture behavior that is similar to kaolinite, both with respect to the capture efficiency on the vaporized potassium and its dependence on the exposure temperature. The capture efficiency of the COPRIB ash decreases with increasing temperature in the range of 900–1200 °C, but it increases significantly when the temperature becomes 1300 °C. The similarity between the capture efficiency of COPRIB ash and kaolinite is considered to be related to their similar Al and Si content. On the other hand, the lignite ash exhibits a much lower capture efficiency than the COPRIB ash, which is possibly related to the relatively small Si and Al content in the lignite ash. In addition, the lignite ash contains relatively large content of Ca and Mg, which may compete with K to react
with the alumina and silica [107]. The competition between Ca and K on reacting with silica is further demonstrated through fixed bed experiments, showing that less K is captured by silica with the dosage of Ca [169]. The influence of coal ash properties on reaction with alkali species has been further studied through co-firing different coals with chlorine rich biomass [134], showing that the coal with a larger Al and Si content and a smaller K content reacts more easily with the gaseous alkali chlorides. CCSEM analysis of the fly ash from lignite combustion shows that the majority of the Na is combined to Al and Si (rather than Si alone), suggesting that the aluminosilicates are the preferred scavengers during coal combustion [178]. This conclusion is in agreement with experimental results obtained from different coal ashes [107,134], and the tendency indicated by global equilibrium calculations [96].

When the vaporized potassium and sodium are presented in the flue gas at the same time, they may interact with each other in reacting with minerals. The capture rates of an Al and Si based sorbent on vaporized KCl, NaCl and their mixture have been compared in fixed-bed experiments at 800 °C [190]. It is shown that the sorbent could capture KCl much faster than NaCl. For the mixture of NaCl and KCl, the observed capture rate is lower than the summation from pure components, indicating that the capturing of KCl by the sorbent may be inhibited by the presence of NaCl and the overall capture rate becomes similar to that of NaCl [190]. On the other hand, when a sorbent containing potassium (emathlite) is exposed to NaCl vapor at 800 °C, the potassium content in the sorbent is found to be decreased, indicating that a significant amount of potassium is released to the gas phase with the presence of NaCl vapor [183]. This tendency is supported by coal combustion experiments under suspension-firing conditions [146], showing that the vaporization of potassium is not closely related to the association of potassium and the amount of silicates in the coal, but rather exhibiting a positive correlation with the vaporization of sodium. This indicates that that vaporized sodium may be able to displace some mineral bound potassium and facilitate its vaporization to gas phase [146].

1.3.5.3 Reactions between alkali metals and gaseous sulphur

During pulverized fuel combustion, significant interactions can occur between the vaporized alkali species and the gaseous sulphur such as SO2/SO3. The reactions between the vaporized alkalis (such as alkali chlorides) and the gaseous sulphur could potentially minimize the risk of ash deposition and corrosion in pulverized fuel-fired boiler, since alkali sulphates usually have much higher melting temperature and are less corrosive than alkali chlorides. The sulphation reactions of alkali species have been studied both through experiments and detailed kinetic modeling [191-199]. According to the detailed gas phase mechanism proposed by Hindiyarti et al. [194], the formation of K2SO4 at 1100 °C may follow the reaction pathways shown in Figure 1.19. It can be seen that the sulphation of KCl to K2SO4 may proceed with and without the presence of SO3/OH radical as an intermediate. At low temperatures (e.g. < 900 °C), the pathway involving the formation of KHSO3 is considered to be the major pathway, with the reaction from KHSO3 to KHSO4 being the rate-limiting step. However, at higher temperatures (e.g. > 1100 °C), the other pathways may also become important for K2SO4 formation, probably related to an increased generation of radicals at these temperatures. The mechanism proposed by Hindiyarti et al. [194] is found to be consistent with several experimental results [63,173,191], although further experiments in a rigorously homogeneous system are still needed for obtaining more insights into the mechanism [194].
In addition to the homogeneous mechanism, the formation of alkali sulphates may also follow a heterogeneous mechanism involving the condensation of alkali containing species (such as alkali chlorides or hydroxides) on a surface and the subsequent sulphation in liquid or solid phase. According to the experimental and modeling studies carried out by Steinberg and Schofield [195,200-202], the formation of Na$_2$SO$_4$ (g) under fuel lean-flame conditions is considered to be kinetically limited through an analysis of the detailed reaction mechanism. Therefore they suggest that the heterogeneous sulphation mechanism is responsible for the formation of Na$_2$SO$_4$ at these conditions. This hypothesis is supported by the Na$_2$SO$_4$ formation rate obtained on a deposition probe, which is proportional to the total sodium content in the flame, but is independent of the fuel type, equivalence ratio, flame temperature and sulphur concentration [195]. The heterogeneous sulphation of alkali chlorides has been studied directly through fixed-bed experiments in a temperature range of 400–850 °C [203,204]. It is revealed that the sulphation rate of the solid NaCl is very slow at temperatures below 600 °C, with only 0.5–1.1% of the NaCl being converted to Na$_2$SO$_4$ in 3 h. At these temperatures, the rate-limiting step is considered to be the adsorption of SO$_2$ on the NaCl surface [203]. One the other hand, the sulphation rate of KCl or NaCl is increased considerably at temperatures above 650 °C, which is probably caused by a change in the reaction mode from a gas-solid to a gas-liquid and/or a gas phase reactions [204]. However, even at 850 °C, a quite large residence time (~hours) is needed in order to fully convert the alkali chlorides to sulphates [204].

Figure 1.19 Pathway diagram for potassium transformation at 1100 °C (under the conditions of Iisa et al. [191]) [194].

The sulphation of KCl particles has been studied by Iisa et al. in a laminar entrained-flow reactor at 900–1100 °C, with the residence times of 0.2–1.2 s [191]. The results reveal that up to 100% conversion can be achieved for the vaporized KCl in the reactor, whereas only about 0.5–2% conversion is obtained for the melted KCl. This suggests that at residence times similar to pulverized fuel combustion condition, the homogeneous sulphation rate would be significantly higher than that of heterogeneous sulphation [191]. The importance of the the homogeneous sulphation mechanism over heterogeneous mechanism at entrained flow conditions is further supported by studying aerosol formation through laboratory-scale experiments and modeling [205,206]. The significant increase of the aerosol number concentration observed by adding SO$_2$ to NaCl and KCl vapor indicate that the alkali sulphates result from the homogeneous sulphation of the vaporized alkali chlorides, rather than the heterogeneous sulphation of the condensed alkali chlorides [205]. However, it should be noted that the conversion of the vaporized alkali chlorides to sulphates may be thermodynamically limited at high temperatures (e.g. >1000 °C)
Thus a high conversion of vaporized alkali chlorides to sulphates may be only achievable at moderate temperature (e.g. ~900 °C) [191].

The reactions between the alkali species and gaseous sulphur have been investigated in practical combustion systems, mostly through the injection of sulphur based additives (such as elementary sulphur, SO₂, and ammonium sulphate) during the combustion of high alkali fuels such as straw [197,198,208-210]. These studies generally reveal that the addition of sulphur based additives can effectively reduce the concentration of alkali chlorides in the flue gas. However, among the different additives, ammonium sulphate seems to be more effective than other additives such as SO₂ and elemental S [199]. It is probably because that the decomposition of ammonium sulphate could generate SO₃ which can react with alkali chlorides more efficiently than that of SO₂ [191,192].

1.3.5.4 Ash interactions during co-combustion of coal and high alkali biomass/waste

![Figure 1.20](image.png)

Figure 1.20 The percentage of K present as water soluble form in fly ash (wt%) versus the K/Si molar ratio in the fuel mixture. The results are derived from laboratory- and full-scale co-combustion of straw and different coals [99].

It has been shown earlier that the vaporized alkali species, minerals, and gaseous sulphur can lead to significant interactions during combustion. Therefore, when coal with relatively large mineral and sulphur content is co-combusted with biomass containing large alkali and chlorine content, significant interactions may take place between the alkali species released from the biomass and the minerals and sulphur in the coal. A typical example of such interactions is co-combustion of straw and coal, which has been studied extensive through laboratory-, pilot-, and full-scale experiments as well as modeling [60-62,79,96,100,211]. Figure 1.20 shows the influence of the silicate based-minerals in coal on the partitioning of K in the fly ash [99]. The percentage of the water soluble K in the total K in fly ash provides an approximation of the percentage of K appearing as KCl and K₂SO₄ in the fly ash. It can be seen that when straw is co-
fired with bituminous coals, the percentage of K present as water soluble form in the fly ash generally decreases with decreasing K/Si molar ratio in the fuel mixture. This indicates that the formation of KCl and K$_2$SO$_4$ may be inhibited when straw is co-fired with a bituminous coal with large amount of silicate based-minerals, due to the formation of water insoluble K aluminosilicates. On the other hand, when straw is co-fired with lignite, it appears that the influence of K/Si molar ratio in the fuel mixture is insignificant for the formation of water soluble K in the fly ash. This is probably because the relatively high Na and Ca content in the lignite could inhibit the reactions between the alkali species from the straw and the Si-based minerals in the lignite [99].

![Figure 1.21](image.png) The percentage of water soluble K appearing as K$_2$SO$_4$ in the fly ash from full-scale and lab-scale co-combustion of coal and straw [99].

As shown in Figure 1.20, although the majority of the K in the fly ash is present in water insoluble form during co-combustion of straw and bituminous coal, a certain percentage of K (up to ~30 wt%) still exists in water soluble form. The water soluble K in the fly ash may primarily be present as KCl and K$_2$SO$_4$, and the distribution between these two species would be greatly influenced by the sulphation reactions of the vaporized alkali species and the gaseous sulphur. The effect of co-combustion of coal and straw on the formation of K$_2$SO$_4$ is shown in Figure 1.21 [99]. It is seen that when straw is co-fired with coal, the molar ratio of S/Cl in the fuel mixture is in most cases above 5. This is considerably larger than that of pure straw, which normally has a S/Cl molar ratio below 1 (see Figure 1.10). During co-combustion of coal and straw in full-scale pulverized coal-fired plants, it appears that approximately 80–100% of the water soluble K in the fly ash is present as K$_2$SO$_4$, and the influence of the S/Cl molar ratio seems to be insignificant on the formation of K$_2$SO$_4$ when it is above 5. On the other hand, in the laboratory scale experiments, it seems that the percentage of water soluble K appearing as K$_2$SO$_4$ in the fly ash is increased with increasing S/Cl molar ration in the fuel mixture, and is considerably lower than that of full-scale data. This indicates that in laboratory experiments, the formation of K$_2$SO$_4$ may be kinetically limited, possibly due to the short residence time in the
temperature range of 1300–500 °C (~0.1 s) [99]. According to the global equilibrium calculations performed by Wei et al. [96], the formation of K₂SO₄ during co-combustion of hard coal and straw seems to be only thermodynamically feasible at temperatures below 1000 °C. This indicates that the sulphation reaction in co-combustion may only happen at a certain temperature range, since the reaction would be thermodynamically restricted at high temperature and kinetically limited at low temperature. Thus a relatively long residence time at moderate temperature is preferable for the sulphation reaction. This is supported by the results obtained from fluidized bed combustion, where the residence time at around 800 °C is relatively long. Under these conditions, a significant reduction on the gaseous KCl concentration is seen when sulphur based additives are injected during biomass combustion, particularly during the addition of ammonium sulphates or other sulphates [197-199,212]. In contrast to the sulphation reaction, the reaction between alkali species and Si-based minerals is likely not thermodynamically limited at high temperature [96]. This may explain the similarity of the full-scale and laboratory-scale results with respect to the reaction between alkali species and Si-based additives [99].

1.3.6 Fine particle formation

The formation of fine particles, here defined as particles with aerodynamic diameters less than 2.5 μm [151], is a significant concern in pulverized fuel combustion. This is primarily because these particles can much more easily penetrate the electrostatic precipitator (ESP) of a pulverized coal-fired power plant than larger particles, and dominates the particulate matter (PM) emission from the plant [121]. In addition, the fine particles are often rich in trace elements which are highly toxic to the environment [213-215]. Besides the influence on the PM emission, the formation of fine particles during pulverized fuel combustion may also significantly affect the performance of the SCR (selective catalytic reduction) catalyst [216,217]. Extensive studies have been carried out to study the formation of fine particles during pulverized coal combustion through laboratory- and pilot-scale experiments [138,145,151,155,164,218-224] as well as full-scale sampling [213,214,225-228]. These studies generally lead to a well established mechanism of fine particle formation during pulverized coal combustion, with several reviews available on this subject [121,149-151]. On the other hand, the formation of fine particles in pulverized biomass/waste combustion is generally less studied, with only a few laboratory- or pilot- scale investigations available on this subject [109,208,209,229-231]. The fine particle formation during co-combustion of pulverized coal and biomass/waste has also been investigated in laboratory- and pilot-scale reactors as well as full-scale power plants [109,208,226,227,232]. In this section, the mechanism of fine particle formation during pulverized fuel combustion will be introduced, and the effect of co-combustion on fine particle formation will be assessed based on literature.

1.3.6.1 Fine particle formation in pulverized coal combustion

The mass-based particle size distribution of the fly ash from pulverized coal combustion is conventionally considered to be bimodal, i.e. a fragmentation mode which is mainly responsible for the formation of supermicron particles and normally has a peak concentration at around 20 μm, and a vaporization mode primarily contributes to the formation of submicron particles and usually has a concentration peak around 0.1 μm [213,233,234]. Recently, it is proposed that the particle size distributions in the fly ash from pulverized coal combustion may be trimodal [151,222-224]. In addition to the two modes mentioned earlier, a fine fragmentation mode,
which is normally between approximately 0.7 and 3.0 μm, is suggested to be present in pulverized coal combustion [151].

![Typical mass-based particle size distributions of the fine particles from pulverized coal and biomass combustion as well as grate-firing of biomass. The pulverized coal data is derived from a pulverized coal-fired power plant [235]; the pulverized biomass data is obtained from an entrained flow reactor using Orujillo (a residue of olive oil production process) as fuel and combusted at 1300 °C [236]; and the grate-firing biomass data is derived from a full-scale grate-firing plant using straw as fuel [237]. A typical particle size distribution of the fine particles formed from a pulverized coal-fired power plant is shown in Figure 1.22 [235]. Consistent with the results shown in [151], a small peak is seen at around 0.1 μm, and the mass-based particle concentration is significant at around 3 μm. As mentioned earlier, the ash particles around 0.1 μm is mainly generated from the inorganic elements in coal which are vaporized through a reducing mechanism [152]. According to the experimental and theoretical analyses conducted by Helble and Sarofim [155], the inorganic elements vaporized in a suboxide or elemental form during char oxidation can be quickly re-oxidized in the boundary layer of the char particle. This will lead to a supersaturation followed by nucleation. With sufficiently high temperature and short coalescence time, these nucleated particles would grow through a Brownian collision and coalescence mechanism, which can either occur through solid state diffusion or viscous flow. The resulting primary particle size is found to increase with increasing gas and char particle temperature. Besides, the addition of sodium to a silicon system is also seen to greatly increase the primary particle size of the particles, by decreasing the viscosity of the nucleated particles and therefore permitting coalescence at lower temperatures. On the other hand, with low temperature at which the time needed for coalescence is comparable to the time between collisions, the colliding particles would generate aggregates, which may be preserved if the temperature reduction is sufficiently rapid [155]. According to the TEM analysis on the ultrafine particles from pulverized coal-fired power plant, the primary particle size (diameter) of these vaporization mode particles is mostly]
found to be in the range of 10-30 nm [225,238]. These primary particles are mostly present in a form of aggregates and result in a peak concentration around an aerodynamic diameter of 0.1 μm [213,225].

In addition to the ultrafine particles generated from the vaporized inorganic elements, the remaining fine particles, which dominate the mass of the fine particles from pulverized coal combustion, are mainly generated from the fragmentation and coalescence of coal minerals [149,151]. For excluded minerals, the fragmentation is usually insignificant for silicate minerals, quartz, illite and muscovite. On the other hand, excluded pyrite or carbonate particles may experience a large extent of fragmentation at a high heating rate, due to the evolution of CO₂ or gaseous sulphur [149]. However, according to the modeling and experimental analyses in a drop tube furnace [239], it appears that the fragmentation of excluded minerals may influence the particle size distribution above 20 μm. The results indicate that the formation of fine particles from fragmentation of excluded minerals may be quite limited [239], although this process may be largely affected by the particle size and the composition of the originally excluded minerals as well as the combustion conditions.

Included minerals in coal particles may undergo a significant extent of fragmentation and coalescence during char oxidation, and result in the formation of fine particles [149,151,240]. Helble and Sarofim propose that the char fragmentation is the main mechanism responsible for the formation of ash particles in the range of 1–5 μm [240]. Therefore the porosity of a char particle may greatly influence the number of the ash particles produced from one char particle as well as the ash particle size distribution. This is supported by the observations that the macroporous synthetic char doped with sodium silicate yields about 75 ash particles per char particle, whereas the non-macroporous char doped with sodium silicate only yield one ash particle per char particles. The results obtained by Helble and Sarofim [240] indicate that the shedding of liquid minerals from the surface of a rotating char particle would not occur during pulverized coal combustion. However, some other studies advocate that the shedding of ash from rotating char particle may be an important mechanism for the formation of fine particles from pulverized coal combustion [151,224]. In addition, the fragmentation of char cenospheres from combustion may also contribute to the formation of fine particles during pulverized coal combustion, as summarized in [149,151].

1.3.6.2 Fine particle formation in pulverized biomass combustion

The fine particle formation during pulverized biomass combustion is considerably different from that of pulverized coal combustion. An example of the fine particles formed from pulverized biomass combustion is shown in Figure 1.22, which is obtained from combustion of Orujillo (a biomass with ash rich in K, Cl, Ca and Si) in an entrained flow reactor [236]. The particle size distribution is considered to be representative for a number of biomasses tested in the same reactor [209,231,236]. Compared to pulverized coal combustion, the fine particles from pulverized biomass combustion appear to have a significantly larger concentration peak at around 0.1–0.2 μm. Chemical composition analyses of these particles reveal that they are almost only composed of alkali, Cl, S and P, indicating that the observed concentration peak is a result of the vaporization of the inorganic elements during biomass combustion. Based on the molar ratios of the inorganic elements and the results from XRD (X-ray diffraction) analysis, the dominant species in these particles are found to be KCl and K₂SO₄ during the combustion of pulverized Orujillo [231]. The similarity of the compositions of submicron particles in different
size implies that the submicron particles are primarily generated from the vaporized inorganic elements. On the other hand, the composition of the supermicron particles is found to be closer to the fuel ash composition, suggesting that to a large extent these ash particles may be formed from the coalescence of the minerals in biomass, which is supported by the spherical appearance of the supermicron particles [231].

The formation of fine particles during pulverized biomass combustion seems to be analogous to that of biomass grate-firing, in terms of the mass-based particle concentration as well as the chemical composition. In Figure 1.22, the particle size distribution of the fine particles from grate-firing of straw [237] is compared with that of pulverized combustion of Orujillo [236]. It can be seen that the peak concentration of the fine particles is similar (~ 700 mg/Nm$^3$) during grate-firing of straw and pulverized combustion of Orujillo. In addition, the composition of the submicron particles from grate-firing of straw is comprised of K, Cl, S and P [237], which is also quite similar to the submicron particles obtained during Orujillo combustion [236]. These similarities suggest that the fine particle formation mechanism in pulverized Orujillo combustion [231] may be analogue to that of grate-firing of straw, which has been characterized extensively through full-scale measurements [207,237,241], laboratory-scale experiments [205,242] and modeling [206,242]. According to these experimental and theoretical investigations [205-207,237,241,242], the formation of fine particles during grate-firing of straw is believed to be initiated by the homogeneous nucleation of K$_2$SO$_4$ from the gas phase, followed by condensation of KCl and K$_2$SO$_4$ on the nucleated sulphate seeds. Therefore the number concentration of the fine particles is mainly dependent on the formation of gaseous alkali sulphate, whereas the concentration of alkali chloride may only change of the mass concentration of the aerosols. The contribution of the homogeneous nucleation of alkali chlorides is considered to be negligible for the formation of fine particles during grate-firing of straw, due to the presence of other seed particles [205-207,237,241,242]. The fine particle formation mechanism derived from grate-firing of straw seems to reasonably well explain the formation of fine particles during pulverized Orujillo combustion, in which only K$_2$SO$_4$ nucleates is obtained at a sampling temperature of 900 °C and the condensation of KCl is only found to be significant below 560 °C [231]. For other biomass with different fuel properties, homogeneous nucleation of K$_2$SO$_4$ followed by condensation of KCl/K$_2$SO$_4$ is still considered to be an important fine particle formation mechanism, although these processes may initiate at different temperatures for different biomass [231]. Besides homogeneous nucleation of K$_2$SO$_4$, homogeneous nucleation of K-phosphates may also take place at high temperature during the combustion of phosphorus rich biomass, and contribute to the formation of fine particles [230,231]. For biomass containing relatively large amount of Na, the formation and homogeneous nucleation of Na-species (such as Na$_2$SO$_4$), may also significantly contribute to the formation of fine particles, although detailed investigations are still lacking [231].

1.3.6.3 Fine particle formation in co-combustion of pulverized coal and biomass

When coal is co-fired with biomass, the formation of fine particles would be greatly influenced by the interactions between the coal and biomass. Therefore the obtained particle size distribution of the fine particles can be significantly different from that added from the pure fuels. A typical example of fine particle formation during co-combustion of coal and biomass is shown in Figure 1.23, where different thermal shares of straw (10% and 20%) are co-fired with coal in a pulverized coal-fired power plant [235]. It can be seen that the mass-based particle size
distribution from co-combustion of coal and straw is quite similar to that of dedicated coal combustion. The significant submicron concentration peak appearing during dedicated biomass combustion (see Figure 1.22) is not observed in co-combustion of coal and straw (up to 20 th%). This indicates that the minerals in the coal (South American bituminous coal) can effectively react with the alkali species vaporized during straw combustion. As a result, the majority of the alkali species released from straw combustion would partition to coal mineral particles with relatively large particle size, thus inhibiting the homogenous nucleation of these vaporized alkali species. This is supported by fact that the composition of the submicron particles from co-firing of coal and different share of straw (up to 20 th%) is generally quite similar [235]. Nevertheless, during co-firing of coal and 20 th% straw, a considerable increase of the K and S content in the submicron particles, particularly in the ultrafine particles around 0.1 μm, has been observed for different coals and at different boiler loads [235]. This indicates that the formation of K₂SO₄ may have been promoted during co-firing of coal and 20 th% straw, which is probably linked to the alkali species released from straw and the relatively high sulphur content in the coal. The K₂SO₄ would prefer to partition to fine particles either through homogeneous nucleation or condensation on existing ash particles. However, according to the particle size distribution shown in Figure 1.23, the influence of the increased K₂SO₄ formation is insignificant on the particle size distribution during co-combustion of coal and straw (up to 20 th%). It should be noted that the results shown in Figure 1.23 are closely associated to the properties of the fuels used in co-firing as well as the operation conditions [235]. With different fuels or operation conditions, the influence of co-firing on the formation of fine particles may become more significant, and possibly result in a larger concentration of fine particles.

![Figure 1.23. Mass-based particle size distributions of the fine particles from dedicated coal combustion, co-combustion of coal and 10% (thermal basis) straw, and co-combustion of coal and 20% straw. The data are derived from an impactor measurement in a full-scale pulverized coal-fired power plant at 100% load [235].](image-url)
1.3.7 Ash deposition

1.3.7.1 Ash deposition mechanisms

Ash formed during pulverized fuel combustion may deposit on the furnace or heat exchange surfaces of the boiler. The formed deposits are usually classified as slagging and fouling, where the slagging is defined as the formation of fused or sintered deposits on the heat-transfer surfaces and refractory in the furnace subjected to radiant heat exchange, and fouling describes the deposition of ash in the non-radiant convective heat-transfer portion of the steam generator immersed in the flue gas [243]. The major ash deposition mechanisms during coal and biomass combustion are inertial impaction, thermophoresis, condensation and chemical reaction [244].

Inertial impaction describes the deposition of ash particles which have sufficient inertia to traverse the stream lines around a tube (e.g. a superheater tube in the boiler) and deposit on the tube surface. The deposit formation through this mechanism is mainly dependent on the impaction efficiency and the capture efficiency of the ash particles. The impaction efficiency, defined as the ratio of the number of particles that impact on the tube surface to the number that are directed at the tube in the free stream, is influenced by various factors such as ash particle size, density, and gas flow properties. One the other hand, the capture efficiency, which describes the propensity of the impacted particles to stay on the surface, is greatly affected by factors such as composition, morphology and viscosity of the particles and deposits. During pulverized fuel combustion, the formation of deposits through inertial impaction is usually most important for large particles (>5–10 μm), and the formed deposits typically have an elliptic shape on the windward side of the tube [244,245].

Thermophoresis describes the particle transport from the bulk gas to the heat transfer surface by local temperature gradients. This process results from the collisions of gas molecules having different kinetic energy on the surface of a particle, and is influenced by different factors such as particle diameter, gas properties, and temperature gradient. In general, thermophoretic deposition is most important for small ash particles (<3 μm), and the formed deposits are fine-grained and evenly distributed around the whole circumference of the tube [244-246].

Condensation is a process by which vapors are liquefied on the surfaces cooler than the surrounding gas. Thus it is closely related to the concentration of the vaporized inorganic species in the flue gas as well as the gas and surface temperatures. The deposits formed by condensation often consist of a uniform layer extending the entire circumference of the tube. Although the mass fraction of the deposits formed by condensation may not be significant, the condensed inorganic species may lower the porosity of a granular deposit and increase the contact area between the deposit and surface, thus greatly influencing the strength and thermal conductivity of the deposit. Besides, the condensed inorganic species may be molten at the surface temperature, which may enhance the capture efficiency of the impacted particles [244,245].

Once deposits are formed through the mechanisms mentioned above, they may further react with the gaseous species in the flue gas. The presence of such chemical reactions can influence both the mass and the composition of the deposits. Typical examples are the sulphation of the condensed alkali chlorides and the oxidation of the deposited carbon particles [244,245].

The mechanisms mentioned above are recognized as the major mechanisms for the buildup of deposits during biomass and coal combustion. On the other hand, it should be noted that the
deposits buildup may occur simultaneously with the deposits shedding. The deposit shedding mechanisms have been reviewed recently by Zbogar et al. [247], and will not be described in detail in this work.

1.3.7.2 Influence of co-combustion on deposition rate/tendency

The influence of co-combustion on ash deposition under pulverized fuel combustion conditions has been investigated extensively through full-scale measurements and laboratory-/pilot-scale experiments [62,93,99-101,246,248-259]. These studies mainly focus on co-combustion of coal with different biomass, but other secondary fuels, such as sewage sludge and refuse derived fuel (RDF), have also been investigated. The major research emphases are on the effect of the secondary fuels on the ash deposition rate/tendency as well as the chemical and physical characteristics of the deposits. Since the ash deposition rate/tendency can differ by several orders of magnitude for different secondary fuels [100,254], the main emphasis here is on the secondary fuels with high deposition tendency/rate, such as straw [99,100,254]. The secondary fuels with relatively low deposition rate/tendency, such as sawdust, are not focused, since co-firing coal with these secondary fuels would not significantly influence or even decrease the ash deposition rate/tendency [101,256].

Figure 1.24. Particle collection efficiency on a probe during combustion of a bituminous coal, a wheat straw and their mixtures in a pilot-scale reactor simulating pulverized fuel combustion conditions [100].

Figure 1.24 shows the particle collection efficiency (ash deposition rate/mass fraction of ash in the fuel) on a probe during co-combustion of coal and different mass share of straw in a pilot-scale reactor [100], which is a representative case for co-firing coal with biomass having a high fouling tendency. It is shown that the particle collection efficiency of pure straw combustion is remarkably higher than that of dedicated coal combustion. A primary reason is that straw combustion may result in a large concentration of KCl in the flue gas. At the given experimental
conditions (i.e. a flue gas temperature of 1000 °C and a probe surface temperature of 540 °C), part of the gaseous KCl may condense on the probe and result in partially melted deposits which would significantly increase the capture efficiency of the impacted fly ash particles. The particle collection efficiency during co-combustion of coal and straw is between those of pure fuels. With increasing straw share, an increasing tendency is seen for the particle collection efficiency. However, the collection efficiency obtained in the experiments is generally lower than that interpolated from the pure fuels, and the difference is not due to the experimental uncertainties. This implies that the interactions between the coal and straw have affected the ash deposition. As discussed earlier, the KCl released from straw combustion may react with the aluminosilicates in the coal, which would result in the formation of K-aluminosilicates with high melting temperature and gaseous HCl. On the other hand, the relatively high S content in the coal may promote the conversion of KCl to K₂SO₄. These reactions would generally deplete the concentration of KCl in the flue gas, thus reducing the stickiness of the fly ash and deposits, as compared to the combustion in isolation [100].

Similar to the deposition tendency shown in Figure 1.24, non-linear ash deposition behavior has been observed in other co-combustion experiments [99,249-251,256,259]. According to a detailed investigation on co-firing peat and straw [249,250,259], the obtained ash deposition rate in co-firing is almost the same as that of pure peat combustion, when the mass share of straw is below 70 wt%. However, when the mass share of straw is between 70 wt% and 100 wt%, a significant increase of the ash deposition rate is observed. This non-linear ash deposition behavior during co-firing of peat and straw is presumably caused by the reactions between gaseous alkali from straw and Si-Al compounds from peat, rather than the sulphate reactions of the alkali chlorides. In addition, the erosion effect of the peat ash may also play a role on the observed non-linear ash deposition behavior [249,250,259]. On the other hand, when peat is co-fired with bark, the obtained non-linear ash deposition behavior seems to be governed by the interactions between Cl and S, i.e. a larger extent of sulphation may reduce the melted fraction of the deposits at the experimental conditions thus decreasing the ash deposition [249,250,259].

1.3.7.3 Influence of co-combustion on deposit properties

In addition to the deposition rate/tendency, the influence of co-firing on the chemical and physical properties of the fouling deposits has also been evaluated through laboratory-scale experiments and full-scale measurements [62,99,100]. The full-scale investigations of co-firing coal with straw (10% and 20%, thermal basis) in a pulverized coal-fired power plant [62] reveal that the amount and tenacity of the fouling deposits collected at the probe position 1–3 (with flue gas temperature of ~1250–900 °C and probe surface temperature of ~620–540 °C) are generally increased with increasing share of straw, although the effect of straw may vary for different coals. Chemical analyses of the deposits indicate an increased K and S content during co-combustion of coal and 20% straw, and the presence of Cl is negligible. Thus the increased tenacity of the deposits obtained during co-combustion is attributed to an effect of K₂SO₄ melting, which is believed to be a main species that consolidates the mature deposits [62].

The influence of co-firing on fouling deposit composition has also been characterized under well-controlled conditions during laboratory-scale experiments [99,100]. During co-combustion of coal and straw, it appears that the composition of the deposits obtained from co-combustion somehow deviates from that predicted from pure fuels [100]. In comparison with the deposit composition interpolated from the pure fuels, the S content is significantly enhanced and the Cl
content is considerably decreased in the deposits collected from the co-combustion experiments, whereas the content of Al, Fe, Ca and Si appears to be similar. The observed tendency of the S and Cl content in deposits is mainly attributed to the interactions between the alkali chlorides from straw and the sulphur from coal. When the ratio of the fuel-S to available alkali is in excess of 5 times the S-to-alkali stoichiometric ratio, the Cl content in the fouling deposits is found to be negligible, indicating that part of the vaporized alkali chlorides from straw may have been converted to sulphates during co-combustion [100]. One the other hand, through comparing the composition of the deposits and the fly ash obtained in entrained flow co-combustion of coal and straw [99], it is evident that the Cl content in the deposits is smaller than that of fly ash, whereas the S content is much larger. This implies that sulphation of the condensed alkali chlorides on the deposition probe may also contribute to the small Cl content in the deposits. However, compared to the effect of Si and Al species, the reducing effect of SO\(_2\) on the gaseous KCl seems to be less significant in the experiments, even at a high ratio of the fuel-S to available alkali [99].

Besides the effect on fouling, the influence of co-firing on the formation of slagging deposits has been investigated either by directly deposit sampling during combustion experiments [101,246,248] or indirectly by measuring the properties of the fly ash samples from co-combustion [253,257,258]. Heinzel et al. have evaluated the impact of co-firing coal and straw on slagging in a pilot-scale test facility by using deposition probes [248]. When coal is co-fired with 50% straw (thermal basis), a sintered layer is observed on the probe placed at a flue gas temperature of 1050 °C. This is quite different from dedicated coal combustion and co-firing of coal with 25% straw, where no slagging is detected. Through the analyses in a hot stage microscopy, the soften temperature of the ash from coal and straw blends (up to 50%) appears to be similar to that of coal ash, whereas the fluidization temperature is considerably lower in the blended ash, which may induce a higher slagging risk in co-firing [248].

Similar conclusions have been made when the fly ashes from full-scale co-firing of coal and straw are analyzed by using a CCSEM (computer-controlled scanning electron microscopy), a STA (simultaneous thermal analysis) and the viscosity calculations based on the fly ash compositions [253]. In comparison with dedicated coal combustion, the initial melting temperature of the fly ash from 20% straw (thermal basis) co-combustion is about 150 °C lower, whereas the value in 10% straw coal co-combustion is similar. The difference in the melting temperature of the fly ash appears to be in good agreement with the observed ash deposition tendency in the full-scale plant. CCSEM analysis indicates that the formation of K-aluminosilicates is increased when coal is co-fired with straw. These K-aluminosilicates particles may have relatively low viscosity and thus more likely form deposits on the heat transfer surfaces compared to the unreacted aluminosilicates. The viscosity of the fly ash from different tests has been evaluated by using a viscosity model, showing that the viscosity of the fly ash from co-combustion is considerably lower than that of dedicated coal combustion, which may not only increase the tendency of slagging formation, but also lower the sintering temperature of the deposits [253]. The viscosity of the fly ash from co-combustion of coal and straw has been directly measured by using a high temperature viscometer [257,258], which supports that co-firing coal with straw may lower the ash viscosity and lead to a higher stickiness of the ash particles.

Kupka et al. has studied the slagging formation during co-combustion of a bituminous coal and sewage sludge or refuse derived fuel (RDF) in a pilot-scale reactor [246,260]. The deposition rate on a slagging probe is considerably increased when coal is co-fired with sewage sludge (up
to 20%, thermal basis) or 5% RDF. The results are compared with the predictions by a slagging index based on the ratio of fluxing oxides to sintering oxides, showing that intensive slagging has been observed when the index is in the range of 0.75–2 range. The slagging intensity is decreased when moving away from this range in either direction [246,260].

1.3.8 High temperature corrosion

1.3.8.1 Corrosion mechanisms

High temperature corrosion in the superheater region of a pulverized fuel-fired power plant may be induced by the sulphur and/or chlorine species generated from combustion. In conventional coal-fired boilers, the corrosion of superheater tubes is mainly caused by the presence of molten alkali-metal-trisulfates [261,262]. During pulverized coal combustion, the interactions between the vaporized alkali species and the gaseous sulphur may generate alkali sulphates, which can deposit on the superheater tubes either through condensation or thermophoresis. The deposited alkali sulphates may react with SO$_2$ and iron oxide to generate alkali-iron-trisulfates. This reaction often requires a relatively high concentration of SO$_2$, which may be generated from the catalytic oxidation of SO$_2$ in the deposits. The resulting alkali-iron-trisulfates may form a molten layer at the outer surface of the oxide layer, which can increase the sulfidation potential of the superheater tubes and promote corrosion. The rate of corrosion on superheater tubes appears to be temperature dependent, often showing a bell-shaped curve in the temperature range of 600–750 °C. At low metal temperature (e.g. <550 °C), the ash deposit is normally a porous layer allowing relatively free gas diffusion between the tube surface and the bulk gas, thus the corrosion rate can be approximately correlated to the gas phase oxidation rate of the metal. At higher metal temperatures, the corrosion rate can be significantly increased by the appearance of a molten layer of alkali-metal-trisulfates adjacent to the tube surface. When the metal temperature is further increased (e.g. >700 °C), the stability of the iron sulphates can be decreased due to thermodynamic limitations, thus leading to a decreased corrosion rate [261].

In biomass-fired boilers, the deposits formed on the superheater tubes may contain a considerable amount of alkali chlorides, which can cause higher corrosion rates than alkali sulphates. The mechanisms of the chlorine associated corrosion in biomass combustion have been reviewed in [140,261]. The corrosion can be either induced by the gaseous chlorine species (such as HCl or Cl$_2$) or the solid/molten alkali chlorides deposited on the superheater tubes. The HCl and Cl$_2$ in the flue gas may diffuse to the interface of scale and metal, where they react with the metal alloys to form metal chlorides. The depletion of the oxygen at the interface of scale and metal favors the metal chlorides to be present in a vapor phase. Once generated, these volatile metal chlorides may diffuse to the flue gas and gradually being oxidized to solid metal oxides, since the oxygen concentration is increased with increasing distance from the metal surface. The formed metal oxides usually have a very loose structure providing limited protection for further attack. On the other hand, the chlorine released from the oxidation reaction may diffuse back to the metal surface and lead to further corrosion. However, the corrosion mechanism described above requires a relatively high gaseous chlorine concentration in the flue gas, which may not be achieved during biomass combustion. Alternatively, the relatively high chlorine concentration may result from the sulphation of the deposited alkali chlorides. Such reactions are thermodynamically favorable at the temperatures of the superheater region, and can result in a significantly high local gaseous chlorine concentration. Once the gaseous chlorine is formed
through the sulphation reactions, the corrosion would follow the same mechanism as described earlier [261].

Besides the corrosion caused by the attacking of gaseous chlorine, the presence of molten chlorine species may also cause a fast corrosion rate on superheater tubes [261]. These molten chlorine species are usually not only alkali chlorides, but rather a mixture of alkali chlorides and other chlorides (such as FeCl₂), which can form low-temperature eutectics. The presence of these low-temperature eutectics may induce some direct corrosion reactions and in general results in a remarkably high corrosion rate [261]. In addition to the major mechanisms mentioned above, some other chlorine associated mechanisms may also contribute to the corrosion of superheater tubes. These mechanisms are described in more detail in [261].

1.3.8.2 Influence of co-combustion on corrosion

The most practical approach to assess the influence of co-combustion on corrosion is to insert corrosion probes in a full-scale co-combustion plant and to conduct long-term tests. This has been carried out during co-combustion of coal and straw in pulverized coal-fired power plants, with controlled probes at different locations of the superheater region [79,263,264]. Figure 1.25 shows the corrosion rate obtained on the probes made of TP347HFG under different co-firing conditions at the Studstrup power plant Unit 1, in which 10% and 20% (thermal basis) of straw is co-fired with coal [263]. The co-firing results are obtained at an exposure time of about 3000 h and are compared with that of dedicated coal and straw combustion. It appears that when coal is co-fired with 10% straw, the corrosion rates are similar to dedicated coal combustion at all temperatures. On the other hand, when coal is co-fired with 20% straw, a slight increase
compared to 10% straw co-firing is observed, particularly at high metal surface temperatures. Nevertheless, the corrosion rate in co-firing of coal and 20% straw is remarkably lower than that of 100% straw combustion, and is considered to be comparable to that of medium-corrosive coals [79]. The main corrosion mechanism for dedicated coal combustion and co-firing of coal and 10% straw is believed to be sulphidation and oxidation. The oxidants needed by these reactions originate from the potassium sulphate present in the deposits, and the corrosion products are Fe₂O₃ and FeS. However, for 20% straw co-firing, low temperature hot corrosion constitutes an additional important corrosion mechanism, especially at high metal surface temperatures. This mechanism is induced by a melt formed by a mixture of iron sulphate and potassium sulphate, which can considerably increase the corrosion rate through increasing the dissolution of gaseous oxidants at the salt-flue gas interface and the transport of oxidants (e.g. SO₃) to the salt-oxide interface. The chlorine associated corrosion is found to be negligible in co-firing of 10% or 20% straw [263].

The effect of 10% straw co-firing on the corrosion of superheater tubes has been tested at longer exposure time (7231 h, 17719h and 22597h) in the Studstrup power plant Unit 4 [264]. The results also support that sulphidation and oxidation is the main corrosion mechanism, and the contribution of low temperature hot corrosion is negligible. However, compared to the results obtained in unit 1 of the Studstrup power plant [263], high corrosion rate is observed in this longer test, which is attributed to the occurrence of internal sulphidation [264].

### 1.3.9 Fly ash utilization

Fly ash from pulverized coal combustion can be used in concrete or cement production [72,265]. In Europe, the standardizations EN 197-1 and EN 450-1+A1 have specified the requirements of utilizing coal fly ash in cement and concrete production, respectively [266,267]. The utilization of fly ash from co-combustion of coal and secondary fuels in cement production is restricted in EN 197-1. However, the recently released EN 450-1+A1 permits the utilization of fly ash from co-combustion in concrete production when the criteria are fulfilled. In order to meet the requirements of EN 450-1+A1, the amount of the secondary fuels used in co-combustion must not exceed 20 wt%, and the contribution of the secondary fuels to the fly ash must not exceed 10 wt%. The types of the secondary fuels allowed by EN 450-1+A1 include vegetable materials like wood chip and straw, green wood and cultivated biomass, animal meal, municipal sewage sludge, paper sludge, petroleum coke, and virtually ash free liquid and gaseous fuels [267]. Besides the specific requirements mentioned above, the fly ash from co-combustion must also meet the general requirements for the fly ash properties, which are partly given in Table 1.1. The parameters given in Table 1.1 may be affected when coal is co-fired with a secondary fuel, particularly when the secondary fuel has relatively large ash content. A typical example is straw, which does not only have an ash content comparable to coal, but also contains considerable amount of K and Cl. Thus co-firing of coal and straw may increase the Cl and K content in the fly ash, which may confine the utilization of fly ash in concrete production. Based on the fly ash composition obtained from full-scale co-firing of coal and straw [79], the chlorine and alkali content in the fly ash is found to meet the criteria of EN 450-1+A1, even at about 25 wt% straw condition. However, the results are limited to the fuels in the plant and the applied operation conditions [79]. Different results may be achieved for different coal/secondary fuels and different operation conditions [60].
Table 1.1 Chemical and physical requirement for the fly ash used in concrete production based on EN 450-1+A1 [267].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Concrete Criteria (EN 450-1+A1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loss on ignition /g148</td>
<td>≤ 5 (wt%), Category A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-7 (wt%), Category B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-9 (wt%), Category C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride (Cl-) /g148</td>
<td>≤ 0.1 (wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfuric anhydride (SO3) /g148</td>
<td>≤ 0.1 (wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free CaO /g148</td>
<td>≤ 2.5 (wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive CaO /g148</td>
<td>≤ 10 (wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive SiO2 /g149</td>
<td>≤ 25 (wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO2+Al2O3+Fe2O3 /g149</td>
<td>≥ 70 (wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total alkali /g149</td>
<td>≤ 5 (wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO /g149</td>
<td>≤ 4 (wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soluble phosphate (P2O5) /g148</td>
<td>≤ 0.01 (wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fineness</td>
<td>60 (wt%) ≤ 0.045 mm, Category N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88 (wt%) ≤ 0.045 mm, Category S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity index</td>
<td>≤ 75% at 28 days and ≤ 85% at 90 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundness expansion ≤ 10 mm for a mixture of</td>
<td>30 wt% fly ash and 70 wt% test cement*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle density</td>
<td>deviate no more than ± 200 kg/m³ from the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial setting time</td>
<td>initial setting time for a mixture of 25 wt%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water requirement</td>
<td>≤ 95 (wt%), Category S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Only needed when free CaO > 1 (wt%)

The influence of the fly ash from co-combustion on the quality of concrete has been investigated by Wang et al. [268] through replacing 25 wt% of cement by different fly ashes. In their tests, the fly ash from co-firing of coal and 10 wt% or 20 wt% switchgrass is compared with the coal ash of the same class (Class F according to the ASTM C618). In addition, the ash from pure wood combustion (20 wt%) is blended with two different coal fly ash (Class C and Class F, respectively), and compared with the original coal fly ash. The results reveal that the fly ash from co-firing and the blended fly ash exhibit slightly greater water demand than the traditional Class C and Class F fly ash, but the difference is marginally significant. Compared to pure cement, the air-entraining agent demand and the setting time are increased, when part of the cement is replaced by different ashes. The increased air-entraining agent demand is presumably related to the relatively high loss of ignition in the co-firing or blended ash. Up to 7 days, the compression strength of the concrete produced by pure cement seems to be higher than that produced by the addition of ashes. However, the difference in compression strength becomes insignificant from 28 days to one year. The impact of fly ash addition on the 56 day flexure strength is insignificant with respect to pure cement. Based on their results, it was concluded that the co-firing fly ash and the blended fly ash used in tests is similar to pure coal fly ash, with respect to the properties of the produced concrete [268]. However, care must be taken to prepare the concrete since the fly ash from co-firing or the blended fly ash may increase the amount of air-entraining agent needed to meet the requirement of the air content percentage in the concrete mix [268].
2 Co-Combustion of Coal and Solid Recovered Fuel: General Combustion and Ash Behavior

Abstract
Co-combustion of a bituminous coal and a solid recovered fuel (SRF) was conducted in an entrained flow reactor, and the influence of additives such as NaCl, PVC, ammonium sulphate, and kaolinite on co-combustion was investigated. The co-combustion experiments were carried out with SRF shares of 7.9 wt%, 14.8 wt% and 25 wt%, respectively. The effect of additives was evaluated by maintaining the share of the secondary fuel (mixture of SRF and additive) at 14.8 wt%. The experimental results showed that the fuel burnout, NO and SO₂ emission in co-combustion of coal and SRF were decreased with increasing share of SRF. The majority of the additives inhibited the burnout, except for NaCl which seemed to have a promoting effect. The impact of additives on the NO emission was mostly insignificant, except for ammonium sulphate which greatly reduced the NO emission. For the SO₂ emission, it appeared that all of the additives increased the S-retention in ash. Analysis of the bulk composition of the fly ash from different experiments indicated that the majority of the S and Cl in the fuels were released to gas phase during combustion, whereas the K and Na in the fuels were mainly retained in ash. When co-firing coal and SRF, approximately 99% of the K and Na in fly ash was present in water insoluble form such as alkali aluminosilicates. The addition of NaCl, PVC, and AmSulf generally promoted the vaporization of Na and K, resulting in an increased formation of water soluble alkalis such as alkali chlorides or sulphates. The vaporization degree of Na and K was found to be correlated during the experiments, suggesting an interaction between the vaporization of Na and K during pulverized fuel combustion. By collecting deposits on an air-cooled probe during the experiments, the ash deposition propensity in co-combustion was found to be decreased with increasing share of SRF. The addition of NaCl and PVC significantly increased the ash deposition propensity, whereas the addition of AmSulf or kaolinite showed a slight reducing effect. The chlorine content in the deposits generally implied a low corrosion potential during co-combustion of coal and SRF, except for the experiments with NaCl or PVC addition.

2.1 Introduction
Direct co-combustion of coal and secondary fuels in a pulverized coal-fired power plant is recognized as one of the most convenient and advantageous methods to replace part of coal consumption by less CO₂-emitting fuels such as biomass and waste [1]. Besides the effect on net CO₂ reduction, co-combustion of coal and secondary fuels may influence the operation and
performance of a boiler. In order to evaluate the possible impact of adding a secondary fuel to a
pulverized coal-fired power plant and to optimize the technology, a number of co-combustion
investigations have been carried out in full-scale boilers [7,60,62,85], pilot-scale reactors
[9,93,99-101,255], and laboratory-scale setups [253,269]. The commonly tested secondary fuels
were straw [9,60,62,93,99], wood [7,9,85,101], sewage sludge [101,108,217], and waste derived
fuels [101,103,270]. The investigations addressed the fuel burnout [9,60], SO₂ and NO emission
[7,9], ash deposition and corrosion [62,99-101,255], fly ash qualities [99,271], formation and
emission of fine particles [217,227], and the performance of SCR system in co-combustion [217].

Solid recovered fuel (SRF) derived from nonhazardous waste streams such as industrial waste
and bulky waste is considered as an advantageous secondary fuel to be co-fired in pulverized
coal-fired power stations [272]. Although waste is normally regarded as a highly heterogeneous
fuel with low thermal value, the production technologies of SRF can significantly improve the
combustion properties of the waste. After processing steps such as screening, mechanical sorting
and size reduction, the lower heating value of SRF can become approximately 20 MJ/kg (dry
basis) [272], which is comparable to biomass such as straw and wood. Besides, SRF can be
produced as a fluffy form, and it has the possibility to be injected into a pulverized coal-fired
boiler directly, by using a similar injection method that has been applied for ground straw
particles [61]. Moreover, since SRF normally contains 40-80 wt% of biogenic components [272],
co-combustion of coal and SRF will reduce the net CO₂ emissions from a pulverized coal-fired
power plant. This technique also has the potential to increase the efficiency of utilizing waste
fuels, as the electrical efficiency of a pulverized coal-fired plant is usually 10-20% higher than
that of a dedicated waste incineration plant. Furthermore, if the SRF contains lower nitrogen and
sulphur contents than coal, the emission of NOₓ and SOₓ from the coal-fired boiler may be
decreased by co-firing coal with the SRF.

Besides the advantages mentioned above, several technical issues may be associated with co-
combustion of coal and SRF. In comparison with coal, SRF is usually characterized of high
chlorine content (0.3-0.8 wt%, dry basis [272,273]). When coal is co-fired with SRF, the high
chlorine content in SRF may aggravate the ash deposition and corrosion problems in the boiler,
since the organically associated alkalies in coal and SRF may react with gaseous chlorine and
generate alkali chlorides which could promote the deposit formation and corrosion of superheater
tubes. Besides, the content of trace elements in SRF may be considerably higher (sometimes 1
order of magnitude higher) than that of coal [272,273]. This is likely due to the fact that SRF
may contain waste fractions with high trace element concentration, such as CCA (chromate
copper arsenate) impregnated wood and plastics with stabilizers [171]. Therefore, co-combustion
of coal and SRF may significantly increase the trace element emission from a pulverized coal-
-fired power plant, and generate fine particles which are potentially more harmful than those from
coal combustion [103]. In addition, since SRF is a more heterogeneous fuel than coal, the
variation of SRF properties may be significant in practical operations and may greatly influence
combustion of coal and SRF. Furthermore, co-firing of coal and SRF may affect the fly ash
quality, fine particle formation, and the performance of the SCR system in a pulverized coal-
-fired power plant. As a consequence, a systematic evaluation of co-combustion of coal and SRF
is necessary in order to apply this technique in a full-scale plant.

In order to investigate co-combustion of coal and SRF, it is desirable to study the combustion
behavior of the fuel mixture in conditions similar to a pulverized coal-fired plant. With this
purpose, co-combustion of a bituminous coal and a SRF was carried out in an entrained flow
reactor (EFR) in this work. During the experiments, the coal was co-fired with different share of SRF (7.9 wt%, 14.8 wt%, and 25 wt%). Besides, in order to evaluate the possible influence of SRF property variation, additives such as NaCl, PVC, (NH₄)₂SO₄ (AmSulf), and kaolinite were blended with the mixture of coal and SRF, and combusted in the reactor. Based on the experimental results, the impact of co-combustion on fuel burnout, NO and SO₂ emissions, fly ash properties, and deposit formation is investigated in the present chapter. The influence of co-combustion on the partitioning of trace elements will be addressed in next chapter.

2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 Fuels and Additives

A Columbian bituminous coal and a SRF mainly consisting of waste paper, plastic and wood were chosen as the fuels. The investigated additives included PVC, NaCl, AmSulf and kaolinite. The properties of the fuels and additives are given in Table 2.1. It can be seen that the SRF is of higher volatile, Cl and Ca content than the coal, while it is of lower ash, N, S, Si, Al, K and Fe content. The additives used in this study are pure compounds from chemical companies, with chemical compositions shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Properties of fuels and additives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Coal</th>
<th>SRF</th>
<th>PVC*</th>
<th>NaCl</th>
<th>AmSulf</th>
<th>Kaolinite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LHV (MJ/kg wet)</td>
<td>26.53</td>
<td>20.86</td>
<td>19.88</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture (wt% wet)</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatiles (wt% wet)</td>
<td>34.11</td>
<td>72.05</td>
<td>98.90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>99.92</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash (wt% wet)</td>
<td>10.42</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>99.96</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>85.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (wt% dry)</td>
<td>71.00</td>
<td>58.00</td>
<td>38.40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H (wt% dry)</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (wt% dry)</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30.67</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21.33</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>56.80</td>
<td>60.68</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si (wt% dry)</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al (wt% dry)</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>39.32</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The heating value of PVC is estimated from [32].

To be able to feed into the reactor, both the coal and SRF were pulverized by an Alpine® pin mill. Although the SRF is normally regarded as a heterogeneous fuel, the grinding process has significantly improved the homogeneity of the SRF. For confirmation, the Si and Al content in the SRF has been analyzed by 3 times and the average deviation were found to 9% and 13%, respectively. This indicates that the SRF is quite homogeneous. The homogeneity of the SRF has
been further evaluated by performing repeating co-combustion experiments, showing a good reproducibility of the NO and SO$_2$ emission (average deviation <2%) during co-combustion of coal and SRF.

The particle size distribution of the fuels and additives was determined by a laser diffraction method (Malvern Mastersizer 2000 particle size analyzer). It was found that the $d_{50}$ (meaning that 50 vol% of the particles is below this size) of SRF is approximately 164 $\mu$m, while the $d_{50}$ of coal is about 19 $\mu$m. The $d_{50}$ of PVC, NaCl, AmSulf, and kaolinite is approximately 104 $\mu$m, 259 $\mu$m, 222 $\mu$m, and 8 $\mu$m, respectively. The detailed particle size distribution of the fuels and additives is depicted in Figure 2.1. It should be noted that the SRF particles used in this work form agglomerates more easily than the coal particles. Thus, the actual particle size of SRF in the experiments may be larger than that obtained by the particle size analyzer.

Figure 2.1 Particle size distribution of the fuels and additives.

2.2.2 Setup

The experiments were carried out in an entrained flow reactor (EFR) designed to simulate the combustion environment of a suspension fired boiler. A schematic drawing of the setup is shown in Figure 2.2. The setup consists of a gas supply system, a fuel feeding system, a gas preheater, a 2-meter long vertical reactor which is electrically heated by 7 heating elements, a bottom chamber, a particle and gas extraction system, and a deposition system which aims to simulate deposit formation on the superheater tubes of a boiler. The vertical reactor, which contains the combustion zone, is made of silicon carbide (SiC), and has an inner diameter of 0.08m. A more detailed description of the reactor can be found in [99].

In the co-combustion experiments, the premixed fuels were injected into the reactor together with the primary air. In order to have a comparable residence time (~1s) in different experiments, the flow rate of the primary air and total air was maintained at 13 Nl/min and 95 Nl/min respectively. The feeding rate of the fuel particles was controlled by a gravimetric screw feeder, and was adjusted for different experiments in order to control the excess air ratio to be approximately 1.43. The injected fuel particles were mixed with the preheated secondary air at
the inlet of the vertical reactor, and subsequently combusted in the reactor. The temperature of the heating element in the preheater was 900 °C, and the wall temperature of the vertical reactor was set to 1000–1300 °C for all of the experiments, similar to the conditions used in [99]. The mean gas velocity in the reactor is approximately 1.7 m/s, assuming an average gas temperature of 1200 °C.

![Diagram of entrained flow reactor](image)

**Figure 2.2** Schematic drawing of the entrained flow reactor (modified from [99]).

During the combustion experiments, the bottom ash was collected in a metal collector placed at the bottom chamber. The flue gas from combustion was separated into two fractions. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, a minor part of the flue gas was drawn to an extraction system through a water-cooled probe. The water-cooled probe was placed perpendicular to the direction of the flue gas and the sampling position was located close to the center of the reactor tube. The probe has an outer diameter of 6.4 mm and an inner diameter of 4.4 mm. The flue gas temperature at the sampling point was about 600 °C, which was rapidly cooled to about 100 °C in the water-cooled probe. It should be noted that the significant temperature gradient between the flue gas and the surface of the water-cooled probe may induce thermophoresis and lead to deposition of aerosols on the probe surface. These deposited aerosols and other fly ash particles in the cooling probe were collected after the experiment, and were considered as part of the cyclone ash. The large fly ash particles passing through the water-cooled probe were collected by a cyclone with a cut diameter of 2.5 μm, and the fine fly ash particles passing through the cyclone were gathered in an aerosol filter using a polycarbonate membrane with a pore size of 0.1 μm. The concentration of CO, CO₂, O₂, NO and SO₂ was measured in the extraction system by two gas analyzers.

Apart from the flue gas drawn by the extraction system, the remaining flue gas from the combustion was directed toward a deposit probe which simulated a superheater tube in a boiler.
In front of the deposition probe, a propane burner was mounted to control the flue gas temperature to be 800 °C. It should be noted that the flue gas introduced by the propane burner lowered the concentration of fly ash and vaporized inorganic species in flue gas. The dilution influenced the ash deposition rate on the probe. However, since the propane burner was operated at similar conditions at different experiments, the ash deposition results from different experiments would be comparable. As a result, it is suggested that the tendency of the ash deposition results should be focused in this work, rather than the detailed numbers. The air-cooled deposit probe is made of stainless steel, with an outer diameter of 1 cm and a length of 10 cm. The probe was placed in front of the exit slit of bottom chamber which has a size of 4*8 cm². By adjusting the temperature of air preheater and the heating tape connected to the probe, the surface temperature of the deposit probe was controlled to be 550 °C during the experiments.

The duration of an experiment was 1.5 hours. In order to achieve a stable combustion condition, the reactor was preheated to operational temperatures and kept over-night, and the fuel injection began 40 minutes prior to the start of an experiment. After the experiment, the deposits on the probe, the ash from the extraction tubes, cyclone, aerosol filter, and bottom chamber were collected, weighted and preserved for chemical analysis. In order to minimize the influence of deposit built-up inside the reactor, the reactor was heated to 1400 °C for 20 hours after every experiment to perform high temperature cleaning.

2.2.3 Experimental Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Fuel composition wt%</th>
<th>Feeding rate (kg/h)</th>
<th>Excess air ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>0.594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3*</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0.607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4*</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>0.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5*</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>13.8, 1.0</td>
<td>0.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>12.8, 2.0</td>
<td>0.615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7*</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>12.8, 2.0</td>
<td>0.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>10.8, 4.0</td>
<td>0.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>10.8, 4.0</td>
<td>0.618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>10.8, 4.0</td>
<td>0.631</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Repetition experiments have been performed.

The experimental matrix and the excess air ratio of different experiments are shown in Table 2.2. When co-firing coal and SRF, the mass share of SRF was chosen as 7.9 wt% (wet basis), 14.8 wt% and 25.0 wt%, which corresponded to a thermal share of 6.3 th%, 12.0 th% and 20.8 th%, respectively. In the additive experiments, the mass share of coal was maintained at 85.2 wt%, meaning that the mass share of the secondary fuel (SRF + additive) was kept at 14.8 wt%. With fixed mass share of coal, the addition of additives simulated a variation of SRF properties. The addition of NaCl (1 wt% and 2 wt%) simulated a SRF with a high alkali chloride content, while the addition of PVC (2 wt% and 4 wt%) enhanced the chlorine content of SRF. The addition of AmSulf and kaolinite allowed us to study the co-combustion behavior of SRF with a coal rich in sulphur or aluminosilicates contents. In order to ensure the experiments were carried out at
similar combustion conditions, the excess air ratio for different experiments was controlled at around 1.43, as shown in Table 2.2.

2.2.4 Ash and Deposit Analysis

The ash/deposit samples from the experiments were analyzed at the Enstedværket Laboratory, DONG Energy A/S. The content of Al, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Na, P, Si, Ti, S, and Cl in the bottom ash, cyclone ash, and filter ash was analyzed by ICP-OES (inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry). Furthermore, the water soluble K, Na, Cl and S content in the cyclone ash and deposit was analyzed by ICP-OES/IC. During the analysis of water soluble elemental content, the ash/deposit sample was dissolved in ultra-pure water at 120 °C for 1 hour, and then the solution was filtered and analyzed by ICP-OES/IC. Besides the bulk chemical analysis, the typical morphology and composition of the fly ash from the experiments were characterized by using TEM-EDS (transmission electron microscopy and dispersive X-rays spectroscopy).

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Carbon Burnout

Figure 2.3 shows the carbon burnout from different experiments, which is determined by the ash tracer method [274]:

\[ B = \left[ 1 - \frac{A_0}{100 - A_0} \times \frac{100 - A_i}{A_i} \right] \times 100 \]  

(2.1)

where \( B \) (%) is the carbon burnout, \( A_0 \) (wt%) is the ash content of the dry fuel/fuel mixture, and \( A_i \) (wt%) is the weighted mean ash content of different ash fractions (bottom ash, cyclone ash, and filter ash) collected from the experiment. The ash content of different ash fractions is obtained by keeping the ashes at 750 °C for two hours and measuring the Loss-On-Ignition [275].

![Figure 2.3 Carbon burnout at different experiments (open symbols denote the experiments with additives).](image)

From Figure 2.3, it can be seen that when coal is co-fired with SRF, the burnout decreases with increasing share of SRF. The burnout in EFR is about 99.5% for coal combustion, whereas it decreases to 97.5% when co-firing of 25 wt% SRF with coal. Such a tendency is consistent with
the CO emission from EFR. The average CO emission in coal combustion is 23 ppmv (dry, 6% O\textsubscript{2}), while the average CO emission in co-firing of 25wt% SRF and coal increases to 153 ppmv (dry, 6% O\textsubscript{2}). The reduced burnout during co-combustion of coal and SRF may be partly related to the particle size of SRF, which is significantly larger than that of coal. Therefore, the SRF particles may require more time to be heated up and combusted. In addition, the SRF particles are found to be partly agglomerated during injection. This would increase the particle size of SRF and lead to a less stable fuel injection condition. Therefore the relatively low burnout observed during co-combustion of coal and SRF may be also related with the lower stability during fuel injection. With higher share of SRF, the fluctuation of CO\textsubscript{2} concentration in the flue gas is increased progressively, which supports the hypothesis of less stable fuel injection.

As shown in Figure 2.3, the additives generally show a slight reduction effect on the burnout, except for the addition of 2 wt% NaCl. For the addition of kaolinite and AmSulf, it may be the case that the flame temperature is reduced and result in a slightly lower fuel burnout than that seen from the mixture of coal and SRF. This is likely to happen, since both kaolinite and AmSulf can be decomposed at high temperature and the reactions are endothermic. Compared with the addition of kaolinite and AmSulf, more significant reduction effects can be seen with the addition of 2 wt% or 4 wt% PVC. It is likely that the addition of PVC has affected the reactivity of the chars from coal and SRF. In [276], it was found that the presence of PVC could increase the char yield of municipal waste and reduce the char reactivity. In the present work, similar effects may be present and responsible for the reduced burnout during PVC addition. The addition of NaCl may have two contrary effects on burnout. The vaporization of NaCl may result in a lower flame temperature and adversely affect fuel burnout, whereas the catalytic effect of alkali metals on char reactivity may improve burnout [78]. With the addition of 2 wt% NaCl, the catalytic influence on the char reactivity may become dominant and lead to the observed increased fuel burnout.

2.3.2 NO Emission

The NO emission (ppmv, dry, 6% O\textsubscript{2}) from different experiments is shown in Figure 2.4a. It can be seen that the NO emission from co-combustion of coal and SRF decreases with increasing share of SRF, which is in agreement with the lower nitrogen content in SRF compared to coal. The addition of NaCl, PVC or kaolinite shows insignificant effect on NO emission, whereas the addition of AmSulf reduces the NO emission greatly. The reduction is likely linked to the NH\textsubscript{3} yielded by the thermal decomposition of AmSulf, which would occur at temperature higher than 257 °C [277], with products of NH\textsubscript{3}, SO\textsubscript{3} and H\textsubscript{2}O [140]. The released NH\textsubscript{3} may go through two major pathways, i.e. either reaction with O\textsubscript{2} to form NO, or reaction with NO to form N\textsubscript{2} [12]. For the AmSulf used in the present work, the reaction between NO and NH\textsubscript{3} is probably the dominant pathway, which results in a significantly reduced NO emission. In order to further investigate the behavior of AmSulf particles in the experiments, it is necessary to know the decomposition rate of AmSulf particles at different temperatures as well as the temperature profile of the particles in the reactor, which are outside the scope of this work.

In order to neglect the dilution effect caused by the fuel nitrogen content, the percentage of fuel nitrogen that has been converted to NO is calculated for different experiments, by assuming all NO in the flue gas is formed from fuel nitrogen. From Figure 2.4b, it can be seen that the conversion of fuel nitrogen to NO decreases with increasing share of SRF. This is in line with the results from co-combustion of coal and straw/wood, which showed decreased fuel nitrogen
conversion to NO with increasing share of straw/wood [91]. The reduced conversion of fuel nitrogen to NO in co-combustion of coal and SRF is likely related to the high volatile content of SRF, with which a reduction zone with lower excess air ratio may be generated near the burner, when part of the coal is replaced by SRF. The lower oxygen concentration in the reduction zone may inhibit the conversion of fuel nitrogen to NO, resulting in reduced NO formation [91]. In addition, since the formation of thermal NO may not be negligible in the EFR, it may be the case that co-combustion of coal and SRF would result in a lower flame temperature compared to coal combustion, thus leading to a reduced formation of thermal NO. This hypothesis is possible as the flame temperature of a refuse derived fuel (RDF) is found to be 200–300 °C lower than the coal flame, given the same excess ratio condition [260].

Figure 2.4 (a) NO emission (ppmv, dry, 6 % O2) from EFR experiments with different share of SRF and additives, (b) Conversion of fuel nitrogen to NO (%) in EFR experiments with different share of SRF and additives, by assuming the NO generated during combustion is only from fuel nitrogen.

2.3.3 SO2 Emission

Figure 2.5 shows the SO2 emission (ppmv, dry, 6 % O2) from different experiments. It can be seen that the SO2 emission decreases slightly with increasing share of SRF. This is consistent with the fuel properties, i.e. the SRF contains less sulphur than the coal. With the same mass share of secondary fuels, the addition of NaCl, PVC or kaolinite does not significantly affect the SO2 emission. However, the addition of 4 wt% AmSulf greatly increases the SO2 emission, indicating the majority of the SO3 released from the decomposition of AmSulf has been converted to SO2 during the experiment.

In order to further investigate the influence of co-combustion on the behavior of sulphur, the percentage of sulphur that is retained in ash is calculated from different experiments, based on the sulphur content and feeding rate of the fuel mixture as well as the composition and amount of the collected bottom ash, cyclone ash and filter ash. As shown in Figure 2.5b, the sulphur retention in ash generally increases with increasing share of SRF. A primary reason is that the SRF contains more calcium than the coal, which would favor the formation of calcium sulphate and retain more sulphur in ash. Similar effect has been seen when coal is co-fired with wood of high calcium content [9]. The additives also influence the sulphur retention in ash. For the addition of NaCl, the sulphur retention is increased compared to co-combustion of coal and SRF. This is probably related to the sulphation reaction between the gaseous sulphur and the added...
NaCl. Similar effects have been observed in straw and coal co-combustion, where the retention of sulphur was found increased in co-combustion due to the high potassium content in straw [91]. With the addition of AmSulf, a significant increase of sulphur retention in ash is observed in Figure 2.5b. The higher extent of sulphation reactions between gaseous sulphur and alkali/earth alkaline is probably a primary reason for the increased sulphur retention in ash. In addition, it is likely that part of gaseous sulphur may form H$_2$SO$_4$ during flue gas cooling and condense on the surface of ash particles [121]. In the combustion of bituminous coal in a pulverized coal-fired power plant, it was found that approximately 1% of the sulphur in the fuel could end up as SO$_3$ [97]. If the same percentage is applied in this work, the concentration of SO$_3$ in the flue gas would be around 15 ppmv during 4 wt% AmSulf addition. According to the estimated SO$_3$ concentration and dew point of SO$_3$ in flue gas [97], condensation of H$_2$SO$_4$ would likely occur on the surface of the cyclone and filter ash, as these ash particles are collected at a temperature of $-100$ °C during the experiments. For other experiments, the condensation of H$_2$SO$_4$ is probably negligible, as the SO$_3$ concentration in the flue gas is probably below 5 ppmv.

Figure 2.5 (a) SO$_2$ emission (ppmv, dry, 6 % O$_2$) from EFR experiments with different shares and types of secondary fuels, (b) the percentage of sulphur retained in the ashes collected from the EFR experiments.

When PVC is added to the mixture of coal and SRF, it is seen that the sulphur retention in ash is slightly increased, and the effect becomes more pronounced with an increasing share of PVC. A possible explanation is that the vaporization degree of alkalis may be promoted by the addition of PVC, as more gaseous alkalis may be released from the fuels due to the formation of alkali chlorides. These alkali chlorides may further react with the gaseous sulphur in the flue gas and form alkali sulphates. As a result, more alkali sulphates would be formed, leading to more pronounced sulphur retention in ash. For the addition of 4 wt% kaolinite, a slight increase of the sulphur retention in ash compared to the estimations is seen, which may be linked to the capture effect of the impurities in kaolinite such as K and Na.

2.3.4 Typical Fly Ash Morphology and Composition

The morphology of fly ash particles from the EFR experiments has been characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and dispersive X-rays spectroscopy (EDS). Figure 2.6 shows the TEM pictures of the filter ash collected from co-combustion of coal and 14.8 wt% SRF, which are representative for the fly ash morphology obtained from the EFR. It can be seen that the fly ash particles generally consist of two parts i.e. spherical particles and aggregated
nucleates. The spherical particles, which dominate the mass of the fly ash, are mainly formed from the fragmentation, melting and coalescence of the minerals in coal and SRF [278]. The particle size of the spherical particles is normally larger than 0.5 μm. The majority of these particles have nearly perfect spherical shape, implying that the combustion temperature in the EFR is sufficiently high to melt the minerals in the coal and SRF. Different from the spherical particles, the nucleates are primarily generated from the vaporized inorganic species via vaporization, reaction, homogeneous nucleation, and aggregation mechanisms [278]. The primary particles of nucleates usually have irregular shapes with a typical size around 10–30 nm. These nucleates can either form aggregates by themselves or attach to the surface of existing spherical particles. The contribution of nucleates is generally negligible to the formation of supermicron particles. However, for submicron particles, the contribution of nucleate increases progressively with decreasing particle size, and becomes the dominant component for the formation of ultrafine particles around 0.1 μm [278].

Figure 2.6 Typical morphology of the fly ash particles from the entrained flow reactor.

The composition of the spherical particles and nucleates from different experiments has been characterized by TEM-EDS. Figure 2.7 shows the typical results from three different experiments. One should be aware that TEM-EDS is a semi-quantitative method which to a large extent depends on the samples selected for analysis. Although the results presented in Figure 2.7 are average values from a number of analyses, it is still suggested to focus on the tendencies shown by the figure, rather than the precise numbers. From Figure 2.7, it can be seen that the composition of spherical particles and nucleates has some general differences. The nucleates are normally characterized of higher Ca, Mg, S and P content, whereas the spherical particles usually have higher Si, Al and K content. Such tendencies are generally in agreement with the fine particle measurement carried out in a full-scale co-combustion test with similar fuels, see details in Chapter 4. The influence of SRF and PVC on the composition of the spherical particles and the nucleates is reflected in Figure 2.7. Compared with coal combustion, co-combustion of coal and 14.8 wt% SRF seems to decrease the Si and S content and increases the K, Na, P and Cl content in the nucleates. The tendencies are mostly consistent with the findings in Chapter 4.
When 2 wt% PVC is added to the coal and SRF mixture, the Si and S content seems to be further decreased in nucleates, while the content of Ca, K, Na, P and Cl is increased. In general, the influence of SRF and PVC addition is found to be more significant on the composition of nucleates than that of spherical particles. This implies that the vaporization of inorganic species may be affected to a large extent when coal is co-fired with SRF and additives, whereas the influence on bulk ash composition is less pronounced.

![Figure 2.7 Typical composition of the spherical particles and nucleates from the experiments with coal, coal+14.8 wt% SRF, and coal+SRF+2 wt% PVC.](image)

2.3.5 Bulk Fly Ash Composition

2.3.5.1 Ash composition from coal and SRF co-combustion

In Figure 2.8, the bulk composition of the cyclone ash and filter ash from co-combustion of coal and SRF is illustrated. It can be seen that the composition of cyclone ash varies progressively with increasing share of SRF. Most of the variations are consistent with the ash composition of the two fuels, such as the tendencies for Al, Fe, K and Ca. However, the tendency for S deviates from the fuel properties. This is primarily due to that the S content in ash is more closely related with the sulphur retention capability of ash, rather than the fuel sulphur content. As aforementioned, the cyclone ash from co-combustion of coal and SRF has higher Ca content than that of coal combustion, which is capable of retaining more gaseous S in ash.

Compared to cyclone ash, the filter ash collected from co-combustion of coal and SRF has slightly larger K, Na, P, and S content. The cyclone ash and filter ash collected in this work are separated by a cyclone with cut-off diameter of ~2.5 μm. As indicated from the TEM analysis, although the contribution of the nucleates to ash formation becomes more significant for smaller particles, the collected filter ash is still dominated by spherical particles formed from the minerals in coal and SRF. Therefore, a possible explanation to the observed higher K and Na
content in the filter ash is that the filter ash may react more effectively with gaseous K and Na than the cyclone ash, as the influence of particle size on the reactions between aluminosilicates particles and gaseous alkali has been well-demonstrated [146,179]. The relatively higher S content in filter ash as compared to cyclone ash may be related to several reasons. The reactions between the ash and gaseous sulphur may be more efficient for smaller ash particles. In addition, the smaller ash particles would also contain more nucleates which are enriched in S (as illustrated in Figure 2.7). For the higher P content in the filter ash, it is primarily due to that the filter ash contain more nucleates compared to cyclone ash.

![Figure 2.8 Bulk composition of the cyclone ash and filter ash collected from co-combustion of coal and different share of SRF.](image)

Different SRF shares also influence the filter ash composition. With increasing SRF share, the content of Na, P and S seems to increase progressively. The Cl content in filter ash is also increased slightly with higher share of SRF. However, in general, the Cl content in filter and cyclone ash is below 0.065 wt% during co-combustion of coal and SRF (up to 25 wt%), indicating that the majority of the chlorine in the two fuels is released to gas phase during co-combustion.

### 2.3.5.2 Ash composition from the additive experiments

Figure 2.9 depicts the influence of the additives on the K, Na, S and Cl content in the cyclone ash and the filter ash. With the addition of NaCl, it can be seen that the content of K, Na, S, and Cl is generally increased in the filter ash and the cyclone ash. This demonstrates the effect of NaCl addition on co-combustion of coal and SRF. When NaCl is injected together with the coal and SRF mixture, a major part of the NaCl would be vaporized, and the gaseous NaCl may subsequently react with the fly ash and the SO2/SO3 in flue gas. As a result, part of the vaporized NaCl could be fixed in fly ash as sodium silicates or sodium aluminosilicates; whereas part of the NaCl would be converted to sodium sulphate which may further generate nucleates or condense
on the surface of existing ash particles. Both mechanisms would release the chlorine to the flue gas. For the remaining vaporized NaCl which has not undergone reaction, it may either generate nucleates or condense on the surface of the existing fly ash particles. Therefore, the observed larger Na content in the cyclone and filter ash during NaCl addition is likely due to a combination of the mechanisms mentioned above. Besides the Na content, the K content in fly ash, particularly in filter ash, is also increased during NaCl addition. It may be the case that the addition of NaCl has promoted the reaction between gaseous sodium and fuel minerals, resulting in fewer minerals available for reacting with the gaseous potassium released from the fuels. In addition, the gaseous sodium may displace part of the potassium bound in minerals, which would not otherwise be expected to vaporize [146]. Therefore the vaporization degree of K may be enhanced by NaCl addition, and lead to an increased K content in the filter ash. The S content in fly ash is not significantly increased during NaCl addition, implying the reaction between the added NaCl and the gaseous sulphur is limited. The Cl content in the filter/cyclone ash is increased during the addition of NaCl, particularly with the addition of 2 wt% NaCl. This indicates that the minerals in the coal and SRF may not be sufficient to fully convert the added 2 wt% NaCl, i.e. a certain fraction of the 2 wt% NaCl would remain unreacted during combustion. However, for the addition of 1 wt% NaCl, the fraction of the unreacted NaCl is much smaller, as the capture effect of minerals would be more pronounced in this condition. During the NaCl addition, the Cl content in filter ash is generally found to be significantly higher than that in cyclone ash, suggesting most of the chlorine would partition to ash through nucleation and/or condensation mechanisms.

Figure 2.9 The content of the K, Na, S and Cl in the cyclone ash and filter ash collected from the experiments with additives, the experiments are all based on a coal share of 85.2 wt% and a total share of 14.8 wt% secondary fuels.

The addition of PVC does not show a notable effect on the composition of cyclone ash. However, for the filter ash, it is clearly seen that the K, Na and Cl content is increased by the PVC addition. It is known that the main gaseous product from the pyrolysis and combustion of PVC is HCl [279]. The higher alkali content obtained during PVC addition implies that the vaporization degree of Na and K may be increased by the presence of HCl. The reaction between the released gaseous alkali and HCl would form alkali chlorides, which may hinder the reaction between gaseous alkali and minerals, since the reaction rate of alkali chlorides and coal minerals is lower than that of alkali hydroxide and coal minerals [163,179]. Furthermore, the gaseous HCl may react with the mineral associated alkalis and result in a higher vaporization degree of alkalis. The
influence of different PVC share is obvious in Figure 2.9. By increasing the PVC share from 2 wt% to 4 wt%, the contents of K, Na and Cl in the filter ash are increased accordingly. The significantly higher Cl content in the filter ash from 4 wt% PVC addition is likely not only related to an increased formation of alkali chlorides, but also to the formation of calcium chlorides. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the calcium content in the filter ash is increased from 1.7 wt% to 3.7 wt%, when the PVC share is increased from 2 wt% to 4 wt%. Moreover, at 2% PVC addition, the molar ratio of water soluble (K+Na)/Cl in filter ash is found to be 0.46, which also suggests that the presence of calcium chlorides is possible.

With the addition of 4 wt% AmSulf, it is noticed that the S content in both cyclone ash and filter ash is increased. As described earlier, the higher S content obtained during AmSulf addition is likely a result of the enhanced sulphation reactions between gaseous sulphur and fly ash, and a condensation of H$_2$SO$_4$ during flue gas cooling. The influence of AmSulf addition on the K, Na and Cl content in fly ash is generally not significant. With the addition of 4 wt% kaolinite, the variations of the K, Na and S content are mostly not significant. However, the Cl content in the cyclone ash and filter ash is below detection limit of the instruments, indicating that almost all of the chlorine in the fuels is released to gas phase during the addition of kaolinite.

### 2.3.5.3 Water soluble alkalis in fly ash

The results presented in the previous section show that the chlorine based additives (NaCl and PVC) can significantly increase the chlorine and alkali content in fly ash, particularly for the case with 2 wt% NaCl or 4 wt% PVC addition. It is well-known that the presence of a large quantity of alkali chlorides in flue gas can cause severe ash deposition and corrosion problems during pulverized fuel combustion [140,211]. To investigate the existing forms of alkalis in fly ash, the water soluble alkalis in fly ash have been analyzed for different experiments. In pulverized fuel combustion, the alkalis in the fuels can be converted into water soluble alkalis and water insoluble alkalis. The water soluble alkalis would mainly consist of alkali chlorides and sulphates, whereas the water insoluble alkalis would be dominated by alkali silicates or aluminosilicates. From a practical point of view, it is desirable to convert the alkalis to water insoluble forms, as water soluble alkalis may introduce operation problems such as deposition and corrosion in the boiler and deactivation of the SCR units [99]. Figure 2.10a shows the percentage of water

![Figure 2.10](image-url)
soluble alkali/total alkali in the fly ash collected from different experiments. The fly ash composition is calculated from the composition and mass fraction of the collected filter ash and cyclone ash. From Figure 2.10a, it can be seen that during co-combustion of coal and SRF, less than 1 wt% of alkalis appears as water soluble form in fly ash. It implies that majority of the fuel alkalis in co-combustion of coal and SRF would present as insoluble forms such as alkali silicates or aluminosilicates. With increasing share of SRF, the change of the percentage of water soluble alkali/total alkali in fly ash is insignificant.

The effect of additives on the percentage of water soluble alkali/total alkali is illustrated in Figure 2.10a as well. With the addition of 1 wt% NaCl, the percentage of water soluble alkali/total alkali in fly ash increases to approximately 4 wt%. By increasing the NaCl addition to 2 wt%, the percentage of water soluble alkali/total alkali in the fly ash is increased further to about 19 wt%. This demonstrates that addition of NaCl can increase the percentage of alkalis present in a water soluble form. Furthermore, it appears that the increase of the percentage of water soluble alkali is not linearly correlated with the added amount of NaCl, since the percentage of water soluble alkali/total alkali in the fly ash becomes approximately 5 times higher when the addition of NaCl is increased from 1 wt% to 2 wt%. In order to explain this, both the release and conversion of alkalis during pulverized fuel combustion need to be considered. When NaCl is added to the mixture of coal and SRF, it would significantly increase the release of Na to gas phase. A certain fraction of the released gaseous alkalis would react with the minerals in the fuels and result in water insoluble alkalis. However, the remaining gaseous alkalis would either stay un-reacted or react with gaseous S and Cl, which would result in water soluble alkalis. With the addition of 1 wt% NaCl, although the percentage of the released gaseous alkalis is increased significantly, the minerals in the fuels may still be able to react with the majority of the released alkalis, resulting in the percentage of water soluble alkali/total alkali in fly ash to be around 4 wt%. However, when 2 wt% NaCl is added to the fuel mixture, the fraction of the released gaseous alkali that are converted to insoluble alkali may be significantly reduced, due to the limited amount of the reactive minerals in the fuels. Therefore, a much larger percentage of water soluble alkali/total alkali (~19 wt%) in fly ash is obtained. However, it should be noted that the percentage of water soluble alkali/total alkali in the fuel mixture is larger than 75 wt% for the experiment with 2 wt% NaCl addition. The significant difference between the percentage of water soluble alkali in the fuel mixture and the collected fly ash suggests that a significant fraction of the injected NaCl has been converted to water insoluble alkalis by the minerals in the coal and SRF during co-combustion.

As can be seen in Figure 2.10a, the addition of 2 wt% PVC slightly increases the percentage of water soluble alkali/total alkali in fly ash. With the addition of PVC, the release of alkali may be slightly increased, due to the possible interaction between the gaseous chlorine from PVC combustion and the mineral form alkalis. Furthermore, the gaseous chlorine generated from PVC combustion would compete with the fuel minerals for reacting with the released gaseous alkali. With the increased gaseous chlorine concentration, the formation of alkali chlorides would become more pronounced, leading to a higher percentage of water soluble alkali/total alkali in the fly ash. It should be noted that the results for 4 wt% PVC is not shown in the figure, due to the analysis of filter ash from that experiment is not available.

As shown in Figure 2.10a, the addition of 4 wt% AmSulf also slightly increases the fraction of water soluble alkali/total alkali in fly ash. Similar to the PVC case, the increased concentration of the gaseous sulphur from AmSulf decomposition may compete with the reaction between
gaseous alkali and fuel minerals, resulting in a slightly increased formation of water soluble alkalis. With the addition of 4 wt% kaolinite, a slight decrease of the percentage of water soluble alkali/total alkali in fly ash is seen. It is likely because that the addition of kaolinite increases the amount of minerals for reacting with the released gaseous alkalis. However, the effect of kaolinite addition is not significant, implying the minerals in the fuel mixture are sufficient for reacting with the majority of the released gaseous alkalis.

To study the behavior of Na and K separately rather than the total alkalis, the percentage of water soluble Na/total Na in the fly ash is plotted against the same parameter of K in Figure 2.10b. A positive correlation is seen between the two parameters, including the cases with NaCl addition. The results shown in Figure 2.10b demonstrate that NaCl addition does not only increase the vaporization degree of Na, but also enhances the vaporization of degree K in fuel mixture. The results clearly illustrate that the addition of NaCl may increase the vaporization of K through reacting with the mineral associated K [146], and inhibiting the reaction between gaseous K and reactive minerals. By performing equilibrium calculations in the program HSC 6.1, it is found that the addition of 1 wt% or 2 wt% NaCl may significantly increase the fraction of K/Na that is present as KCl (g)/NaCl (g) at temperatures above 800 °C. This further supports that the addition of NaCl may increase the release of K, through displacing the mineral associated K radicals by Na radicals.

2.3.6 Ash Deposition

2.3.6.1 Ash deposition rate and propensity

Figure 2.11 (a) Deposition fluxes (g/h/cm²) from EFR experiments with different shares and types of secondary fuels, (b) The values of deposition flux/ash flux (%) from experiments with different shares and types of secondary fuels.

In order to evaluate the influence of coal and SRF co-firing as well as different additives on the deposit formation in the convective part of a boiler, deposits are collected during the EFR experiments by using an air-cooled deposit probe. The average deposition flux obtained from different experiments is shown in Figure 2.11a. It can be seen that when coal is co-fired with SRF, the deposition flux generally decreases with increasing share of SRF. By fixing the total share of secondary fuels to 14.8 wt%, it is seen that the addition of NaCl/PVC enhances the deposition flux and the effect is more pronounced with higher share of NaCl/PVC. The addition of 4 wt% kaolinite to the mixture of coal and SRF also increases the deposition flux considerably.
However, with the addition of 4 wt% AmSulf, the obtained deposition flux is similar to that of co-combustion of coal and SRF.

The deposition fluxes shown in Figure 2.11a would be primarily affected by two factors i.e. the ash flux to the probe and the deposition propensity of the ash. For different experiments, the ash flux to the probe would vary due to the variations in the fuel ash content. In order to minimize the effect of ash flux, the obtained deposition flux is divided by the calculated ash flux that is directed to the probe. The obtained deposition flux/ash flux (%) is a parameter that gives implication about the deposition propensity of the fly ash. Figure 2.11b shows the deposition flux/ash flux from different experiments. It is seen that when coal is co-fired with SRF, the obtained deposition flux/ash flux decreases with increasing share of SRF. This implies that co-combustion of coal and SRF may reduce the deposition propensity of the fly ash, in comparison with coal combustion. The reduced ash deposition propensity may be related to the relatively high calcium content in the ash of SRF, which may generate calcium components with high melting temperature and decrease the fouling tendency of fly ash. Moreover, the average particle size and/or density of the fly ash from co-combustion of coal and SRF may be smaller than those from coal combustion, as the coalescence degree of the ash from SRF would be lower than the coal ash due to the higher char fragmentation degree of the SRF. With smaller fly ash particle size and/or lower density, the inertial impaction efficiency would be decreased and result in reduced ash deposition rate [244].

![Deposition flux/ash flux (%) vs Cl content in cyclone ash](image)

Figure 2.12 A comparison of the deposition flux/ash flux (%) from different EFR experiments and the Cl content of the cyclone ash obtained in the experiments. The results shown in the figure are carried out with the same total share of secondary fuels (14.8 wt%) but different additives.

With the addition of NaCl or PVC, it is seen that the obtained deposition flux/ash flux is higher than that of co-combustion of coal and SRF, and the effect is more significant with increasing share of NaCl/PVC. However, with the addition of AmSulf/kaolinite, the obtained deposition flux/ash flux is slightly smaller than that of co-combustion of coal and SRF. To further investigate the possible reasons for the increased or decreased deposition propensity of fly ash, the deposition flux/ash flux obtained from the EFR experiments carried out at 14.8 wt% secondary fuel is plotted against the Cl content of the cyclone ash, which is the major mass constituent of deposits. As shown in Figure 2.12, a positive correlation is found between the deposition flux/ash flux and the Cl content in cyclone ash. This indicates that the increased deposition flux/ash flux during the addition of NaCl/PVC is likely linked to the increased concentration of chlorides in the fly ash. It is well-known that alkali chlorides generally have low
melting temperatures, thus can significantly increase the stickiness of deposits and fly ash particles, and enhance the ash deposition rate [100,128]. However, when the Cl content in cyclone ash is lower than 0.1 wt%, it is seen that the deposition flux/ash flux decreases slightly with increasing Cl content in cyclone ash. It implies that the influence of other factors (such as the particle size and density of the fly ashes, etc.) may become more significant for the deposition propensity of fly ash, when the Cl content in cyclone ash is remarkably low. One should be aware that the deposition rates obtained in this study are based on an experimental period of 1.5 hours, which is quite different from the deposit build-up time scale in a real boiler. In addition, the ash deposition rate in the experiments is affected by the dilution effect caused by the propane burner. Therefore, it is considered that the results shown in Figure 2.12 would provide information about the deposition propensity of the fly ash from co-combustion of coal and SRF as well as the effect of additives. However, the detailed numbers may deviate from the ash deposition rates in a practical boiler.

2.3.6.2 Deposit composition

![Graph of Water Soluble Content](image)

Figure 2.13 The content of water soluble K, Na, S and Cl from different experiments.

Besides the deposition rate/propensity of fly ash, the composition of the deposits is of importance, since it is closely related to the corrosion potential of the superheaters [140]. In Figure 2.13, the content of water soluble element in fly ash is plotted against the content of water
soluble element in deposits. It can be seen that the content of water soluble K and Na in deposits is generally similar to that in the fly ash. This tendency is consistent with a previous study on deposit composition from co-firing of coal and straw [99]. The only case that deviates from this tendency is the experiment with 2 wt% NaCl. In this experiment, the K content in the deposit is lower than that in the fly ash, whereas the Na content in the deposit is slightly higher. According to Figure 2.10, it is known that approximately 20 wt% of Na and 17 wt% of K in fly ash would exist as water soluble form in this experiment. The results shown in Figure 2.12 indicate that the deposition propensities for the water soluble Na and K may be quite different. This is likely linked with the different condensation characteristic of NaCl and KCl. By performing equilibrium calculation in HSC 6.1, it is found that the condensation temperature of KCl is lower than NaCl, and can be below 800 °C. In the EFR experiments, the flue gas temperature around the deposition probe is about 800 °C. At this temperature, part of the KCl in flue gas may not be condensable, resulting in a depletion of water soluble K in the deposits as compared to that of fly ash. However, the majority of NaCl would be condensable at 800 °C, thus no depletion of Na is observed.

The water soluble sulphur is also generally enriched in deposits compared to that of fly ash. A possible mechanism for the enrichment of sulphur is that condensed phase sulphation reaction may occur on the deposits, which could convert a fraction of chlorides in the deposits to sulphates. Such reactions could be significant at temperature higher than 750 °C [204]. An exceptional case shown in Figure 2.13 is that when AmSulf is added to the fuel mixture, the content of water soluble sulphur in fly ash becomes similar to that in the deposits. In this situation, due to the high gaseous sulphur concentration, it is likely that condensation of H2SO4 could occur on the surface of the collected fly ash particles and increase the content of water soluble sulphur, whereas the condensation of H2SO4 cannot occur on the deposits due to the high gaseous/surface temperature. This may lead to the content of water soluble S in the cyclone ash being similar to that of deposits.

Different from sulphur and alkalis, the content of water soluble Cl is mostly depleted in deposits, in comparison with that of fly ash. This implies that the initially formed deposits would probably contain similar water soluble Cl as the fly ash. However, as discussed previously, the deposited chlorine may undergo sulphation reaction with the gaseous sulphur in the flue gas. Such gas-solid sulphation reaction would result in a depletion of the water soluble Cl in the deposits compared to fly ash. Although the sulphation reaction is present, it can still be seen that the deposits from the experiments with NaCl/PVC addition have considerably larger chlorine content than that from co-combustion of coal and SRF. Furthermore, it was observed during the experiments that the deposition probe was slightly corroded with the NaCl/PVC addition, implying that the corrosion potential on superheater tubes would be higher when the SRF contains significant high alkali chlorides or chlorine content. However, without the additives, the content of water soluble chlorine is generally lower than 0.1 wt% in deposits, indicating a low potential for corrosion [140].

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, co-combustion of a bituminous coal and a solid recovered fuel (SRF) was carried out in an entrained flow reactor, and the effect of additives such NaCl, PVC, ammonium sulphate
and kaolinite on co-combustion was investigated. The experimental results showed that when coal was co-fired with SRF, the carbon burnout decreased with increasing share of SRF. The addition of additives generally reduced the burnout, except for the case with 2 wt% NaCl which showed a promoting effect. The NO emission in co-combustion of coal and SRF decreased with increasing share of SRF. The additives generally did not affect the NO emission significantly, except for the AmSulf which greatly inhibited the NO formation. The SO₂ emission in co-combustion of coal and SRF also decreased with increasing share of SRF. And consequently the retention of sulphur in ash was found to increase with increasing share of SRF, which was likely linked to the high calcium content in the SRF. All of the additives increased the retention of sulphur in ash, either due to chemical reaction or physical absorption.

The typical fly ash morphology and composition were characterized by TEM-EDS. The fly ash from the experiments mainly consisted of spherical particles and aggregated nucleates, with the latter being more important for the formation of submicron particles. The nucleates were normally characterized by higher Ca, Mg, S and P content, whereas the spherical particles usually have higher Si, Al and K content. Such findings are in agreement with a full-scale fine particle measurement carried out on similar fuels (see details in Chapter 4). Analysis of the bulk fly ash composition from the experiments showed that the most S and Cl in the fuels was released to the gas phase during combustion, while the K and Na in the fuels were mainly retained in ash. In co-combustion of coal and SRF (up to 25 wt%), most K and Na (≥99 wt%) appeared in the fly ash in a water insoluble form i.e. as aluminosilicates or silicates. The addition of NaCl, PVC, and AmSulf generally increased the vaporization of K and Na, resulting in an increased formation of water soluble alkalis, whereas the addition of kaolinite showed a slight inhibiting effect. The experimental results demonstrated that the minerals in coal and SRF would be able to react with part of the gaseous alkalis released from the additives. Furthermore, the vaporization degree of Na and K was found to be correlated, suggesting an interaction between the vaporization of Na and K during pulverized fuel combustion.

Ash deposits were collected on an air-cooled probe in order to simulate boiler deposit formation. The ash deposition rate and the deposition propensity of fly ash in co-combustion were found to decrease with increasing share of SRF. The addition of NaCl and PVC increased the ash deposition propensity, and a positive correlation between the ash deposition propensity and the Cl content in cyclone ash was found. The Cl content in the deposits generally indicated low corrosion potential during co-combustion of coal and SRF (up to 25 wt%). However, for the experiments with NaCl and PVC addition, the corrosion potential on superheater tubes would be considerably high. The water soluble alkali content in deposits was generally similar to that in the fly ash. Higher water soluble sulphur content and lower water soluble chlorine content were found in the deposits than that of the fly ash, suggesting the presence of gas-solid sulphation reaction in deposits.

The results from this work indicate that co-combustion of coal and SRF may not put any additional burden on the NO and SO₂ emissions of a pulverized coal-fired power plant. The burnout in the plant may be affected by co-combustion. The selection of a suitable SRF particle size is desirable, but it would to a large extent depend on the physical properties (such as density and shape) of the SRF [269,280], the detailed configuration of the plant and the injection method of the SRF [281]. By using the coal and SRF used in this work, co-combustion of coal and up to 25 wt% SRF may not cause severe ash deposition and corrosion problems in the convective part of the boiler, possibly due to the positive synergy effects between the coal ash and the inorganic
components in SRF. This work also implies that in order to minimize ash deposition and corrosion problems in co-combustion, it is important to control the quality of the SRF, especially the chlorine and alkali contents. Lastly, it should be noted that results obtained in this work are from a lab-scale reactor with some conditions deviate from the real plants. In order to transfer the lab-scale results to a practical situation, these condition differences need to be considered.
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2.5 Appendix: calculation methods for different parameters

**Excess air ratio**

\[
\lambda = \frac{\text{Oxygen Supply by air}}{\text{Oxygen required by complete combustion}} = \frac{2P_0 \bar{V}_{\text{air}} Y_{O_2,\text{air}} / R / T_0}{\dot{m}_{\text{fuel}} (1 - X_{\text{moisture,fuel}})(X_{H_{\text{fuel}},\text{fuel}} / 6 + X_{C_{\text{fuel}},\text{fuel}} / 14 + X_{N_{\text{fuel}},\text{fuel}} / 16 + X_{X_{\text{fuel}},\text{fuel}} / 16)}
\]  

(2A.1)

where:
- \( \bar{V}_{\text{air}} \) = Volumetric flow rate of the air in the experiments (Nm\(^3\)/s)
- \( \dot{m}_{\text{fuel}} \) = Fuel feeding rate in the experiments (g/s)
- \( X_{\text{moisture,fuel}} \) = Moisture fraction in the fuel
- \( X_{i,\text{fuel}} \) = Mass fraction of element \( i \) in the dry fuel
- \( P_0 \) = Pressure (101325 Pa)
- \( T_0 \) = Temperature (273.15 K)
- \( R \) = Gas constant (8.3145 J/mol-K)
- \( Y_{O_2,\text{air}} \) = Mole fraction of O\(_2\) in air (20.95 %)

**Dry flue gas flow rate**

\[
\dot{V}_{f_{\text{g, dry}}} = \frac{Y_{(N_2+Ar),\text{air}} \bar{V}_{\text{air}}}{1 - Y_{O_2,\text{fg}} - Y_{NO,fg} - Y_{CO,fg} - Y_{SO_2,fg} - Y_{CO_2,fg}}
\]

(2A.2)

where:
- \( \bar{V}_{f_{\text{g, dry}}} \) = Dry flue gas flow rate (Nm\(^3\)/s)
- \( Y_{(N_2+Ar),\text{air}} \) = Mole fraction of N\(_2\)+Ar in air (80.97 %)
- \( Y_{m,fg} \) = Measured mole fraction of \( m \) gas in the flue gas

**Ash balance**

\[
\text{Ash}_{\text{Balance}} = \frac{m_{\text{Ash, out}}}{m_{\text{Ash, in}}}
\]

(2A.3)

\[
m_{\text{Ash, in}} = \dot{m}_{\text{fuel}} X_{\text{Ash, fuel}} t_{\text{exp}}
\]

(2A.4)

where:
- \( m_{\text{Ash, in}} \) = Ash input during the experiment (g)
- \( X_{\text{Ash, fuel}} \) = Mass fraction of ash in the wet fuel
- \( t_{\text{exp}} \) = Total experiment time (5400 s)

\[
m_{\text{Ash, out}} = m_{\text{large fly ash}} + m_{\text{fine fly ash}} + m_{\text{bottom ash}}
\]

(2A.5)

\[
m_{\text{large fly ash}} = (m_{\text{cyclone ash}} + m_{\text{pipe ash}}) \frac{\dot{V}_{f_{\text{g, dry}}}}{V_{\text{ext, dry}}}
\]

(2A.6)

where:
\( m_{\text{large fly ash}} \) = mass of the large fly ashes \((d_{\text{cut}} \geq 2.5 \ \mu \text{m})\) produced in an experiment (g)

\( V_{\text{ext, dry}} \) = total extracted dry flue gas flow \( \text{(Nm}^3/\text{s}) \)

\( m_{\text{cyclone ash}} \) = collected mass of fly ash in the cyclone in an experiment (g)

\( m_{\text{pipe ash}} \) = collected mass of fly ash in the extraction pipes before cyclone (g)

\[ m_{\text{fine fly ash}} = \frac{V_{\text{fg, dry}}}{V_{\text{fil, dry}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2A.7)

where:

\( m_{\text{large fly ash}} \) = mass of the fine fly ashes \((d_{\text{cut}} < 2.5 \ \mu \text{m})\) produced in an experiment (g)

\( V_{\text{fil, dry}} \) = extracted dry gas flow to the aerosol filter \( \text{(Nm}^3/\text{s}) \)

\( m_{\text{filter ash}} \) = collected mass of fly ash in the aerosol filter in an experiment (g)

\[ m_{\text{bottom ash}} = \frac{m_{\text{collected bottom ash}}}{m_{\text{fuel total}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2A.8)

where:

\( m_{\text{collected bottom ash}} \) = total mass of ash collected in the bottom of reactor in an experiment (g)

\( m_{\text{fuel exp}} \) = mass of fuel used after start sampling (g)

\( m_{\text{fuel total}} \) = total mass of fuel used in an experiment (g)

Note: the mass balance for the ash forming elements is calculated the same way as ash balance.

**Ash flux**

\[ \text{Ash flux} = \frac{m_{\text{large fly ash}} + m_{\text{fine fly ash}}}{b_{\text{slit}} h_{\text{slit}} t_{\text{exp}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2A.9)

where

\( \text{Ash flux} \) = average ash flux at the flue gas outlet during an experiment \( \text{(g/cm}^2/\text{h}) \)

\( b_{\text{slit}} \) = width of the flue gas outlet (4 cm)

\( h_{\text{slit}} \) = height of the flue gas outlet (8 cm)

**Deposit flux**

\[ \text{Deposit flux} = \frac{m_{\text{deposit}} V_{\text{fg, dry}}}{(V_{\text{fg, dry}} - V_{\text{ext, dry}}) \pi d_{\text{probe}} h_{\text{slit}} t_{\text{exp}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2A.10)

where:

\( \text{Deposit flux} \) = average flux of the deposits formed at the probe \( \text{(g/cm}^2/\text{h}) \)

\( m_{\text{deposit}} \) = mass of collected deposits (g)

\( d_{\text{probe}} \) = external diameter of the probe (1 cm)
Co-Combustion of Coal and Solid Recovered Fuel: Trace Element Behavior

Abstract

This chapter investigates the trace element partitioning in co-combustion of a bituminous coal and a solid recovered fuel (SRF), based on the experiments carried out in Chapter 2. The trace elements studied were As, Cd, Cr, Pb, Sb and Zn, since these elements were significantly enriched in the SRF as compared to the coal. It was found that when the coal was co-fired with up to 25 wt% SRF, the As, Cd, Pb, Sb and Zn content in the filter ash/cyclone ash increased almost linearly with their content in the fuel ash. This linear tendency was affected when the fuels were mixed with additives, such as PVC, NaCl, ammonium sulphate and kaolinite. The volatility of trace elements during combustion was assessed by applying a relative enrichment (RE) factor, and TEM-EDS analysis was conducted for providing qualitative interpretations. The results indicated that As, Cd, Pb, Sb and Zn were highly volatile when co-firing coal and SRF, whereas the volatility of Cr was relatively low. Compared to coal combustion, co-firing of coal and SRF slightly enhanced the volatility of Cd, Pb and Zn, but reduced the volatility of Cr and Sb. The Cl-based additives increased the volatility of Cd, Pb and As, whereas the addition of ammonium sulphate generally decreased the volatility of trace elements. The addition of kaolinite reduced the volatility of Pb, while the influence on other trace elements was insignificant. The results from the present work imply that trace element emission would be significantly increased when coal is co-fired with SRF, which may greatly enhance the toxicity of the dusts from coal-fired power plant. In order to minimize trace element emission in co-combustion, in addition to lowering the trace element content in the SRF, utilizing SRF with low Cl content and coal with high S and aluminosilicates content would be favorable.

3.1 Introduction

Trace element emission is one of the major environmental concerns for pulverized coal-fired power stations. During pulverized coal combustion, the trace elements in the fuel usually undergo complicated chemical and physical transformations, and a fraction is eventually emitted to the atmosphere as dust or vapor [108,120,146,282-285]. Due to the adverse health effect [146], it is desirable to control the emission of trace elements from coal-fired power stations.

Co-combustion of coal and secondary fuel such as biomass and waste is recognized as a promising approach to reduce the CO₂ emission from pulverized coal-fired power stations [1]. The typical secondary fuels are biomass such as straw [60,99] and wood [9], and waste derived fuels such as sewage sludge [108] and refuse derived fuels [270,278,286,287]. When biomass is used as the secondary fuel in co-combustion, the emission of trace elements is usually not of great concern, since the trace element content in most biomass is much lower than that of coal. In
contrast, waste derived fuels are often characterized by significantly larger trace element concentration than coal [108, 270]. Thus it is of importance to characterize the behavior of trace elements during co-combustion of coal and waste derived fuel.

The behavior of trace elements during pulverized fuel combustion is well-known to be influenced both by the fuel properties and combustion conditions. The trace elements present in the fuels can be categorized as organic association (elements that are organically bounded, ionically bounded, or water soluble) and mineral association (elements that are present as included or excluded minerals) [120]. Extensive studies on the association of trace elements in different coals have been performed [120, 146, 284, 288, 289]. Similar investigations were also carried out on waste derived fuels such as sewage sludge [283] and refuse-derived char [290]. These studies generally suggest that the organically associated trace elements are easier to be vaporized during combustion than those associated with minerals [146]. On the other hand, the vaporization behavior of trace elements is also influenced by conditions such as combustion temperature, transport/mixing phenomena, oxidizing/reducing condition, and the presence of gaseous species such as HCl and SO2 [282]. In most cases, the presence of gaseous chlorine may shift the distribution of trace elements such as Pb and Cd towards more volatile chlorides, thus promoting the vaporization [146, 282, 291]. However, the presence of SO2 may result in the formation of sulphates with relatively low vapor pressure [291].

After being vaporized from the fuel, the trace elements may undergo reactions both with the ash particles and the gaseous species in the flue gas [176, 291]. The reactions between the vaporized trace elements and the ash particles constitute an important mechanism for the retention of trace elements in large fly ash particles that are easier to be captured by the air pollution control systems [120, 146]. Typical examples are the reactions between trace elements such as Cd and Pb and aluminosilicates such as kaolinite [176]. Such reactions may primarily occur on the particle external surface and may result in trace element concentration in the ash particle being proportional to 1/dp (particle diameter) [121, 146, 292, 293]. On the other hand, the vaporized trace elements may also react with other gaseous species in the flue gas, such as HCl and SO2. These reactions may alter the condensation behavior of the trace elements. In addition, they may also influence the reactions between the vaporized trace elements and ash particles, since trace element in different gaseous forms (such as chlorides or hydroxides) may have different reaction rates with the ash particles [146].

When the flue gas temperature becomes lower than the dew point of a trace element species, condensation may occur on the surface of the existing ash particles. For ash particles in the continuum regime (supermicron particles with Kn<<1) condensation may lead to the trace element concentration in the ash particles being proportional to 1/dp^2; while for particles in the free molecular regime (ultrafine particles with Kn>>1) the concentration of the condensed trace element may be proportional to 1/dp [121, 292, 293]. One should be aware that the correlations mentioned above are based on several assumptions which may deviate from practical situations, such as perfect spherical and nonporous particles [121]. Therefore care must be taken in applying these theoretical correlations in practice.

All of the mechanisms mentioned above can influence the partitioning of trace elements in combustion. For a practical combustion system, the partitioning of trace elements involves complex processes such as vaporization, reaction, nucleation, condensation and coagulation. These processes may become more complicated when a secondary fuel is introduced to the system, since it may have different fuel properties and combustion behavior as compared with
the primary fuel. In order to evaluate the behavior of trace elements during co-combustion in a pulverized coal-fired plant, performing controlled experiments at combustion conditions similar to a practical plant is an advantageous approach.

The objective of this chapter is to study the partitioning of trace elements in co-combustion of coal and solid recovered fuel (SRF) at conditions similar to a pulverized coal-fired plant. This was achieved by evaluating the trace element partitioning in the different ash fractions (bottom ash, cyclone ash and filter ash) collected during the experiments in Chapter 2. It should be noted that the conditions in the entrained flow reactor are not fully representative of a pulverized coal-fired plant with respect to particle residence time, temperature profile and fluid flow. Therefore the results from this chapter may not fully represent the practical situation. The trace elements studied were As, Cd, Cr, Pb, Sb and Zn. These elements were focused since their content in the SRF was significantly (~5–150 times) larger than that of coal. The emphasis of this chapter is on the trace element behaviors during co-combustion of coal and different share of SRF as well as on the effect of additives such as NaCl, PVC, ammonium sulphate, and kaolinite. These additives may have notable effect on the partitioning of trace elements [176,291]. Therefore the results from the present work could provide suggestions for trace element emission control in co-combustion of coal and SRF.

### 3.2 Experimental

Table 3.1 Properties of coal and SRF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Coal</th>
<th>SRF</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Coal</th>
<th>SRF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LHV (MJ/kg wet)</td>
<td>26.53</td>
<td>20.86</td>
<td>Mg (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture (wt% wet)</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>P (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatiles (wt% wet)</td>
<td>34.11</td>
<td>72.05</td>
<td>Ca (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash (wt% wet)</td>
<td>10.42</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>Na (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (wt% dry)</td>
<td>71.00</td>
<td>58.00</td>
<td>K (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H (wt% dry)</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>As (ppm dry)</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (wt% dry)</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Cd (ppm dry)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>Cr (ppm dry)</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>178.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>Pb (ppm dry)</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>206.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si (wt% dry)</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>Sb (ppm dry)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al (wt% dry)</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>Zn (ppm dry)</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The detailed experimental procedures and matrix can be found in Chapter 2. The additional information provided here are the trace element concentrations in the coal and SRF. The other fuel properties are also listed here, in order to provide a direct comparison of the two fuels. From Table 3.1, it can be seen that the trace element content in the two fuels is significantly different. The content of As, Cd and Cr in the SRF is 5–10 times larger compared to the coal. For Pb, Sb and Zn, the content in the SRF is 30–150 times larger than that of coal. The trace element concentrations in the fuels as well as in the ash fractions collected during the experiments is analyzed by using ICP-OES (inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry). In addition, TEM-EDS analysis has been carried out on the collected ash samples, in order to provide qualitative explanations to the observed trace element behavior.
3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Mass balance

The mass balance for different experiments has been calculated based on the fuel and ash composition, the fuel feeding rate, the amount of the collected ash and the corresponding flue gas flow rate. Figure 3.1 shows the mass balance of ash, Si, and trace elements. It is seen that the ash balance for most of the experiments is between 80% and 90%. The ash balance is all below 100%, primarily due to the deposition of ash in the reactor tube which can be observed after experiments. In addition, although the ash is collected carefully during the experiments, some fly ash may remain in the sampling system after collection, which also influences the ash balance. The mass balance for the major inorganic elements is mostly between 70% and 90%, which is similar to the ash balance. As an example, the mass balance of the element Si and Al is shown in Figure 3.1.

![Figure 3.1. Calculated ash and elemental mass balances for different experiments.](image)

In comparison with the major inorganic elements, the mass balance of the trace elements is generally less satisfactory. This is presumably related to the analysis uncertainties of the trace element concentrations in the SRF. It is well-known that the content of trace elements in different waste fractions can deviate significantly [171]. Although the SRF used in the experiments has been homogenized through the production and grinding processes, the SRF sample selected for analyzing trace element content may not be fully representative, primarily due to the small amount (~0.4 g) of sample selected for analysis. This may be reflected by the increased mass balance of Cd with increasing share of SRF, which suggests that the Cd content in the SRF might be under-estimated. For Sb and Zn, the decreasing tendency with increasing share of SRF indicates that the content of Sb and Zn in SRF may be over-estimated. Besides the analysis uncertainties, the collection efficiency of different ash fractions may also influence the mass balance, since the distribution of trace elements in different ash fractions is more uneven compared to the major inorganic elements. Considering the uncertainties, it is suggested to focus on the tendencies shown in this chapter, rather than the accurate numbers.
3.3.2 Trace element content in the cyclone ash and filter ash

In order to assess the influence of co-combustion on the trace element content in the fly ash, the trace element content in the filter ash and the cyclone ash collected from the experiments are plotted versus the content in the fuel ash, as shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. The trace element content in fuel ash was calculated from the fuel properties, i.e. the ash and trace element content in fuel/fuel mixture. It can be seen that when coal is co-fired with SRF (i.e. without additive), the content of As, Cd, Pb, Sb and Zn in filter ash/cyclone ash increases almost linearly with their content in fuel ash, which is a strong indication that the SRF used in the experiments is considerably homogeneous. Compared with the content in fuel ash, the As, Cd, Pb, Sb and Zn content in filter ash is typically 2–5 times larger, whereas the content in cyclone ash are usually 40-60% smaller. The observed enrichment of As, Cd, Pb, Sb and Zn elements in filter ash is qualitatively in agreement with literature, where these elements were classified as volatile trace elements in pulverized coal combustion [120]. The depletion of these trace elements in cyclone ash may be primarily related with two reasons. For elements such as As and Sb, the mass balance shown in Figure 3.1 is mostly around 50%. This suggests that the As and Sb content in fuel ash may be over-estimated, thus resulting in the trace element content in cyclone ash being 40-60% lower than that in fuel ash. In addition, for elements such as Cd, Pb, Sb and Zn, the content in the bottom ash collected from co-combustion experiments is notably higher (~1–3 times) than that in fuel ash. This would adversely affect the partitioning of trace elements to cyclone ash, thus lower the trace element content in cyclone ash. The high trace element content found in the bottom ash...
The content of Pb, Sb and Zn in the filter ash and cyclone ash collected from different experiments versus their content in the fuel ash.

In comparison with the trace elements mentioned above, the behavior of Cr is significantly different. During co-firing coal and SRF, the Cr content in filter ash decreases slightly with increasing Cr content in fuel ash, whereas the Cr content in cyclone ash increases slightly with increasing Cr content in fuel ash. In comparison with other trace elements, the content of Cr in cyclone ash seems to be much closer to the content in fuel ash. This is probably linked to the mass balance of Cr shown in Figure 3.1, which is close to or even higher than 100%. The Cr content in the bottom ash from co-combustion of coal and SRF is found to be larger than that of fuel ash. This may explain the slightly lower Cr content in cyclone ash, with respect to that in fuel ash.

The effect of additives on trace element partitioning is also illustrated in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. The main tendency is that the Cl-based additives (NaCl or PVC) generally increase the content of As, Cd, Pb and Sb in filter ash. This effect is particularly pronounced for the addition
of 4 wt% PVC. However, the influence of Cl-based additives on Zn and Cr is somewhat different. For Zn, most of the Cl-based additives do not have a significant impact on the Zn content in filter ash, except for the addition of 4 wt% PVC which shows a pronounced enhancing effect. For Cr, the Cl-based additives appear to have a reducing effect on the content in filter ash. Compared with the influence on filter ash, the effect of Cl-based additives on cyclone ash chemical composition is generally less significant. However, a noticeable effect is that the As, Cd, Pb, Sb and Zn content in cyclone ash is lowered by the addition of 4 wt% PVC, suggesting a promoted vaporization of these elements which has shifted the partitioning from cyclone ash to filter ash. Besides, the addition of NaCl seems to slightly increase the content of some trace elements such as Cd and Zn in cyclone ash. For Cr, it is found that most of the Cl-based additives have a promoting effect on the Cr content in cyclone ash.

Compared to Cl-based additives, the addition of kaolinite shows insignificant effect on the content of As, Cd, Sb and Zn in cyclone ash and filter ash. For Pb, it seems that the addition of kaolinite significantly enriches the Pb content in cyclone ash and slightly increases the content of Pb in filter ash. For Cr, the addition of kaolinite shows a reducing effect on the content in filter ash and an enhancing effect on the content in cyclone ash. The addition of 4 wt% ammonium sulphate (AmSulf) generally lowers the concentration of different trace elements in filter ash. However, the impact of ammonium sulphate on the trace element content in cyclone ash is almost negligible. The results present in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 demonstrated the influence of additives on the trace element content in cyclone ash and filter ash. However, further discussions on the effect of additives on the partitioning of trace elements as well as the underlying mechanisms will be given in the following section.

3.3.3 Volatility of the trace elements

To assess the relative volatility of trace elements in pulverized coal combustion, a widely applied method is the enrichment of trace elements in different ash fractions with respect to fuel ash [108,292]. However, the results shown in the previous section reveal that such enrichment in the present work may be interfered by the mass balance of trace elements which is considerably lower than 100% (as indicated by Figure 3.1) and the unreacted trace elements partitioned to bottom ash. To minimize those influences, the following relative enrichment (RE) factor is introduced to evaluate the volatility of trace elements at different experiments:

$$ RE \text{ factor} = \frac{C_i \text{ in filter ash}}{C_{Al} \text{ in filter ash}} \cdot \frac{C_{Al} \text{ in cyclone ash}}{C_i \text{ in cyclone ash}} $$

(3.1)

where $C_i$ is the content of element i and $C_{Al}$ is the content of Al.

Similar as the relative enrichment factor used in [294,295], the equation above uses Al as a reference element, as Al is usually considered as an abundant and nonvolatile element with relative even distribution at different particle size. The RE factor of an element indicates whether the element is enriched (RE factor>1) or depleted (RE factor<1) in filter ash, with respect to the content in cyclone ash.

It should be noted that the filter ash and the cyclone ash collected in the present work are separated by a cut-off diameter of 2.5 μm. The cyclone ash particles mostly consist of spherical particles formed by the melting of included/excluded minerals, whereas the filter ash contain both spherical particles formed by the melted minerals and the nucleates generated from
homogeneous nucleation and coagulation of the vaporized major inorganic elements [278,286]. The trace elements vaporized during combustion would partition to the cyclone ash and filter ash through condensation and/or gas-solid reactions. Both mechanisms would favor the enrichment of trace elements in filter ash [121,146,292,293], and the RE factor would increase with increasing vaporization degree of trace elements. However, if the vaporization degree of a trace element is fixed, a shift from gas-solid reaction mechanism to condensation mechanism may also result in a higher RE factor. This is primarily due to the fact that the gas-solid reaction mechanism would lead to trace element concentration proportional to \(1/d_p\), whereas the condensation mechanism would cause a trace element concentration proportional to \(1/d_p^2\) in the continuum regime (larger than 0.5-1\(\mu m\)) [121,292,293]. Therefore, the condensation mechanism would result in a higher enrichment of trace element in small particles (around 0.5-2.5\(\mu m\)), compared to the reaction mechanism. In addition, there are probably more particles available for condensation than for gas-solid reaction, which would further promote the enrichment of trace elements in smaller particles when the condensation mechanism is important. As a consequence, an increased RE factor of a trace element can be read as a higher vaporization degree of the trace element and/or a shift from reaction to condensation mechanism. Both influences need to be considered in interpreting the results. From a practical point of view, a higher RE factor indicates an increased partitioning of trace element to fly ash particles smaller than 2.5 \(\mu m\). Compared with large particles, fly ash particles smaller than 2.5 \(\mu m\) are generally easier to penetrate the air pollution control system in a coal-fired power plant [121]. Thus, with a higher RE factor, the penetration of trace element through the air pollution control system may be promoted and result in increased trace element emission.

### 3.3.3.1 Volatility of Si and Cr

The RE factors of Si and Cr in different experiments are present in Figure 3.4. It can be seen that the RE factors of Si are rather consistent in the experiments, which are mostly between 0.7 and 0.8. The results are in line with a number of studies, showing that Si is of low volatility in pulverized coal combustion and the content of Si in submicron particles are slightly lower than that in larger fly ash particles [225,278]. The results also indicate that the additives do not have significant effect on the volatility of Si.

![Figure 3.4 RE factor of Si and Cr in different experiments.](image)

For Cr, it can be seen the RE factor of Cr in coal combustion is about 1.5, indicating that the volatility of Cr is only slightly higher than that of Al or Si. Similar low volatility of Cr has been
observed in other studies [293,295]. When coal is co-fired with SRF, the RE factor of Cr decreases with increasing share of SRF. Similar reducing effect on the volatility of Cr has been seen when coal was co-fired with sewage sludge [108] or RDF [270]. The reduced volatility of Cr in co-firing coal and sewage sludge was attributed to the lower flame temperature in co-combustion [108]. For co-combustion of coal and SRF, it can be presumed that the flame temperature would also decrease with increasing share of SRF, as the flame temperature of a similar waste derived fuel (RDF) is found to be 200–300 °C lower than a coal flame with same excess air ratio [260]. The sensitivity of Cr vaporization on temperature has also been demonstrated by thermodynamic calculations [108,296]. In addition to the flame temperature, the association of Cr may also be different in the coal and SRF and has an impact on the RE factors. However, the study of trace element association in coal and SRF is outside the scope of the present work.

For different additives, it can be seen that the RE factor of Cr is reduced with the addition of Cl-based additives, especially for 2 wt% NaCl addition. The addition of 4 wt% AmSulf or 4 wt% kaolinite also appears to have a reducing effect on the RE factor of Cr, but not as significant as the Cl-based additives. For the addition of NaCl, AmSulf and kaolinite, it may be that the flame temperature is further decreased compared to co-firing coal and SRF, since the vaporization of NaCl and the decomposition of AmSulf and kaolinite are all endothermic processes. For the addition of PVC, some thermodynamic calculations predicted that the vaporization of Cr could be significantly enhanced with a large increase of HCl concentration in flue gas, due to the formation of CrO2Cl2 [146]. However, such an effect is not observed in the present work, indicating the vaporization of Cr is not sensitive to the chlorine concentration in flue gas.

In general, the results shown in Figure 3.4 reveal that Cr does not have a high volatility when co-firing coal and SRF. The volatility of Cr decreases with increasing share of SRF, and is further reduced by the additives used in the experiments. This suggests that the flame temperature may be the most significant parameter for the vaporization of Cr. A relatively low flame temperature would be favorable in order to reduce the Cr vaporization/emission.

3.3.3.2 Volatility of Cd and Pb

The RE factors of Cd and Pb are shown in Figure 3.5a. When coal is co-fired with SRF, the RE factor of Cd is in the range of 5-7, and tends to increase slightly with increasing share of SRF. The effect of the Cl-based additives is significant on the RE factor of Cd. With the addition of 1 wt% and 2 wt% NaCl, the RE factor of Cd is increased to about 8 and 10, respectively. With the addition of 2 wt% and 4 wt% PVC, the RE factor of Cd becomes about 6 and 23, respectively. In order to further illustrate the impact of chlorine on the volatility of Cd, the RE factor of Cd from different experiments is plotted versus the RE factor of Cl in Figure 3.5b (the experiments with AmSulf and kaolinite are excluded due to chlorine content in the ash from these experiments is below the detection limit). A positive correlation is found between the RE factor of Cd and the RE factor of Cl, suggesting that the partitioning of Cd is closely related with that of Cl. If the experiment with 4 wt% PVC is excluded, the correlation is almost linear. However, in the case with 4 wt% PVC addition, a considerably higher RE factor of Cd is obtained, which deviates from the tendency predicted by other experiments. The influence of Cl-based additives may be primarily related with the formation of CdCl2, which is a volatile and thermodynamically favorable compound when chlorine is present in the flue gas [282,291]. Although most of the thermodynamic calculations predicted that Cd would be totally volatilized (mainly as gaseous Cd)
at combustion temperature [282,291], retention of Cd at high temperature is observed [291], possibly related with the association form of Cd in the fuel and the limitation on the reaction time and/or mixing in a combustor. For the experiments in the present work, it may be the case that the injected Cl-based additives could react with some of the stable Cd species in the fuel and increase the overall vaporization degree of Cd. Such effect would be particularly pronounced with the addition of 4 wt% PVC, due to the significantly high concentration of HCl in flue gas, which may increase the reaction rates considerably.
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Figure 3.5 (a) the RE factor of Cd and Pb in different experiments; (b) comparison of the RE factors of Cd and Pb versus the RE factor of Cl from different experiments (the open symbols denote the results from the addition of 4 wt% PVC).

The influence of Cl on the partitioning of Cd is qualitatively illustrated by the TEM-EDS analysis shown in Figure 3.6. It is seen that when coal is co-fired with 14.8 wt% SRF, the content of Cd in the aerosols from the vaporization mode (see Spectrum 2 and 3 in Figure 3.6a) is negligible, consistent with the negligible Cl content found in these aerosols. However, when 1 wt% NaCl or 2 wt% PVC is added to the mixture of coal and SRF, the Cl content in the aerosols from the vaporization mode (see Spectrum 2 in Figure 3.6b and Spectrum 3 in Figure 3.6c) is increased significantly to about 6 wt% and 2 wt%, respectively. Under these conditions, despite of the small Cd content in the fuel mixture, approximately 1 wt% of Cd is found in the vaporized aerosols. The results indicate that the addition of Cl-based additive may increase the vaporization of Cd during combustion, presumably related to the formation of CdCl₂. However, detailed investigations on the exact chemical form of the Cd present in these aerosols are not possible from the TEM-EDS analysis.

On the other hand, with the addition of 4 wt% ammonium sulphate, the RE factor of Cd is decreased notably, indicating a reduced vaporization degree of Cd. The reduction may be both related with the possible lower flame temperature caused by the decomposition of ammonium sulphate and the reactions between the ammonium sulphate and the Cd species in fuel. The thermal decomposition of ammonium sulphate may increase the concentration of SO₂ in flue gas. The SO₂ would compete with gaseous chlorine for reacting with the stable Cd species in the fuel, thus inhibit the formation of CdCl₂. The formed CdSO₄ would have lower vapor pressure than CdCl₂, thus are more probably to be retained in the char/ash particles. According to thermodynamic calculation [282], the presence of CdSO₄ is only found at temperatures below 700 °C. However, the formation of CdSO₄ at higher temperatures may be possible to occur in practice, as residence time and/or transport limitations may prevent the reactions to reach global
The addition of 4 wt% kaolinite also shows a slight reducing effect on the RE factor of Cd. It is most likely that part of the vaporized Cd has been reacted with the injected kaolinite particles, which are mostly particles larger than 2.5 μm. The presence of such reactions has been observed in [176], where kaolinite was found to react with vaporized Cd.

Figure 3.6 (a) morphology and composition of the filter ash collected from co-combustion of coal with 14.8 wt% SRF; (b) morphology and composition of the filter ash collected from co-combustion of coal with 13.8 wt% SRF and 1 wt% NaCl; (c) morphology and composition of the filter ash from co-combustion of coal with 12.8 wt% SRF and 2 wt% PVC. The results are obtained from the TEM-EDS analysis, and only the compositions of K, Na, P, S, Cl, Zn, Cd, Pb are presented. The elemental content below 0.5 wt% is considered to be not reliable, thus is neglected in the figure.

As shown in Figure 3.5a, the RE factor of Pb is in the range of 2-3 during co-combustion of coal and SRF, and it increases slightly with increasing share of SRF co-fired. The addition of the Cl-based additives generally enhance the RE factor of Pb, particularly for the addition of 4 wt% PVC. Similar as Cd, the RE factor of Pb is plotted versus the RE factor of Cl in Figure 3.5b. It can be seen that positive correlation generally exists between the two factors. If the results of 4 wt% PVC addition are not considered, the RE factor of Pb increases almost linearly with that of Cl. However, for the case with 4 wt% PVC addition, the RE factor of Pb is higher than that predicted from the tendency of other experiments. According to thermodynamic calculations [282,291], the presence of chlorine in the combustion would favor the formation of PbCl2/PbCl, which are volatile at flue gas temperature higher than 700 °C. Thus, it may be the case that the injection of Cl-based additives would promote the Pb vaporization via the formation of PbCl2/PbCl. Furthermore, with the addition of Cl-based additives, the distribution of vaporized PbCl2/PbCl would be affected. This requires further investigations.
Pb compounds may be shifted from PbO to PbCl₂/PbCl. This transition may inhibit the reactions between vaporized Pb and coal minerals such as kaolinite [110,146,176], and cause a shift of the reaction mechanism to the condensation mechanism, which would also increase the RE factor of Pb.

The effect of Cl on the partitioning of Pb is also reflected in Figure 3.6. It is seen that with a large Cl content in the vaporization mode aerosols (see Spectrum 2 in Figure 3.6b), a considerably large Pb content (~3 wt%) is also found. This suggests that vaporization of Pb may have been promoted by the addition of chlorine based additives, as discussed previously. However, for vaporized aerosols with negligible Cl content (see Spectrum 2 in Figure 3.6a), a certain amount of Pb (~0.8 wt%) is also observed in the aerosols. This indicates that part of the vaporized Pb may be present in other forms, such as PbO.

Different from the Cl-based additives, the addition of AmSulf and kaolinite both have reducing effect on the RE factor of Pb. For the addition of AmSulf, similar explanations that have been used for Cd may be applied here, i.e. lower flame temperature and chemical effect caused by the SO₂ from ammonium sulphate decomposition. The lower Pb volatility during kaolinite addition is probably related with the reaction between the vaporized Pb species and kaolinite [176]. In comparison with Cd, the reducing effect of kaolinite is more significant for Pb, which is consistent with the different capture efficiency/rate found between these two trace elements and kaolinite [146,176].

The results shown in Figure 3.5 suggest that Cd and Pb are highly volatile when co-firing coal and SRF, and the volatility is increased with increasing share of SRF. A most probable reason for the increased volatility is the chemical effect of the chlorine in SRF, which may promote the formation of volatile chlorides such as CdCl₂ and PbCl₂. Such an effect is clearly demonstrated in experiments with Cl-based additives. The addition of ammonium sulphate and kaolinite both reduce the volatility of Cd and Pb, which is most likely because of the chemical reactions between the trace elements and the additives. From a practical point of view, it seems that lowering the Cl-content in SRF and utilizing coal with high sulphur and aluminosilicates content are possible countermeasures for reducing the emission of Cd and Pb in co-combustion.

3.3.3.3 Volatility of As, Sb and Zn

Figure 3.7 shows the RE factor of As, Sb and Zn. It can be seen that the RE factor of As is around 5 when coal is co-fired with SRF. No obvious effect is seen for different share of SRF. However, for the Cl-based additives, the RE factor of As is generally increased. This effect is particularly significant with the addition of 4 wt% PVC, in which the RE factor of As becomes about 22. The increased RE factor of As during the injection of Cl-based additives is in line with other studies which found that the injection of HCl enhanced the condensation of As on small fly ashes [291].This may be related to the formation of AsCl₃ (g), which is a volatile compound at combustion temperature and could increase the vaporization degree of As [297]. Thermodynamic calculations indicate that the presence of other major inorganic elements (such as Na and K) may decrease the concentration of gaseous chlorine available for reacting with As [297]. This may explain the high volatility of As found in the injection of 4 wt% PVC, since the effect of the major inorganic elements would become less significant in this condition and a large amount of gaseous chlorine would be available for reacting with As. For the addition of 4 wt% AmSulf, it can be seen that the RE factor of As is reduced significantly. This result is in agreement with a
study showing that the injection of SO\textsubscript{2} increased the retention of As in ash by 30% [291]. Since the sulphur retention effect was not predicted by thermodynamic calculation [291], it was suggested there may be some As compounds which have not been taken into account in the thermodynamic calculations. These compounds may have high condensation temperature and would decrease the vaporization degree of As. The addition of 4 wt\% kaolinite does not show a noticeable effect on the RE factor of As.

For Sb, it is shown that the RE factor in dedicated coal combustion is about 7.5, which is significantly higher than that in co-combustion of coal and SRF. The significant difference may be related with the association form of Sb in two fuels. It was found that the Sb in coal may be primarily associated with pyrite or organically bound, which would be easy to vaporize during combustion [292]. For SRF, the Sb may be inorganically bound with more stable species. However, this explanation needs to be confirmed by performing analysis on the trace element association in two fuels, which is outside the scope of the present work. As shown in Figure 3.7, the addition of NaCl does not have an obvious effect on the RE factor of Sb, whereas the addition of PVC appears to increase the RE factor of Sb. Since the addition of PVC can significantly increase the HCl concentration in flue gas, it suggests that the vaporization of Sb may be enhanced with the presence of a large amount of HCl, although such effect has not been predicted by thermodynamic calculations in [298]. For the addition of AmSulf, it can be seen that the RE factor of Sb is reduced. However, the addition of kaolinite does not show an evident influence on the RE factor of Sb.

![Figure 3.7 RE factor of As, Sb and Zn in different experiments.](image)

The RE factor of Zn is found to increase slightly with increasing share of SRF, when the coal is co-fired with SRF. The observation is in line with the results from co-combustion of coal with sewage sludge [108]. The increased RE factor in co-combustion may be related with the association of Zn in SRF and coal. It has been found that Zn in municipal waste can be associated as pigments for waste wood or stabilizers for plastic [171], which would be easier to vaporize than the silicates associated Zn in coal [292]. For the addition of NaCl or 2 wt\% PVC, the RE factor of Zn is slightly decreased compared in the experiment without additives. For NaCl, this may be partly related with the lower flame temperature in the experiment, which would adversely affect the vaporization of Zn. During the addition of 4 wt\% PVC, the RE factor of Zn is considerably increased. In this experiment, the HCl concentration in flue gas would be significantly high, which may shift the distribution of Zn from relatively stable ZnO to more
volatile ZnCl₂ [299]. The addition of kaolinite shows an insignificant effect on the RE factor of Zn. However, the addition of AmSulf provides a reducing effect, which is likely related with the possible low flame temperature at this condition, since the chemical effect of SO₂/SO₃ would probably not be significant for the vaporization of Zn, both confirmed by experiments and thermodynamic calculations [291].

The TEM-EDS results shown in Figure 3.6 may provide some indications on the partitioning of Zn at different experimental conditions. It is seen that the Zn content is considerably large (>4 wt%) in the vaporized mode aerosols from co-combustion of coal and 14.8 wt% SRF (see Spectrum 2 and 3 in Figure 3.6a). Since the presence of Cl is negligible in these aerosols, it clearly the vaporized Zn species is probably present in other forms, such as ZnO. With the addition of Cl based additives, a large content of Zn can still be found in the aerosols from the vaporized mode (see Spectrum 2 in Figure 3.6b and Spectrum 3 in Figure 3.6c), but the Zn content in these aerosols is not much greater than that in Figure 3.6a. This implies that at these experimental conditions, the effect of Cl based additives on Zn vaporization is probably rather limited, especially compared to the obvious effect observed on Cd and Pb.

The results present in Figure 3.7 indicate that the volatility of As and Sb is unaffected or even decreased in co-firing coal and SRF, compared to coal combustion. However, the volatility of Zn is increased in co-combustion, which is likely linked with the association of Zn in SRF. The effect of Cl-based additive is generally not significant on the volatility of Sb and Zn, but slightly increased the volatility of As. However, in the extreme case with 4 wt% PVC addition, the volatility of As, Sb and Zn is increased significantly. The addition of ammonium sulphate generally reduces the volatility of As, Sb, and Zn, whereas the effect of kaolinite addition is insignificant. From a practical point of view, the results imply that utilizing coal with relatively high sulphur content may be favorable for reducing the volatility of As, Sb and Zn in co-combustion. The volatility of As, Sb and Zn in co-combustion is generally not sensitive to the chlorine or aluminosilicates content in the fuel mixture, expect for the case with extremely high chlorine content.

3.4 Conclusion

The partitioning of As, Cd, Cr, Pb, Sb and Zn in co-combustion of coal and SRF in suspension has been studied in an entrained flow reactor. The influence of NaCl, PVC, ammonium sulphate and kaolinite on trace element partitioning was investigated. By analyzing the ash fractions from different co-combustion experiments, it was found that the As, Cd, Pb, Sb and Zn content in cyclone ash (fly ash particles with diameter above ~2.5 μm) and filter ash (remaining fly ash particles with diameter below ~2.5 μm) were almost proportional to their content in fuel ash, and the content in filter ash was significantly higher than that in cyclone ash. The partitioning of trace elements was influenced by additives. In general, the Cl-based additives (NaCl and PVC) enriched the content of As, Cd, Pb and Sb in filter ash, and reduced the Cr content. The addition of ammonium sulphate showed a general reducing effect on all of the trace elements in filter ash. Most of the additives had an insignificant impact on the trace element content in cyclone ash, whereas the addition of kaolinite increased the Pb content in the cyclone ash.

The volatility of trace elements was investigated by introducing a relative enrichment (RE) factor, which compared the trace element content in filter ash with that in cyclone ash. It revealed that
the volatility of Cr was much lower than the other studied trace elements. The volatility of As, Cd, Pb, Sb and Zn was generally high, suggesting a large fraction of these elements was vaporized during combustion. Compared to coal combustion, the volatility of trace elements was affected by co-firing of coal and SRF. For Cd, Pb and Zn, the volatility in co-combustion of coal and SRF was slightly higher than that in coal combustion, which might promote the emission of trace elements. For trace elements such as Cd, Pb and As, the volatility was increased significantly by the addition of Cl-based additives. However, the volatility of trace elements was generally reduced with the addition of ammonium sulphate. For the addition of kaolinite, a notable reducing effect was seen on the Pb volatility, whereas the effect on other trace elements was minor.

The results from the present work imply that co-combustion of coal and SRF in a coal-fired power plant may increase the trace element content in fly ash particles greatly, primarily due to the significantly larger trace element content in SRF compared to coal. In addition, SRF may have relatively larger Cl-content and contain more organically associated trace elements than coal, which may further promote the emission of trace elements such as As, Cd, Pb and Zn, and alter the chemical form of the emitted trace elements to more volatile species such as AsCl₃, CdCl₂ and PbCl₂. An increased trace element emission together with a change of the trace element chemistry may greatly increase the toxicity of the dusts from a coal-fired power plant [103]. In order to minimize the trace element emission during co-firing coal and SRF, besides reducing the trace element content in SRF, utilizing coal with high S and aluminosilicates content and SRF with low Cl-content would be desirable.
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4 Formation of Fine Particles in Full-Scale Co-combustion of Coal and Solid Recovered Fuel

Abstract

Fine particles formed from combustion of a bituminous coal and co-combustion of coal with up to 10% (thermal percentage) solid recovered fuel (SRF) in a pulverized coal-fired power plant were sampled and characterized in this chapter. The particles from dedicated coal combustion and co-combustion both showed an ultrafine mode centered at approximately 0.1 μm. Compared with coal combustion, co-combustion of coal and SRF generally increased the formation of submicron particles, especially ultrafine particles below 0.2 μm. The morphology of the particles indicated that supermicron particles were primarily formed by the melting of minerals. The ultrafine particles were generated through homogeneous nucleation and coagulation of the vaporized inorganic species, while for the particles in between supermicron and ultrafine particles, condensation of the vaporized species or aggregation of the nucleates on the existing spherical submicron particles may also be an important formation mechanism. The elemental composition of the particles from coal combustion showed that S and Ca were significantly enriched in ultrafine particles and P was also enriched considerably. However, compared with supermicron particles, the contents of Al, Si and K were depleted in the ultrafine particles. The observed high volatility of Ca was attributed to the high combustion temperature and relative low oxygen condition in the boiler which may promote vaporization of Ca during char oxidation. The discrepancies on the observed volatilities of Ca and alkalis between some laboratory experiments and full-scale measurements were discussed. The composition of the fine particles from co-combustion was generally similar to those from coal combustion. The ultrafine particles from co-combustion were of slightly higher Ca, P, and K contents, and lower S content. The practical implications related to the fine particle formation in co-combustion of coal and SRF were discussed based on the full-scale results.

4.1 Introduction

Co-combustion of coal and solid recovered fuel (SRF) derived from nonhazardous waste streams is recognized as a promising method to both reduce the CO₂ emission from pulverized coal-fired power stations and increase the efficiency of utilizing waste fuels [272]. One of the major technical concerns for applying such a technology is the influences of coal and SRF co-combustion on the emission of fine particles from the power plant, since coal-fired power stations are important sources of fine particles in the atmosphere [300]. Although modern coal-fired power stations are usually equipped with efficient flue gas treatment equipment such as
electrostatic precipitator (ESP) and wet flue gas desulphurization (FGD) that can remove the majority of the particles in the flue gas [301], a considerable fraction of the submicron particles can still penetrate the flue gas treatment system and emit to the atmosphere [145,225,300,301]. These fine particles are often rich in trace elements that are highly toxic to the environment [213,214].

It is well-known that the dominant formation mechanism for supermicron particles from pulverized coal combustion is the fragmentation, melting, and coalescence of coal inherent and excluded minerals [145,151,221]. This mechanism usually results in a composition of the supermicron particles that is not significantly dependent on particle size [151,214,223,225]. For ultrafine particles below or around 0.1μm whose composition and morphology are significantly different from those of supermicron particles, the primarily formation mechanism is believed to be the vaporization, reaction, nucleation, coagulation and condensation of inorganic species in coals [151,152,214,218,221,223,238,302]. For particles in between ultrafine and supermicron particles, recent studies indicate that the aggregation or condensation of the vaporized species on the existing submicron ash particles would be a major formation mechanism [147,223,303]. This proposed mechanism is supported by the observed progressive change of the particle composition with particle size [214,223,225] and the reported morphologies of submicron particles [225,238,302]. The existing submicron ash particles, which provide the surfaces for condensation or aggregation, may be a result of the fine fragmentation mode as proposed in [151].

The inorganic elements which are important for the formation of submicron particles in pulverized coal combustion can be categorized as refractory metals (such as Si, Al, Fe, Ca and Mg), alkali metals (such as K and Na), S, P, and Cl [147]. The vaporization degree of different inorganic elements and their contribution to the formation of submicron particles are largely dependent on coal properties and combustion conditions. The coals with a higher fraction of organically associated components or salts from inorganic elements would likely have a higher overall vaporization degree of the ash forming matters [152,218]. Distribution of inorganic elements between inherent and excluded minerals may also influence their vaporization degree [164]. Particle combustion temperature is an essential factor for the vaporization of ash forming matters. With higher particle combustion temperature, the vaporization degree of ash forming matters and the formation of submicron particles usually increases [147,152,153,218,219,304,305]. However, the vaporization degree of alkali metals may be reduced with increasing combustion temperature [153], due to the reactions between these components and coal minerals [163,178,179]. The oxygen concentration near the char particles may influence the vaporization of refractory metals, since the reduction of metal oxides during char oxidation is an important ash vaporization mechanism [152].

Because of the significance of combustion conditions to the formation of fine particles, direct sampling of fine particles from a full-scale plant is probably the most reliable method to study fine particle formation in pulverized coal combustion. In this work, fine particles formed in a pulverized coal-fired power station in Denmark are sampled by using a low-pressure cascade impactor (LPI). The power station was operated at both dedicated coal combustion conditions and under conditions with co-combustion of coal and up to 10 th% (thermal percentage) SRF. The objective of this work is to explore the impact of SRF co-combustion on the formation of fine particles, based on the particle size distribution, morphology and elemental compositions of the fine particles collected from a real power plant. In addition, the formation mechanism of fine
particles in a pulverized coal-fired power plant is discussed according to the full-scale results. Furthermore, the practical implications related to the fine particle formation in co-combustion of coal and SRF is also discussed.

4.2. Experimental

4.2.1 Full-scale co-combustion tests

The coal boiler at the Esbjerg Power Station (ESV) has a production capacity of 378 MW,el and 460 MJ/s district heating. The steam data are: 304 kg/s at 251 bar and 560 °C. The combustion chamber is equipped with 24 coal burners, placed in tangential formation in the four corners, to ensure optimal turbulence and combustion. The coal burners are placed in 6 burner levels (named 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60). Oil burners are placed between level 10 and 20, and in levels 30, 40, 50, 60. The coal burners each consists of two “sub-burners”, one “rich” and one “lean”. The coal is distributed from the coal mills to the (sub) burners (together with the primary air) through an “enricher”, in a ratio of app. 80/20%. The coal consumption at 100% load is 120 t/h. The plant is equipped with an SCR for NOX reduction, electrostatic precipitators (ESP) and wet flue gas desulphurization (FGD).

4.2.2 Fuels

The fuels used during the present measurements comprised a high-volatile bituminous coal from South America, and two types of SRF obtained from different suppliers. The SRF was co-fired with the coal in shares up to 10% (thermal basis). The SRF, which had a fluffy morphology, was injected through special tubes, into the “lean” part of the existing coal burners, at either burner level 20 or 30. The influence of SRF particle size (10 mm or 20 mm average particle size) was also investigated. In the present work, only the results of one SRF were focused since the observed tendency is generally consistent with that of the other SRF. The composition of the coal and the SRF focused in this work is given in Table 4.1. It is seen that the SRF is characterized by high Cl and Ca contents, while the coal has relatively larger S, Al and Si content than the SRF.

Table 4.1 Fuel composition (wt%, dry fuel basis), the oxygen content is calculated by difference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coal</th>
<th>SRF</th>
<th>Coal</th>
<th>SRF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ash</td>
<td>12.81</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>72.01</td>
<td>52.66</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>6.61</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>31.74</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 Particle measurement system

Fine particle measurements are carried out by using a 10-stage Berner LPI with an aerodynamic diameter range of 0.03-12.7μm and a sampling system described in detail elsewhere [225,306]. A schematic drawing of the setup is shown in Figure 4.1. During the measurement, flue gas with
A temperature around 380 °C is withdrawn by a gas ejector located downstream of the SCR unit of the plant. The ejector capillary, which is the inlet of the flue gas, performs as a prefilter with a cutoff diameter of ~2.5 μm [225,306]. The sampling position in this study is chosen according to the availability of the ports in the plant. It should be noted that the particles collected at this sampling position would be slightly smaller than that obtained at lower temperature (e.g. at the inlet of ESP), due to the shorter residence time for the coagulation of ultrafine particles [232].

The extracted flue gas is diluted by dry and filtered air, in order to reduce the coagulation of inorganic species and extend the sampling time. The selection of air as dilution gas is based on the availability of gas in the power plant. The reaction between the fine particles and dilution air is considered to be negligible, due to the relative low flue gas temperature (~380°C) at the sampling point and the fast cooling rate during the dilution process. The dilution ratio is determined by measuring the CO₂ concentrations in the raw flue gas and diluted flue gas. During the measurement, the dilution ratio is between 15 and 25. By directing the flue gas to the LPI, the particles are collected on aluminum foils coated with a thin film of Apiezon H grease.

**Figure 4.1.** Ejector diluter and low-pressure cascade impactor for aerosol measurements.

The duration of one measurement is around 30 minutes, and one or two repetitions are normally performed at the same combustion condition. After the measurement, the particles deposited on the aluminum foils are weighted to obtain the mass-based particle size distribution. The morphology and the elemental composition of the collected particles are analyzed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), both equipped with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) for elements quantification. The particles for TEM analysis are transferred from the Al-foils to the TEM-grid by touching the TEM grid to the surface of the deposits on the Al-foils.
4.3. Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Mass-based particle size distribution

Table 4.2 Experimental matrix for the present experiments and the resulting PM$_{2.5}$ (as measured by the LPI). High and low injection position corresponds to burner level 30 and 20, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coal</th>
<th>Co-firing with SRF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRF particle size (mm)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection position</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRF thermal fraction (%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$ (mg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>362±36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental conditions included in the present study are summarized in Table 4.2, together with the corresponding results for the total aerosol mass load (PM2.5), as measured by the LPI. As mentioned earlier, the cut-off diameter for particles extracted by the ejector is approximately 2.5 μm, meaning that the results for the mass-based size distribution are not accurate above this size. From Table 4.2, it can be seen that the total mass load of PM$_{2.5}$ is quite stable with dedicated coal combustion (PM$_{2.5}$: 362±36 mg/m$^3$). When coal is co-fired with SRF, the mass load of PM$_{2.5}$ is generally decreased (range: 222 – 304 mg/m$^3$), while the influence of detailed co-firing conditions, such as SRF share, injection position, thermal fraction and particle size is not apparent based on the current results.

Figure 4.2 Mass-based particle size distribution from coal combustion and co-firing of coal and SRF at different conditions listed in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.2 shows the average mass-based particle size distribution obtained from the impactor stage 1-7 during coal combustion and co-combustion of coal and SRF at different conditions. The standard deviations shown in the figure indicate that the measurement uncertainties are not significant, especially for the submicron particles. In Figure 4.2, a peak particle size distribution is seen at average aerodynamic diameter (d$_{ae}$) around 0.1 μm. This peak is evident both for the coal reference case and the co-combustion cases. The obtained results are consistent with a
number of full-scale and lab-scale studies where fine particles from pulverized coal combustion containing an ultrafine mode centered at approximately 0.1 μm were reported [151, 214, 225].

As shown in Figure 4.2, co-combustion of coal and SRF has an impact on the fine particle formation. When coal is co-fired with SRF, the mass concentration of the submicron particles is generally increased, especially the ultrafine particles below 0.2 μm. Compared to the coal reference case, the amount of the particles collected on impactor stage 7 (mean \(d_{50}=1.32\ \mu m\)) is generally reduced in co-combustion. The increased formation of submicron particles in co-combustion of coal and SRF may result in higher dust emission from the power plant, since the submicron particles usually have a high probability to penetrate particle collection devices in power plants [121]. Furthermore, the increased formation of submicron particles in co-combustion of coal and SRF may lead to a significant increase of the trace element emission from the power plant, as the trace element contents in SRF are normally much higher than those in coals [272]. The co-combustion results shown in Figure 4.2 are obtained from different thermal fraction, particle size and injection position conditions. However, the influence of these factors on the particle size distribution is not clear from our results, presumably related to the highly heterogeneous characteristics of the SRF.

4.3.2 Typical morphology and composition of the fine particles

Figure 4.3. Typical morphology of the particles collected from co-combustion of coal and 7th% SRF.

The morphology of the collected fine particles is characterized by SEM and TEM. No obvious difference between the morphology of the particles from co-combustion and dedicated coal combustion was found. The TEM pictures of the fine particles collected from co-combustion of
coal and 7%th SRF are presented in Figure 4.3. These morphologies are also considered to be representative for the particles from coal combustion.

From Figure 4.3, it is seen that the supermicron particles (collected on LPI stage 7) primarily consist of individual spherical particles. The nearly perfect spherical appearance of the particles implies that the minerals in coal or SRF are almost completely melted during combustion. Although some small aggregates exist, the surfaces of these particles are normally quite smooth, indicating that the aggregation and condensation of vaporized species are not significant for the formation of supermicron particle. The morphology suggests that the supermicron particles are primarily generated from the minerals in coal and SRF that are melted during the combustion in the boiler. The formation mechanisms may involve the coalescence of inherent minerals, the fragmentation of chars, and the melting of excluded minerals [145,151,221,307]. The contribution of different mechanisms to the formation of supermicron particles is difficult to distinguish from the present results.

The morphology of the submicron particles collected during co-combustion of coal and 7%th SRF is also shown in Figure 4.3. It is seen that the particles on the LPI stage 6 and stage 5 are still dominated by individual spherical particles. However, the surfaces of the majority of the submicron particles are to a large extent covered by small aggregates. Those small aggregates may either originate from the direct condensation of vapor phase species or from the aggregation of nucleates generated from inorganic vapors. Similar spherical submicron particles coated by inorganic aggregates have been seen in [225,302]. The morphology of the particles from stage 6 and stage 5 indicates that for particles in between supermicron and ultrafine particles, condensation of vapor phase species or aggregation of nucleates on the surface of existing submicron particles is an important formation mechanism. This formation mechanism would be closely related to the surface area of the particles. For spherical particles, the specific surface area of particles increases with decreasing particle diameter. Therefore this mechanism would be more pronounced for smaller particles, i.e. the contribution of vaporized species/nucleates would be more significant for the formation of smaller particles. It should be noted that some of the particles generated by homogeneous nucleation may coagulate and grow to a particle larger than 0.1 μm [238], which is observable in the Figure 4.3. Those particles may also contribute to the formation of particles between supermicron and ultrafine modes. However, the contribution of the nucleated particles is likely negligible for the formation of large particles close to 1 μm, but becoming more and more important to the formation of smaller particles. For the particles collected on stage 4 of the LPI (with average diameter about 0.2 μm), the contribution of the nucleated particles appears to be more significant than that of the fragmented/coalesced spherical particles.

The morphology of the ultrafine particles collected on stage 3 of the impactor is presented in Figure 4.3. It is obvious that the morphology of these ultrafine particles differs significantly from the particles collected in other stages. These ultrafine particles almost only consist of irregular shape particles that are largely aggregated. Although these particles may be aggregated after being collected in the LPI, a remarkable difference between the morphology of the ultrafine particles and the supermicron particles is seen and indicates a different formation mechanism. As the morphology of ultrafine particles observed in this study is similar to those obtained in [238,302], it is suggested that the ultrafine particles are predominantly formed by the vaporized inorganic species. According to the detailed TEM analysis in [238], the observed ultrafine particles with irregular shapes are a result of the collision and partial fusion of tiny particles below 10 nm, which were from homogeneous nucleation. The results shown in Figure 4.3
suggest that these primary particles are usually in an irregular shape and the primary particle size is often between 10 and 30 nm.

EDS analyses have been performed on a number of spherical particles and nucleates observed by TEM. The average composition of the analyzed spherical particles and nucleates is depicted in Figure 4.4, with the error bars indicate the standard deviation of a number of analyses (>20). It can be seen that there are some general differences between the compositions of the spherical particles and the nucleates. The spherical particles generally contain relatively large Al and Si content, whereas the nucleates are characterized of larger S, P, and Ca content. The composition differences of the elements mentioned above are beyond the deviations shown in the figure. The detailed interpretations will be given in the following sections. On the other hand, considerable deviations are seen for different elements in Figure 4.4, indicating that particle to particle difference would be rather significant.

Figure 4.4 Typical composition of the spherical particles and nucleates observed by TEM analysis.

4.3.3 Bulk composition of the fine particles from coal combustion

The bulk elemental compositions of the fine particles from coal combustion have been analyzed by SEM-EDS and the results are presented in Figure 4.5. The oxygen and carbon contents in the particles are not included, as the measurement uncertainties on these two elements are larger than for other elements and the carbon content may be affected by the carbon coating used in sample preparation. In addition, the elements that mostly have contents lower than 1wt% (such as Na) are not presented in Figure 4.5, as the analysis uncertainties are high for such elements. From the figure, it can be seen that the supermicron particles are dominated by Si and Al, with approximate contents of 50 wt% and 20 wt%, respectively. With decreasing particle size, the content of Si and Al in the particles decreases. For the ultrafine particles collected on impactor stage 2, the contents of Si and Al become about 27 wt% and 13 wt%, respectively. The K content also decreases with decreasing particle size. The K content in the supermicron particles is around 7 wt%, while its content in the ultrafine particles decreases to about 1 wt%.
Different from Si, Al and K, the contents of Ca, S and P generally increase with decreasing particle size. For supermicron particles collected on impactor stage 8, the contents of Ca, S and P are approximately 5 wt%, 1 wt% and 1.7 wt%, respectively, while for ultrafine particles collected on impactor stage 2, the values increase to about 21 wt%, 19 wt% and 5 wt% respectively. Compared with the supermicron particles, the enrichment of Ca and S in the ultrafine particles is significant, with an approximate factor of 4 and 19 respectively, while the enrichment of P is by a factor of 3.

Figure 4.5. Elemental composition of the particles from COCERR coal combustion.

Compared with other elements shown in Figure 4.5, the contents of Fe, Mg and Ti are more evenly distributed over different particle size. In addition to the elements shown in Figure 4.5, Na and Cu have been detected in the particles collected on different impactor stages, and Mn and Cl are observed on some impactor stages. However, the contribution of these elements to the formation of particles is less significant and the analysis uncertainties are larger, compared with the elements shown in Figure 4.5.

The elemental compositions of the particles obtained in this study are in general consistent with the results obtained from other full-scale measurements [214,225-227]. Those measurements generally show that Ca and S are significantly enriched in ultrafine particles. The measurements in two pulverized coal-fired power plants in Denmark which fired Polish bituminous coal and a mixture of Polish and American bituminous coals and pet-coke showed that compared with supermicron particles, Ca and S were enriched by a factor of 5-20 in the ultrafine particles collected before the ESP [225]. Similar results on a Polish bituminous coal were obtained by a field study carried out in Finland where it was found that Ca and S were of higher volatility than other major inorganic elements and considerably enriched in the ultrafine particles collected after the ESP [214]. Significant enrichment of S and Ca in ultrafine particles was observed in other full-scale measurements carried out in a Denmark with a Columbia bituminous coal, a South Africa bituminous coal, and an American bituminous coal (Illinois) [226,227]. In [308], the distributions of different alkali and refractory metals in the fine particles from the combustion of a bituminous coal in a pulverized coal-fired power plant showed that volatility of Ca was much higher than other refractory and alkali metals, which moved the distribution of Ca towards...
ultrafine particles. Elemental composition of the submicron particles collected from a pulverized coal utility boiler fired subbituminous coal were analyzed in [228]. The results implied that the enrichment factors of Ca, S, P and Mg in ultrafine particles are higher than that of Fe, while Al, Si, and K had lower enrichment factors than Fe.

The significant enrichment of S in ultrafine particles has also been observed in a number of laboratory-scale studies [147,158,164,218,221,223,303,305]. The importance of sulphur to the formation of ultrafine particles may be primarily related to the sulphation reactions between vaporized metal species and SO2/SO3 in the flue gas [164,192]. Another possibility is that sulfuric acid can be formed during the cooling of flue gas and may condense on the fine particle surfaces or form nucleates [121,309].

Laboratory experiments have indicated that the volatility of Ca is low and its contribution to ultrafine particle formation is insignificant [147,152,158,218,304,305]. The discrepancy on the Ca volatility between these results and the full-scale experiments are likely related to the differences in combustion conditions. Pulverized coal combustion would favor vaporization of Ca due to the high combustion temperature and local reducing condition in the char particles [152]. Equilibrium calculation showed that the vaporization of calcium was negligible at temperature lower than 1973K. When the temperature increased to 2073K, the vaporization degree of calcium was significantly increased [305]. With increased particle combustion temperature, enhanced contribution of Ca to the formation of fine particles below 0.3 μm has been observed [147]. In laboratory-scale reactors, it may be difficult to achieve conditions comparable to power plants in terms of temperature and oxygen level. A typical temperature of burning coal particles in a pulverized coal fired power plant is about 2000K [152], which can be achieved in the plant at oxygen concentrations of 4-6% [310]. However, in laboratory-scale reactors where coal particles are combusted in a dilute atmosphere with high excess air ratio [152,218,305], similar particle combustion temperature can be obtained at bulk oxygen concentration of about 20% [152]. Since the ratio of CO/CO2 in a burning char particle increases with decreasing bulk oxygen concentration [311], it is likely that the local reducing condition of the char particles in laboratory-scale reactors would be less pronounced than that in full-scale plants, at the same particle combustion temperature condition. Besides, an extended reducing zone with high temperature is usually present at the near burner region of a full-scale plant, which would also be a favorable condition for the vaporization of Ca. Therefore, even though the particle combustion temperature in some laboratory experiments is comparable to that in full-scale plants [152,218,305], the high bulk oxygen concentration and dilute combustion condition in those experiments may result in Ca vaporization degree less significant than that in full-scale plants. However, for some pilot-scale experiments carried out in temperature and bulk gas conditions close to real boiler, significant vaporization of Ca has been obtained [219,303].

Coal properties may also play a role in the discrepancy found on Ca volatility between laboratory-scale and full-scale experiments. Some laboratory studies were performed with low rank coals such as lignite [152]. The association and composition of the ash forming elements may be quite different for bituminous coals and lower rank coals [139]. Still, it should be noted that the performed full-scale measurements are based on a number of different bituminous coals [214,225-227]. It may be the case that for the volatility of Ca, the impact of combustion conditions is more pronounced than that of coal properties. A range of analysis methods is applied in the full-scale studies including SEM-EDS [225-227], particle-induced X-ray analysis (PIXE) and graphite furnace atomic absorption spectrometer (GFAAS) [214], and neutron
activation analysis (NAA) [226]. This shows that the observed high volatility of Ca is not related to the analysis method. Fundamental studies on the volatility of Ca species at elevated temperature and different gaseous environment may be necessary to fully understand the significant enrichment of Ca in ultrafine particles collected in this and other full-scale studies [214,225-227].

In addition to Ca and S, P is also enriched in ultrafine particles in this study. The high volatility of P, which has been shown in other laboratory-scale and full-scale studies [147,164,218,227,303], is possibly due to that part of the phosphorus in the coals present in a form that can be vaporized at combustion temperature [164].

In Figure 4.5, it is seen that the K content in the fine particles decreases with decreasing particle size. The low volatility of K may be related to the fact that the majority of K in bituminous coals exists as minerals (such as illite) which are difficult to vaporize during combustion [137,138]. In addition, the reactions between gaseous K and coal minerals may take place in the boiler. The existence of such reactions in pulverized coal-fired boilers has been demonstrated through co-combustion of coal and straw [99]. The reactions between Na and coal minerals are to some extent similar to those between K and coal minerals. This is a potential reason for the relatively low Na volatility obtained in this study compared with some laboratory-scale experiments [147,152,218,305]. The high combustion temperature, long residence time, and turbulent conditions in the real boilers are favorable for the reactions between alkalis and coal minerals.

As shown in Figure 4.5, although Si and Al have lower volatilities than S, Ca and P, high contents of Si and Al are still found in ultrafine particles. The parts of Si and Al, which are vaporized and contribute to the formation of ultrafine particles, are likely due to the reduction reactions between Si and Al oxides with the CO produced from char oxidation [152,218]. In addition, organically associated Si and Al may contribute to a small fraction of vaporization [218]. Direct vaporization of SiO₂ may be another possible route [160]. Fe and Mg are also found in the ultrafine particles. The major vaporization mechanism for Mg is most likely the reduction of MgO during char oxidation [152]. For Fe, vaporization is possibly facilitated by reduction of iron oxides with the CO formed during char oxidation, as well as reduction of mineral-bound iron to Fe and FeC during the pyrolysis of coal [304].

4.3.4 Effects of co-combustion on fine particle composition

Figure 4.6 provides a comparison of the particle composition from dedicated coal combustion and co-combustion of coal with 7th% SRF, which is a representative case for evaluating the effect of co-combustion on the fine particle composition. Only the elemental contents of Si, P, S, K and Ca are presented in the figure, since the levels of other major inorganic elements (Al, Fe, Mg and Ti) are quite similar regardless of SRF addition. From Figure 4.6, it can be seen that the tendency of the elements in co-combustion of coal and SRF is quite similar to that in dedicated coal combustion, i.e. the contents of Si and K increase with increasing particle size while the contents of P, S, and Ca decrease with increasing particle size. In comparison with dedicated coal combustion, the particles from co-combustion generally have higher contents of Ca, P and K, and lower contents of Si. For S, it can be seen that the ultrafine particles (<0.2 μm) from dedicated coal combustion are of higher S content than those from co-combustion, while the S contents in larger particles are quite similar in those two cases. Although the SRF used in this work has relatively high Cl content, the presence of Cl in the fine particles is generally negligible,
indicating the majority of the Cl in the SRF is released to gas phase as HCl during co-combustion.

The higher Ca contents in the ultrafine particles from co-combustion are likely related to the high Ca content in the SRF, which may be vaporized and form ultrafine particles during combustion. However, the higher P and K contents may be explained by the higher content of organically associated phosphorous and potassium in the SRF compared to the coal, which can be easier vaporized and thereby contribute to the formation of ultrafine particles. The decreased S content in ultrafine particles from co-combustion is likely related to the relatively low S content and high Ca content in the SRF, which would reduce the formation of ultrafine particles from sulfuric acid [121]. Comparison of the particle composition from co-combustion and dedicated coal combustion indicates that the increased formation of ultrafine particles during co-combustion is related to the higher Ca and P contents in the SRF. Further interpretation of the results requires more detailed characterization of the SRF and the coal as well as studying the combustion behavior of SRF in a pulverized coal boiler, which are rarely studied and outside the scope of this study. To the author’s knowledge, the only work that attempted to characterize the flame of refuse derived fuels is [260]. The heterogeneous characteristics of the SRF may be another difficulty for interpreting the results. Although the SRF was sampled carefully, the obtained composition might still deviate from the actually composition of the SRF and the variations from time to time would not be negligible during the measurement.

![Figure 4.6. Comparison of the particle elemental compositions from co-combustion of coal with 7th% SRF (solid symbol) and coal combustion (open symbol).](image)

### 4.3.5 Effects of co-combustion on the composition of ESP ash

During the full-scale tests, the fly ashes from the electrostatic precipitator (ESP) were collected and analyzed. Table 4.3 compares the composition of the fly ashes from the ESP during dedicated coal combustion and co-firing of coal and SRF. It is noticed that the concentration of S tends to be increased in the fly ashes from co-firing, as compared to the coal reference case, in spite of a lower initial concentration in SRF (Table 4.1). Thereby, the overall picture seems to indicate that for co-firing of coal with SRF, a relatively larger fraction of the S is “captured”,
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primarily in the coarser particles, as compared to dedicated coal combustion. This may be a consequence of the increased Ca concentration in the fly ashes from SRF co-firing (Table 4.3). CaO can readily react with SO$_2$/SO$_3$ in the gas phase, forming CaSO$_4$ [9,225]. This, in turn, may decrease the concentration of SO$_2$/SO$_3$ in the flue gas, while increasing the concentration of S in the fly ash [9]. Such effects have previously been observed during co-combustion of coal and SRF in the entrained flow reactor in Chapter 2. In addition, some other experimental observations also support the observed results. Spliethoff and Hein [9] studied effects of co-combustion of biomass in pulverized fuel furnaces and found that, since biomass in most cases contains considerably less sulphur than coal, an increasing biomass share made the SO$_2$ emissions decrease proportionally. In addition, biomass co-combustion enhanced the content of S in the ash, due to capture by CaO and MgO in the biomass ash [9]. Unfortunately, no data for the SO$_2$/SO$_3$ concentrations in the flue gas during the present SRF co-firing campaign are available.

Table 4.3 Comparison of the ESP fly ash composition from dedicated coal combustion and co-combustion of coal and SRF. Analysis method: wet chemical (acid digestion and ICP-OES).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration in ESP ash (wt%)</th>
<th>Coal reference</th>
<th>Co-firing with SRF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>2.16 – 3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.36 – 0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.20 – 0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.83 – 2.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The P and K content in the fly ashes from co-combustion also appears to be increased compared to dedicated coal combustion. The increased P content may be attributed to the relatively larger P content in the SRF (see Table 4.1). On the other hand, the fuel analysis shows that the K content of the SRF is much lower than that of the coal, while the K content in the fly ash from co-combustion is generally larger than that of coal fly ash. A possible explanation is that the K content of the SRF may not be analyzed accurately due to the heterogeneous characteristics of the SRF. The actual K content of the SRF may be larger than that of coal, which may be an additional explanation to the observed tendency of K in Figure 4.6.

4.3.6 Link to overall plant performance: increased dust emissions

During the present co-firing campaign, it was observed that the dust concentration in the stack (after ESP and wet FGD) increased significantly. The dust emissions were increased by a factor of up to 8 as compared to “normal levels” (which is approximately 5 mg/Nm$^3$) for the power plant. Consequently the emission of several particle-born trace elements (such as Zn) was also increased. There was no obvious explanation for this increase, and the emissions decreased to the normal levels again at the end of the campaign.

We have analyzed the plant’s emission data during the co-firing campaign and looked for possible explanations for the increased dust emissions. While we have found no significant correlations between the dust emissions and the amounts of aerosols formed, there may be a link between the increased dust emissions and the behavior and fate of Ca and S in the boiler.

It has been reported in the literature that replacement of high-sulphur coals with low-sulphur coals has led to decreased efficiencies of the electrostatic precipitators, and this has been explained by the lower concentrations of SO$_2$/SO$_3$ in the flue gas while firing low-sulphur coals.
Small amounts of SO$_3$ are needed for proper electrostatic precipitator performance, as SO$_3$ reacts with moisture and forms a conductive film of sulfuric acid on the fly ash when the flue gas cools. Without this conductive layer, ash resistivity increases, limiting the transfer of particle charge over the particle surface to the grounded collection plates. As a result, the collected ash forms a charged layer on the collection plates, repelling other charged particles [312].

Hence, the presence and fate of SO$_3$, in particular, seems to be a “key parameter” for efficient ESP performance. The formation of SO$_3$ is determined by the oxidation of SO$_2$ to SO$_3$, and this step is most evidently kinetically limited [209]. During pulverized coal combustion, the majority of the fuel-sulphur is converted into SO$_2$, with only a few % converted into SO$_3$ [97,209]. This results in quite low SO$_3$ concentrations in the flue gas, approximately 10 ppm by volume for coal containing 0.5 – 5 wt % sulphur [97].

Cao et al. [97] studied the fate of SO$_3$ in different coal-fired boilers, burning high-sulphur (> 3.5 % S) bituminous coal and low sulphur (~0.4 % S) sub-bituminous coal, respectively. They reported that different interaction mechanisms between SO$_3$ and fly ash apply for the different-rank coals, as temperature changes: under higher temperature ranges (> ~300 °C), alkali earth metal (Ca + Mg) constituents in fly ash are active on capturing SO$_3$ through chemical reactions, to form sulphate salt. Sub-bituminous coal generally has higher alkali earth metals in their fly ash, which allows the SO$_3$ in their flue gas to be captured effectively in the higher temperature zone (> 300 – 350 °C) prior to the air pre-heater (APH). Under lower temperature ranges, on the other hand (below the dew-point of SO$_3$ which is ~150 °C), the carbon residue in the fly ash functions as major adsorption sites for SO$_3$ condensation. Bituminous coal generally has high carbon-residue content in fly ash but lower occurrence of alkali earth metal constituents, which allows the SO$_3$ to be captured effectively through condensation, in the lower temperature zone after the APH.

If these effects also apply to co-firing of coal with SRF (as in our case), this means that SO$_3$ could be effectively captured by reaction with Ca in the fly ash, at relatively high temperatures, to form CaSO$_4$. This, in turn, would suppress the condensation of sulfuric acid on the surface of the fly ash particles at lower temperatures, especially if the rate of oxidation of SO$_2$ to SO$_3$ is much slower than the reaction between SO$_3$ and CaO, which is very likely. This may lead us to suggest that the increased dust emission observed during the present SRF co-firing campaign is linked to a deficiency of SO$_3$ in the flue gas, due to enhanced capture by CaO in the fly ash.

**4.4 Conclusion**

The formation of combustion aerosols (i.e. particles with an aerodynamic diameter below 2.5 μm) during co-firing of coal and solid recovered fuel (SRF) was studied through direct sampling in a pulverized coal-fired power plant. During the measurement campaign, the plant was operated at both dedicated coal combustion conditions and under conditions with co-firing of up to 10 % (thermal basis) of SRF. The influence of particle size, and injection position was also investigated. The SRF was characterized by high contents of Cl, Ca, Na and trace metals, while the coal (a bituminous coal from South America) had relatively larger S, Al, Fe and K contents.

The mass-based particle size distribution of the fine particles was generally found to have an ultrafine (vaporization) peak centered around 0.1 μm. The total fine particle mass load was quite stable when no SRF was introduced (PM$_{2.5}$: 362±36 mg/m$^3$). Co-firing of coal and SRF tended to
increase the ultrafine peak, while decreasing the total mass load of PM$_{2.5}$. The influence of SRF thermal fraction, size, and injection position was not evident from our data, probably due to the inhomogeneous characteristics of the SRF.

TEM analyses revealed that the difference between the morphology of the fine particles from dedicated coal combustion and co-combustion was insignificant. In general, the supermicron particles primarily consisted of individual spherical particles formed from fragmentation, melting and coalescence of the minerals in the coal or SRF. The submicron particles collected on stage 6 and stage 5 (mean $d_{50}$ of 0.67–0.35 $\mu$m) of the LPI were also dominated by individual spherical particles, but the surfaces of the majority of these particles were covered by small nucleates. For the particles collected on stage 4 (mean $d_{50}$ of 0.20 $\mu$m) of the LPI, a major fraction was formed directly by the nucleates, whereas the fragmented/coalesced spherical particles were still present in stage 3. The ultrafine particles collected on stage 2 of the LPI (mean $d_{50}$ of 0.12 $\mu$m) almost only consisted of irregularly shaped nucleated particles that were aggregated. These particles were mainly generated from the vaporization and homogeneous nucleation of the inorganic elements present in the fuels. The primary particle size of the nucleates was found to be in a range of 10-30 nm, and the nucleates were generally enriched in Ca, S, and P compared to the spherical particles originating from melted minerals.

The bulk elemental composition of the fine particles from coal combustion showed that Ca, S and P were significantly enriched in the ultrafine particles. The high volatility of Ca found in the full-scale measurements was attributed to the high combustion temperature and relatively low oxygen concentration in the boiler. The content of K, Al and Si was found to decrease with decreasing particle size. The low volatility of K was probably due to the association of K in the bituminous coal and the reactions between the gaseous K and the coal minerals.

The effect of co-combustion of coal and SRF on the composition of the fine particles was evaluated. It was revealed the overall composition of the fine particles from co-combustion was similar to that of coal combustion. However, the content of Ca, P, and K in the fine particles from co-combustion was generally larger than that from coal combustion. For ultrafine particles, the S content was slightly smaller in the particles from co-combustion. Further investigations are needed in order to fully understand and interpret the influences of SRF and coal co-combustion on the formation of fine particles. Besides the fine particles, the influence of co-combustion on the composition of fly ashes collected by ESP has also been evaluated. It appeared that the contents of S, P, Ca and K in the fly ash were generally increased when coal was co-fired with SRF. The increased S content was attributed to the enhanced capture by the calcium in the fly ash.

A reduced collection efficiency of the electrostatic precipitator was observed during co-firing of SRF. Based on our results, we suggest that the increased dust emission while co-firing SRF is presumably linked to a deficiency of SO$_3$ in the flue gas. A relatively high content of Ca in the fly ashes from SRF co-firing would promote the effective capture of SO$_3$ at relatively high temperatures (>$300$ °C) through chemical reactions, to form CaSO$_4$. Consequently, SO$_3$ is exhausted from the flue gas, and subsequent condensation of sulfuric acid on the surface of the fly ash particles is suppressed. Small amounts of SO$_3$ are needed for proper electrostatic precipitator performance, as SO$_3$ condenses as a conductive layer of sulfuric acid on the ash during cooling of the flue gas.
In conclusion, we have found that the formation of fine particles is to some extent influenced by co-firing of coal with SRF, both with respect to the amount and the chemical composition. However, further investigations are needed in order to evaluate the effect of parameters such as SRF type, share, size, and injection position. Laboratory investigations on char reactivity and burn-out may serve to clarify the ash formation mechanisms during co-firing of coal with SRF, as well as the effect of initial particle size distribution and injection position of the SRF. A significant increase of the dust emission was observed during the full-scale co-combustion of coal and SRF. A conceivable explanation is that the formation of SO$_3$ in the flue gas is inhibited by the calcium in the SRF, thus resulting in a reduced collection efficiency of the ESP. Further investigations are needed in order to support the explanation. This increased dust emission may greatly increase the emission of trace elements, since the volatility of some trace elements, such as Cd and Pb, may be increased during co-combustion of coal and SRF, according to the results in Chapter 3.

At this point we have identified no serious technical obstacles for co-firing of coal with SRF at the investigated conditions. Potential dust emission problems may probably be solved by using a coal with higher sulphur content, or alternatively by injection of a fly ash conditioning agent, as e.g. SO$_3$, upstream of the ESP.
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5  Utilization of Spent Bleaching Earth as an Additive in Dust-Firing of Straw

Abstract
In the present chapter, the ash chemistry and deposition behavior during straw dust-firing were studied by performing experiments in an entrained flow reactor. The effect of using spent bleaching earth (SBE) as an additive in straw combustion was also investigated by comparing with kaolinite. During dust-firing of straw, the large (>~2.5 μm) fly ash particles generated were primarily molten or partially molten spherical particles, rich in K, Si and Ca, supplemented by Si-rich flake-shaped particles. The smaller fly ash particles (<~2.5 μm) were predominantly formed from the nucleation, condensation and coagulation of the vaporized K, Cl, S and P species. Approximately 70% of K in the fly ash from straw combustion was water soluble, and KCl was estimated to contribute to more than 40% of the water soluble K. With the addition of SBE to straw dust-firing, the Cl retention in ash was reduced, the SO$_2$ emission was increased, and the formation of water soluble alkali species was decreased. Compared to kaolinite, the inhibiting effect of SBE on alkali chloride formation seemed to be slightly smaller, at similar K/(Al+Si) molar ratio of the fuel mixture. The addition of SBE to straw dust-firing significantly decreased the Cl content of the deposits collected on a probe, both due to a dilution effect and chemical reactions. Compared to pure straw combustion, the deposition rate was slightly increased during the SBE addition, despite of the considerably decreased deposition propensity. The results from the present work suggest that SBE could be a promising additive to be used in straw dust-firing.

5.1. Introduction
In order to achieve the European targets regarding reduction of greenhouse gases and increasing the use of renewable energy in 2020 [313], an important measure is to use biomass as fuel in high-efficiency centralized electrical power plants. In Denmark, the utilization of biomass in power production has been primarily based on dedicated grate-fired power plants and co-firing in coal-fired power plants [99,211,278,286,314]. With an aim of increasing the biomass share in power production, an attractive solution is to convert the existing coal-fired power plants to 100% biomass dust-firing plants. Compared to traditional grate-fired plants, biomass dust-firing plants has higher load flexibility, which can compensate the power production uncertainties induced by increasing wind power production in Denmark [315].

Since biomass is fundamentally different from coal in terms of fuel properties and combustion behavior [26], dust-firing of biomass may raise several technical challenges, such as flame stability and burnout, ash deposition and corrosion, deactivation of SCR catalyst, and ash utilization. Most of these issues are linked to the inorganic constituents in biomass. Compared to
coal, biomass is often characterized by the large content of critical inorganic elements that may be easily vaporized during combustion [128,167,168,170]. The released critical inorganic elements, such as alkalis and chlorine, may form alkali chlorides and may lead to severe ash deposition and corrosion of superheaters in the boiler [6,140,211,250,261,316-318], thus restricting the electrical efficiency of biomass-fired plants [314]. Compared to grate-firing, ash deposition of biomass dust-firing may be more severe, due to the higher concentration of fly ash in the flue gas. Besides, the vaporized inorganic elements from biomass combustion may result in high concentrations of submicron particles in the flue gas [207,237,241,278]. These particles may deteriorate the performance of SCR catalysts, through physical deposition and blocking of channels as well as chemical poisoning and deactivation [216,319-321].

One possible approach to minimize the ash related problems during biomass combustion is to use additives that can convert the vaporized inorganic species to less harmful forms [116,187,197-199,237,322-324]. The usable additives can be approximately categorized as Al-Si-based, S-based, P-based, and Ca-based, according to the major elements present in the additives. A typical example of the Al-Si-based additives is kaolinite, which has been proven to be very effective in minimizing the gaseous alkali concentration in the flue gas, through the formation of alkali-aluminosilicates with high melting temperature [107,177,179,182,191]. Other Al-Si-based additives such as Bauxite [182], Emathlith [182], Bentonite [237], clay [237], quartz [169] and coal ash [107] also show some extent of decreasing effect on the gaseous alkali concentrations. For S-based additives, the main effect is to convert the gaseous alkali chlorides in the flue gas to alkali sulphates, which are less harmful with respect to ash deposition and corrosion [191,192]. A typical S-based additive is ammonium sulphate, which cannot only convert the gaseous alkali chlorides to sulphates, but also reduce the NOx concentration in the flue gas [198,199]. Other examples of S-based additive are aluminum sulphate [197], ferric sulphate [197], and elemental or gaseous sulphur [99,199]. P-based additives usually refer to Ca-phosphates which are capable of capturing gaseous alkali through the formation of alkali-Ca-phosphates [169,237]. Besides, a recent study showed that the addition of ammonium phosphate could also decrease the concentration of alkali chloride in flue gas, presumably through the formation of alkali phosphates [325]. For biomass with large chlorine and alkali content, utilization of Ca-based additives such as Ca(OH)2 or CaCO3 normally do not greatly influence or can even increase the concentration of alkali chlorides/fine particles in the flue gas [237]. However, for biomass rich in P and alkalis, a significant decreasing effect on the fine particle formation may be achieved by using Ca-based additives [116,324]. In general, with the purpose of minimizing ash related problems in biomass combustion, additives which have a pronounced decreasing effect on the harmful species (e.g. alkali chlorides) in the flue gas are desirable. Besides, an ideal additive is also expected to be cheap and easy to handle, and should not significantly influence the fuel combustion behavior and ash utilization.

The aim of the present work is to provide a systematic evaluation of the ash morphology, chemistry, and deposition behavior during dust-firing of straw. In addition, the feasibility of utilizing spent bleaching earth (SBE) as an additive in straw dust-firing was examined, through comparison with kaolinite. The SBE is a powdery residual product from vegetable-oil production, which is considered to be an applicable additive in straw dust-firing, because of the relatively high heating value, cheap price, and the relatively large Si content. To achieve the objective of this work, dust-firing of straw was performed in an entrained flow reactor (EFR), at different shares of SBE and kaolinite, respectively. The composition of different ash fractions from the experiments was analyzed, and the ash chemistry in dust-firing of straw with and without
additives was investigated. By collecting ash deposits on a probe with controlled conditions, the influence of additives on deposition rate and deposit composition was examined.

5.2 Experimental Section

5.2.1 Fuel and additives

The straw used in the present work was a Danish wheat straw, with compositions listed in Table 5.1. It is seen that the most abundant inorganic elements in the straw are Si, K, Ca and Cl. Compared to the Danish straw used in other studies [60,99,237,317,323], the Cl content in this straw is relatively low, whereas the K content is comparable.

Table 5.1. Properties of the fuel and additives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Straw</th>
<th>SBE</th>
<th>Kaolinite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LHV (MJ/kg wet)</td>
<td>16.28</td>
<td>16.13</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture (wt% wet)</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash (wt% wet)</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>44.44</td>
<td>85.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (wt% dry)</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>38.90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H (wt% dry)</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O* (wt% dry)</td>
<td>43.49</td>
<td>33.29</td>
<td>53.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si (wt% dry)</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>22.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>20.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The oxygen content is calculated by difference of the elemental content.

Bleaching earth refers to clays that are capable of absorbing coloring matters and undesirable residues during the processing of edible oils as well as the production of oleochemicals [326]. The spent bleaching earth (SBE) used in this work was from a Danish company producing vegetable oil (Aarhus Karlshamn AB). The price of the SBE was approximately 40 DKK/GJ, which was considered to be similar to the price of straw in Denmark [327]. Since the received SBE contained some vegetable oil (~ 10 wt%) which agglomerated the particles, the SBE was dried at 80 °C for 4 hours. The resulting SBE was a mixture of bleaching earth (~50 wt%), activated carbon (~ 25 wt%), and cellulose-based filter aid (~ 25 wt%), with compositions listed in Table 5.1. It is seen that the SBE has a large ash content, and the ash is dominated by Si. The heating value of the SBE is comparable to straw. An additional characteristic of the SBE is that the trace element content in the SBE is usually negligible [327]. This is favorable, since the concentration of trace elements is a major limiting factor for utilizing the residue ash from biomass combustion as fertilizer [314]. The kaolinite used in the present work was a pure
compound, with analyzed compositions listed in Table 5.1. The kaolinite has larger ash, Al and Si content than that of SBE.

In order to facilitate fuel feeding, the straw was ground at an Alpine® pin mill. The SBE and kaolinite were received as small particles which did not require further treatment. The particle size distribution of the straw and additives was analyzed by a laser diffraction method with the Malvern Mastersizer 2000 particle size analyzer. The measured particle size distribution is depicted in Figure 5.1. It is seen that the straw particles have a d50 (meaning that 50 vol% of the particles are below this size) of about 285 μm. The SBE particles are much smaller than the straw particles, having a d50 of about 95 μm. The kaolinite particles are extremely fine particles, with a d50 of approximately 8 μm.

5.2.2 Experimental setup and procedures

The experimental setup used in this work is the entrained flow reactor described in detail in Chapter 2. The experimental procedure is almost identical to that in Chapter 2. The only exception is that the surface temperature of the deposit probe was controlled to be around 470 °C in the experiments of this work. This temperature was chosen according to the typical superheater temperature in a straw dust-firing plant [314]. In addition, the flue gas temperature was controlled collected to be 750 °C.

5.2.3 Experimental matrix

Table 5.2. Experimental matrix and conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment NO.</th>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>Excess air ratio</th>
<th>Molar ratios in fuel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K/Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Straw</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Straw+5wt% kaolinite</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.25 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Straw+10wt% kaolinite</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.18 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Straw+10wt% SBE</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.26 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Straw+20wt% SBE</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.19 0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Repetition experiments have been performed.
The experimental matrix is shown in Table 5.2. It is seen that the excess air ratio in different experiments is maintained around 1.6. In addition to pure straw combustion, the straw has been co-fired with different mass share of kaolinite or SBE. The added SBE was 10 wt% and 20 wt%, respectively. The addition kaolinite was chosen to be 5 wt% and 10 wt%, respectively, in order to perform the experiments at similar K/(Al+Si) molar ratio as that of SBE addition.

5.2.4 Ash/deposit analysis

The fuel, ash, and deposit samples from the experiments were analyzed at the Enstedværket Laboratory, DONG Energy A/S. The content of Al, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Na, P, Si, Ti, S, and Cl in the different fuels and ash fractions were analyzed by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES). The water soluble K, Na, Cl and S content in the cyclone ash and deposit was analyzed by ICP-OES/IC. In this analysis, the ash/deposit sample was dissolved in ultra-pure water at 120 °C for 1 hour, and then the solution was filtered and analyzed by ICP-OES/IC. Besides the bulk chemical analysis, the typical morphology and composition of the fly ash particles from the experiments were characterized by using scanning electron microscopy and dispersive X-rays spectroscopy (SEM-EDS).

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Ash behavior during straw dust-firing

5.3.1.1 Mass balance

![Mass balance chart](image)

Figure 5.2. Ash and elemental mass balance during straw dust-firing.

The ash and elemental mass balance in dust-firing of straw has been calculated based on the fuel and ash composition, the fuel feeding rate, the flue gas composition, and the amount of the collected ash and the corresponding flue gas flow rate. The results are depicted in Figure 5.2. It can be seen that the overall ash balance is around 95%. Approximately 20% of the fuel ash is partitioned to bottom ash, with the remaining being fly ash particles. The percentage of the filter...
ash and the cyclone ash in the fly ash is about 15% and 85%, respectively. The ash distribution indicates that the fly ash concentration in the flue gas is significantly increased in dust-firing of straw, compared to the grate-firing of straw where only about 10-20% of the fuel ash is partitioned to the fly ash [328]. The increased fly ash concentration may lead to more ash deposition in the superheater region. In addition, a significant fraction (~15%) of the fly ash is found to be present as fine particles smaller than 2.5 μm, which is considerably higher than during pulverized coal combustion in the same reactor (~8%) [286].

Similar to the ash balance, the mass balance of the major inorganic elements is mostly above 90%, except for Al, Na and K. The mass balance of Al is much higher than 100%. This is probably because of the Al content in straw is very small (see Table 5.1), and the influence of the analysis uncertainties may be significant. The mass balance of Na and K is around 80%, implying that part of the Na and K in straw may have been deposited on the reactor tube during the experiment. This hypothesis is supported by the deposits observed on the reactor tube after the experiment. One the other hand, although the collection of ash particles in the sampling system has been carried out carefully, a fraction of the ash particles may still not be collected, particularly for the aerosols deposited in the water-cooled probe via thermophoresis.

The partitioning of inorganic element to different ash fractions is illustrated in Figure 5.2. It is seen that approximately 99% of the Cl in straw is found in ash, suggesting the presence of HCl (g) in the flue gas may be negligible in this experiment. The observed significant Cl retention in ash is probably linked to the high K/Cl molar ratio in the straw (~4), which may favor the formation of KCl. The Cl distribution also indicates that Cl is significantly enriched in the filter ash, whereas the presence of Cl is negligible in the bottom ash. For the S distribution, it seems that about 70% of the S is retained in the ash, with the remaining being gaseous S (mainly as SO2) in the flue gas. Similar to the Cl distribution, a significant enrichment of S is found in the filter ash, while the partitioning of S to the bottom ash is minor. The distribution of the other inorganic elements generally represents the ash partitioning. However, for elements such as P, Na and K, a slight enrichment in the filter ash is noticeable.

5.3.1.2 Typical fly ash morphology and composition

SEM-EDS has been used to characterize the morphology and composition of the fly ash particles from straw dust-firing. Figure 5.3 illustrates the observed typical fly ash morphologies (the results are considered to be representative for a large number of analyses performed), with the corresponding spot-analysis compositions given in Figure 5.4. It is generally found that the cyclone ash from straw dust-firing is dominated by molten or partially molten spherical particles. The large spherical particles, as illustrated in Figure 5.3b, often consist of K-silicates or K-Ca-silicates (see the composition of spot 1 and 4 in Figure 5.4b). In addition, there are some relatively smaller spherical particles which are rich in Si, P, K and Ca (see spot 2 and 3 in Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.4a). Besides the spherical particles, some flake-shaped particles are also observed in the cyclone ash (see spot 1 and 5 in Figure 5.3a). These particles typically have a high Si content (~90 wt%), which may explain the appearance of the particles, as the melting temperature of silicon oxide is considerably higher than that of K-silicates or K-Ca-silicates [126].
Figure 5.3 SEM pictures of the fly ash particles from dust-firing of straw, (a) and (b) are from the cyclone ash, and (c) is from the filter ash.

Compared to the cyclone ash shown in Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b, the morphology of the filter ash shown in Figure 5.3c is significantly different. The filter ash primarily consists of small and irregularly shaped particles, which are likely formed from the nucleation, condensation and aggregation of the vaporized inorganic species. The large particles seen in Figure 5.3c are probably a result of particle impaction in the filter, as the composition of the large particles is quite similar to that of small nucleates. As shown in Figure 5.4c, the composition of the filter ash is dominated by vaporized inorganic elements such as K, Cl, P and S, which supports its formation mechanism. Besides converting to filter ash, some of the vaporized inorganic species may also condense or attach to the existing ash particles, as illustrated by spot 2, 3 and 5 in Figure 5.3b and Figure 5.4b.
Figure 5.4 Inorganic compositions (i.e. the O and C content is neglected) of the spots shown in Figure 5.3.

5.3.1.3 Bulk ash composition

Figure 5.5 depicts the bulk composition of the bottom ash, the cyclone ash and the filter ash collected from straw dust-firing. For comparison, the fuel ash composition, which is calculated from the straw properties, is also shown. It can be seen that the bottom ash from straw dust-firing is dominated by Si, K and Ca. Compared with the fuel ash, the bottom ash is slightly enriched in Si, but depleted in Ca and K. The presence of S and Cl is almost negligible in the bottom ash, which may be explained by the high volatility of S and Cl during straw combustion.[167] The cyclone ash composition generally represents the fuel ash composition. Compared to the fuel ash, the volatile inorganic elements such as S, Cl, P, Na and K are slightly depleted in the cyclone ash, whereas the nonvolatile elements such as Si, Al, Fe, Ca and Mg are slightly increased. The filter ash primarily consists of the volatile inorganic elements K, Cl, S and P, which contribute to more than 90% of the inorganic elements in the filter ash. The composition of the filter ash obtained
from two repeating experiments is almost identical, which supports the reliability of the results. Both the composition and the morphology of the filter ash suggest that during straw-dust firing, the ash particles smaller than 2.5 μm are predominantly generated from vaporized inorganic elements. Since the composition of the filter ash obtained in this work is close to the composition of the aerosols from grate-firing of straw [207,241], the particle formation mechanism in the two cases is presumably quite similar. During grate-firing of straw, the formation of aerosols is considered to be initiated by the homogeneous nucleation of K₂SO₄, followed by the condensation of KCl and K₂SO₄ as well as coagulation [205,206]. This mechanism may greatly contribute to the formation of the filter ash obtained in this work. On the other hand, a small fraction of the filter ash, which contains relatively large content of the non-volatile elements such as Si and Al, may result from the small mineral particles present in the original straw or generated by the fragmentation of included or excluded minerals. In pulverized coal combustion, the fragmentation mechanism is found to be an important PM₂.₅ formation mechanism [151]. However, in straw dust-firing, the contribution of this mechanism is limited to the formation of PM₂.₅, as indicated by the composition of the collected filter ash.

![Figure 5.5 Bulk composition of the bottom ash, cyclone ash, filter ash and fuel ash during straw dust-firing, the error bars on the filter ash composition show the deviations of two repetition experiments.](image)

Besides the bulk ash composition, a useful parameter to evaluate the deposition/corrosion potential of fly ash from straw dust-firing is the water soluble alkali concentration [99]. The water soluble alkalis, such as alkali chlorides, are normally more corrosive than water insoluble alkalis such as alkali silicates [140,261]. In the present work, the water soluble K and Na content in the cyclone ash has been analyzed, showing that about 53% of the K and 41% of the Na in the cyclone ash are water soluble. Besides, since the filter ash is dominated by volatile species such as Cl, S, P and K which normally form water soluble species, it is reasonable to assume that the alkalis in the filter ash are totally water soluble. With this assumption, the water soluble K and Na content in the fly ash can be calculated based on the ash composition shown in Figure 5.5 and the mass balance given in Figure 5.2. The calculation reveals that about 73% of K and 62% of Na in the fly ash from straw dust-firing are water soluble. The molar ratio of the (water soluble K+Na)/(Cl+2S+P) in the fly ash is about 0.98, suggesting the water soluble K and Na in the fly ash are most likely present as chlorides, sulphates and phosphates. The molar ratio of Cl/(water soluble K+Na) is about 0.46, indicating that approximately 46% of the water soluble alkalis in the fly ash may be alkali chlorides.
5.3.2 Effect of additives on straw dust-firing

5.3.2.1 Ash chemistry

Figure 5.6 shows the influence of kaolinite and SBE addition on the cyclone and filter ash composition during straw dust-firing. It is seen that the variation of the cyclone ash composition generally reflects the ash composition change in the fuel mixture. With the addition of kaolinite, the Al content in the cyclone ash is increased significantly, whereas the content of S, Cl, Ca, P and K is reduced because of the dilution effect. The decreasing effect on the S and Cl may be also associated with the chemical reactions between kaolinite and the vaporized S/Cl species, which release SO$_2$/HCl to the flue gas. Similar to kaolinite, the addition of SBE also reduces the content of S, Cl, Ca, P and K in the cyclone ash. The Si and Al content in the cyclone ash is increased with SBE addition, which reflects the difference in the ash composition of the SBE and straw.

Figure 5.6. Influence of kaolinite and SBE addition on cyclone a) b) and filter ash c) d) composition.

Compared to the cyclone ash, the influence of kaolinite and SBE addition on the filter ash composition shows some different tendencies. With the addition of 5 wt% kaolinite, the S content in the filter ash is decreased compared to pure straw combustion, whereas the Cl content is increased. Similar tendency is observed with the addition of 10 wt% SBE. However, the increased Cl content does not necessarily mean that the formation of KCl is increased with the addition of 5 wt% kaolinite or 10 wt% SBE. During dedicated straw combustion, the collected filter ash contributes to about 10% of the fuel ash (see Figure 5.2), while this contribution becomes about 2.5% and 1.9% respectively during the addition of 5 wt% and 10 wt% SBE,
which is significantly beyond the dilution effect caused by these two additives. This indicates
that the formation of KCl is actually decreased with the addition of 5 wt% kaolin or 10 wt% SBE.
On the other hand, with the addition of 10% kaolinite, both the Cl and K content in the filter ash
is decreased compared to 5% kaolinite addition, while the Si and Al content is increased. This
suggests that a fraction of the kaolinite particles is partitioned to filter ash under this condition.
The molar ratio of (K+Na)/(Cl+2S+P) in the filter ash from 10 wt% kaolinite addition is about
1.3, implying that part of the K and Na (about 25%) in the filter ash is probably presented as Na-
or K-aluminosilicates. Compared to 10 wt% SBE addition, a considerable decrease of the Cl and
K content is observed in the filter ash collected from 20 wt% SBE addition. Since an increase of
other inorganic elements is not observed, it is likely that the decrease of Cl and K content is
linked to an increased formation of soot/small residual carbon under this condition. For other
experiments, the contribution of inorganic elements/oxides to the formation of the filter ash is
generally rather consistent.

The results shown in Figure 5.6 indicate that the composition of fly ash may be affected both by
the dilution effect of the additives or by chemical interactions. In order to better evaluate the
chemical effect of kaolinite and SBE addition on the S partitioning, the percentage of fuel S
emitted as SO2 is calculated based on the measured SO2 concentration in the flue gas. From
Figure 5.7a, it can be seen that both the addition of kaolinite conversion of fuel S to SO2. Since
the presence of S is found to be negligible in the kaolinite (see Table 5.1), the results imply that
the formation of alkali sulphates is inhibited. The inhibiting effect of kaolinite on alkali sulphate
formation has been reported in other work [196]. It is likely that the added kaolinite has reacted
with the KOH/KCl released from straw combustion [167], thereby reducing the sulphation
reaction between gaseous alkali and SO2/SO3. In addition, the alkali sulphate may react with
kaolinite directly and release SO2 [186]. However, the formation of alkali sulphate in straw
combustion is usually thermodynamically favored at temperatures lower than 1000 °C
[210,329,330]. In the EFR, the residence time in the temperature range of 1300 °C – 600 °C
(sampling point) is rather short (in an order of 0.1s). This indicates that the direct reaction
between alkali sulphate and kaolinite probably is not important for the increased SO2 formation
observed in the present work. Therefore, the primary mechanism for the increased SO2 formation
is the reaction between the added kaolinite particles and the vaporized KOH/KCl. For different
shares of kaolinite, the effect is particularly pronounced with the addition of 5 wt% kaolinite, as
compared to pure straw combustion. However, when the kaolinite share is increased from 5 wt%
to 10 wt%, the decreasing effect is only slightly promoted.

Similar to kaolinite, the addition of SBE increases the formation of SO2. A possible reason is that
part of the Si and Al in SBE reacts with the gaseous KOH/KCl released from straw combustion,
forming stable K-silicates or K-aluminosilicates. Such reactions have been reported to be
thermodynamically feasible, when straw is co-fired with a fuel with high Si and Al content
[96,99,329]. As shown in Figure 5.7a, the conversion of fuel S to SO2 is increased approximately
from 24% to 49%, with the addition of 10 wt% SBE. By increasing the SBE addition to 20 wt%,
the conversion of fuel S to SO2 is increased further to about 71%. Through comparing the results
from kaolinite and SBE addition, it appears that the effect of kaolinite is more significant than
that of SBE, when applying the same molar ratio of K/(Al+Si) in fuel mixture, such as 5 wt%
kaolinite versus 10 wt% SBE, or 10 wt% kaolinite versus 20 wt% SBE (see Table 5.2). However,
when the molar ratio of K/(Al+Si) is around 0.10, i.e. 10 wt% kaolinite or 20 wt% SBE addition,
the difference between the two additives becomes minor, as illustrated in Figure 5.7a.
In order to investigate the impact of kaolinite and SBE on the Cl partitioning, the percentage of fuel Cl retention in the ash is calculated for different experiments through a mass balance calculation. As shown in Figure 5.7b, the Cl retention in ash is reduced significantly with the addition of kaolinite/SBE. The results imply that a fraction of the alkali chlorides formed during straw combustion has reacted with the injected kaolinite/SBE particles, and releasing the Cl as gaseous HCl. The mechanism of the reactions between alkali chlorides and kaolinite has been studied extensively [107,177,179,182,191]. The results of the present work show that the addition of 5 wt% and 10 wt% kaolinite during dust-firing of straw decreases the Cl retention in ash by approximately 55% and 82%, respectively. Compared to kaolinite, the effect of SBE is less pronounced, when the molar ratio of K/(Al+Si) is similar in the fuel mixture. With the addition of 10 wt% and 20 wt% SBE, the Cl retention in ash during straw dust-firing is reduced by about 39% and 67%, respectively. The observed relatively lower reactivity of SBE may be linked both to the physical characteristics and the surface reaction kinetics of kaolinite and SBE. According to the particle size distribution shown in Figure 5.1, the kaolinite particles are much smaller than the SBE particles. Thus, the kaolinite particles likely have larger specific surface area and less transport limitations than the SBE particles, which are favorable for gas-solid reactions. Besides, the surface reaction rate between the gaseous alkali and kaolinite may be greater than that of SBE. It has been reported that the surface reaction rate of kaolinite was much higher than that of silicon oxide, when reacting with alkali chlorides [107,163,331]. Since the SBE used in the present work is dominated by Si, it is possible that the surface reaction rate between SBE and alkali species is slower than that of kaolinite.

Figure 5.7. (a) Conversion of fuel S to SO2 (%) during the addition of kaolinite or SBE, (b) Cl retention in ash (%) during the addition of kaolinite or SBE.

The influence of kaolinite and SBE addition on the partitioning of alkali species is assessed by calculating the fraction of water soluble K and Na in the fly ash. The calculation is based on the analyzed water soluble alkali content in cyclone ash and the assumption that the alkali species in the filter ash are fully water soluble. The results are presented in Figure 5.8. It can be seen that the addition of kaolinite and SBE both reduce the percentage of K/Na present as water soluble form in fly ash. This indicates that the formation of water insoluble alkalis, such as alkali aluminosilicates or alkali silicates, is promoted by kaolinite and SBE addition. With the addition of 5 wt% and 10 wt% kaolinite, the percentage of K present as water soluble form in the fly ash is reduced by approximately 62% and 78%, respectively, in comparison with that of pure straw.
combustion. With the addition of 10 wt% and 20 wt% SBE, the percentage of water soluble K present in the fly ash is decreased by about 49% and 71%, respectively. At similar molar ratios of K/(Al+Si) in the fuel mixture, the decreasing effect of kaolinite is more significant than that of SBE, which is conceivably linked to the different physical characteristics and surface reaction kinetics of the two additives, as discussed earlier. On the other hand, the decreasing effect of kaolinite and SBE addition on the percentage of water soluble K may be partly related to the K present in kaolinite and SBE, which can be rather stable and difficult to vaporize during combustion. For 5 wt% kaolinite or 10 wt% SBE addition, the K in the additive may at maximum contribute to 10% of the K in fly ash. This implies that the chemical reactions would still play a dominant role on the reduction of water soluble K under these conditions. However, for 10 wt% kaolinite or 20 wt% SBE addition, the K in the additives may contribute to maximum 20% of the K in fly ash. Thus the observed further reduction on water soluble K, when the addition of kaolinite is increased from 5 wt% to 10 wt% (or the addition of SBE is increased from 10 wt% to 20 wt%), may be primarily due to the stable K presented in the kaolinite/SBE, rather than promoted chemical reactions. In order to interpret the results shown in Figure 5.8 better, a detailed analysis of the association and release of K in SBE/kaolinite is needed, which is outside the scope of this work.

Figure 5.8 (a) Percentage of K present as water soluble form in fly ash, (b) percentage of Na present as water soluble form in fly ash.

The behavior of Na is quite similar to that of K. However, the percentage of Na present in water soluble form is generally lower than that of K. This may imply that the formation of Na aluminosilicates or silicates may be more favorable than that of K, which seems to be in agreement with the observations in literature [146,286]. On the other hand, as shown in Table 5.1, the SBE has much higher Na content than that of straw, which can contribute to about 90% of the Na in fuel mixture during 20 wt% SBE addition. Thus the observed behavior of water soluble Na during SBE addition may be greatly influenced by the release of Na from SBE, which requires further investigations. For kaolinite addition, the Na in kaolinite would not play a significant role, thus the observed results are mainly attributed to chemical reactions.

One should be aware that the results shown in Figure 5.8 are obtained by assuming all of the alkali in the filter ash is water soluble. This assumption may not be appropriate for 10 wt% kaolinite addition, as indicated by the filter composition shown in Figure 5.6. As mentioned previously, the Na/K-aluminosilicates may contribute to 25% of the alkali in the filter ash under this condition. Therefore, the actual amount of the water soluble alkali during 10 wt% kaolinite would probably be lower than that shown in Figure 5.8.
In general, the results present in Figure 5.7, and Figure 5.8 demonstrate that the injected SBE particles have reacted with the gaseous alkali released from straw combustion, resulting in a reduced Cl retention in ash, increased SO$_2$ emission, and decreased formation of water soluble alkalis. According to the Cl retention in the ash shown in Figure 5.7b, it seems that the addition of 10 wt% and 20 wt% SBE could reduce the alkali chloride formation in straw dust-firing by about 39% and 67%, respectively. Although the effect of SBE addition is slightly less significant, it is still comparable to the effect of kaolinite addition at similar molar ratio of K/(Al+Si) in the fuel mixture.

5.3.2.2 Ash deposition

In order to evaluate the influence of the additives on deposit formation in the convective part of a straw dust-firing boiler, deposits are collected during the EFR experiments by using an air-cooled deposit probe. The deposition flux obtained from the experiments is shown in Figure 5.9a. It can be seen that the deposition flux increases with the addition of SBE. This is probably linked to the high ash content in the SBE, which has significantly increased the ash flux towards the probe. The reliability of the results of deposition flux is reflected by the small deviations of the repetition experiments performed on pure straw combustion and co-combustion of straw and 10 wt% SBE. For kaolinite addition, the deposition flux is decreased compared to pure straw combustion.

![Deposition flux (g/h/cm$^2$)](image1)

Figure 5.9 (a) Deposition flux (g/h/cm$^2$) during the EFR experiments with kaolinite and SBE addition, the error bars indicate the deviations of two repetition experiments (b) deposition flux/ash flux (%) during the EFR experiments with kaolinite and SBE addition.

The deposition flux is divided by the calculated ash flux towards the probe in order to calculate the relative deposit flux. The parameter, deposition flux/ash flux (%), is used to evaluate the deposition propensity of the fly ash. As shown in Figure 5.9b, the addition of SBE and kaolinite both reduce the ash deposition propensity considerably. With the addition of 5 wt% and 10 wt% kaolinite, the ash deposition propensity is decreased by about 49% and 64%, respectively. It is known that the main ash deposition mechanisms are inertial impaction, thermophoresis and condensation [244]. In the present work, the deposits formed by inertial impaction would dominate the deposit mass. Therefore, the decreased ash deposition propensity during kaolinite addition indicates that deposits formed by inertial impaction of fly ash particles will be reduced. This is most likely due to the smaller alkali chloride concentrations in the flue gas, caused by the injection of kaolinite particles. With depleted alkali chloride condensation, the stickiness of the
fly ash particles and deposits would be reduced significantly, thus lowering the ash deposition propensity. A similar explanation may be applied for the decreased ash deposition propensity during SBE addition. However, the observed ash deposition propensity during SBE addition is generally larger than that of kaolinite addition. This is partly because of the kaolinite particles may react with gaseous alkali chlorides more effectively than the SBE particles, as discussed previously. In addition, the reaction between kaolinite and alkali chlorides may form alkali-aluminosilicates with high melting temperature, whereas the reaction between SBE and alkali chlorides may result in alkali silicates with a lower melting temperature.

Figure 5.10. (a) Content of water soluble K in deposit and fly ash, (b) content of water soluble Cl in deposit and fly ash, (c) content of water soluble S in deposit and fly ash, the error bars indicate the deposit composition deviations of two repetition experiments on pure straw combustion.
The content of water soluble K, S and Cl in the collected deposits is analyzed and compared with that of the fly ash. It can be seen in Figure 5.10a that the water soluble K content in the deposits is reduced considerably with the addition of kaolinite/SBE, which is likely a result of both the dilution effect of kaolinite/SBE ash and the chemical effects discussed previously. During straw dust-firing, the water soluble K content in the deposits is found to be lower than that of the fly ash. This may be explained by the deposition mechanisms of the water soluble K species. During straw combustion, the majority of the water soluble K species found in fly ash, such as KCl and K₂SO₄, will be present as vapor or small nucleates in the flue gas. Therefore, the predominant deposition mechanisms for these species will be thermophoresis and condensation. However, the contribution of these mechanisms to the mass growth of deposit is minor, and decreases quickly with time due to the decrease of temperature gradient between flue gas and deposit surface.[332]

Therefore, the deposition propensity of the water soluble K species is presumably lower than that of the larger Si rich fly ash particles for which the inertial impaction is the main deposition mechanism. This could be an explanation to the lower concentration of water soluble K in the deposit as compared to the fly ash. With the addition of SBE and kaolinite, it seems that the content of water soluble K in deposits becomes closer to that of fly ash. This may be due to the fact that the addition of SBE and kaolinite increases the concentration of large fly ash particles, which may promote the condensation of the water soluble K species on the large fly ash particles. In this way, the difference between the water soluble K content in fly ash and deposition becomes smaller. The effect is particularly pronounced with SBE addition, as shown in Figure 5.10a.

Figure 5.10b shows the water soluble Cl content in the fly ash and deposit collected from different experiments. Since the water soluble Cl content in the fly ash is found to be almost identical as the total Cl content, the results shown in Figure 5.10b can be read as the total Cl contents in fly ash and deposit. It is seen that the Cl content in the deposit is decreased significantly with the addition of kaolinite or SBE, which is related both to the dilution effect of the ash by the additives as well as the chemical reactions between gaseous alkali chlorides and the additives. With the addition of 10 wt% SBE and 20 wt% SBE, the Cl content in the deposit is decreased by approximately 74% and 95%, respectively. This implies that the corrosion potential of the deposits will be significantly reduced [140,261]. Compared to 10 wt% SBE addition, 5 wt% kaolinite addition seems to reduce the Cl content in the deposits more effectively. However, the reduction efficiency of 20 wt% SBE addition seems to be slightly higher than that of 10 wt% kaolinite addition.

The Cl content in the deposits is generally found to be lower than that of the fly ash. This is partly linked to the deposition mechanism of alkali chlorides, which has been explained previously. However, another reason is that a condensed phase sulphation takes place after the deposition of the alkali chlorides. This reaction, which has been found to be significant at temperatures above 750 °C, releases the deposited Cl as gaseous HCl [204]. Compared to pure straw combustion, the difference between the Cl contents of the deposits and the fly ash seems to become larger during the addition of kaolinite/SBE. This presumably because that the extent of the condensed phase sulphation reaction is higher when straw is mixed with additives. The measured SO₂ concentration in pure straw combustion is 23 ppmv (6% O₂, dry). However, with the addition of 10 wt% and 20 wt% SBE, the SO₂ concentration in the flue gas becomes 54 ppmv and 83 ppmv, respectively. The increased SO₂ concentration during SBE addition is linked to the larger S content in SBE. In addition, the relatively large Si content in SBE may inhibit the
gaseous sulphation reaction and thereby reduce the formation of sulphates, as illustrated in Figure 5.7a.

The influence of additives on the water soluble S content in the deposit is illustrated in Figure 5.10c. In general, the water soluble S content is decreased with the addition of additives, although the reducing effect is not as significant as that of water soluble K and Cl. This is partially due to the presence of condensed phase sulphation reaction, which is clearly demonstrated by the higher water soluble S content in the deposit than that of fly ash. However, for pure straw combustion, the water soluble S content in the fly ash seems to be larger than that in deposits. This may be explained by two reasons. Firstly, as discussed previously, the main deposition mechanisms for water soluble S species are likely to be condensation and thermophoresis, which will conceivably result in a reduced deposition propensity of the S species. Secondly, the extent of the sulphation reaction is probably quite limited during pure straw combustion, due to the low SO2 concentration in the flue gas.

The results shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 indicate that the addition of SBE can effectively decrease the Cl content in deposits, both through dilution and chemical reactions. Therefore, the corrosion potential of superheaters will be greatly decreased with the addition of SBE. Another advantage regarding corrosion is that the addition of SBE increases the SO2 concentration in the flue gas, which can promote gas phase sulphation. However, the ash deposition rate on superheaters may be slightly increased with SBE addition. Although the ash deposition propensity is reduced by SBE addition, the fly ash concentration in the flue gas is significantly increased. In addition, the melting temperature of the fly ash from SBE addition may be lower than that from kaolinite addition. Therefore, it is important to characterize the melting behavior of the fly ash in order to assess the influence on deposit sintering and slagging formation. However, this is outside the scope of the present work.

5.4 Conclusion

Straw dust-firing experiment was carried out in an entrained flow reactor. For the straw used in the present work, the Cl was almost totally partitioned to fly ash, with negligible Cl present in bottom ash or in the flue gas. The morphology and composition of the fly ash from straw dust-firing indicated that the large fly ash particles (>~2.5 μm) were primarily molten or partial-molten spherical particles rich in K, Si and Ca, supplemented by some Si-rich flake-shaped particles. The finer fly ash particles (<~2.5 μm) were predominantly formed from nucleation followed by condensation and coagulation of the vaporized K, Cl, S and P species. Approximately 70% of the K in fly ash was found to be water soluble, and KCl was estimated to contribute to more than 40% of the water soluble K. The results indicated a high deposition and corrosion potential of the fly ash from straw dust-firing.

The influence of two additives (spent bleaching earth (SBE) and kaolinite) on the ash chemistry and deposit formation during straw dust-firing was investigated and compared. It was shown that the SBE could react with the gaseous alkali released from straw combustion, resulting in reduced Cl retention in fly ash, increased SO2 emission, and decreased formation of water soluble alkalis. For the addition of 10 wt% and 20 wt% SBE, the alkali chloride formation in straw dust-firing was estimated to be reduced by about 39% and 67%, respectively, based on the obtained Cl retention results. With similar molar ratio of K/(Al+Si) in the fuel mixture, the reducing effect of
kaolinite on alkali chloride formation was only slightly more pronounced than that of SBE. The Cl content in the deposits was decreased significantly with the addition of SBE, both due to a dilution effect and chemical reactions. With the addition of 10 wt% and 20 wt% SBE, the Cl content in deposit was decreased by about 74% and 95%, respectively, indicating that the corrosion potential of the superheaters could be greatly reduced with the addition of SBE. Compared to pure straw combustion, the ash deposition propensity was reduced by SBE addition. However, the ash deposition rate was increased, primarily due to the significantly larger fly ash concentration in flue gas.

Based on the present work, it is suggested that SBE is a promising additive for straw dust-firing. Besides the identified effect on ash chemistry and deposition behavior, the SBE is characterized by high heating value, cheap price, negligible trace element concentration, and small particle size, which are favorable both from a technical and an economical point of view.
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6 Release and Transformation of Inorganic Elements in the Combustion of a Residual Bran

Abstract

The release and transformation of inorganic elements during grate-firing of bran was studied via experiments in a laboratory-scale reactor, analyses of the fly ash from a grate-fired plant, and equilibrium modelling. It was found that K, P, S, and to a lesser extent Cl and Na were released to the gas phase during bran combustion. Laboratory-scale experiments showed that S was almost fully vaporized during pyrolysis below 700 °C. 60–70% of the K and P in bran were released during combustion, in a temperature range of 900–1100 °C. The release of K and P was attributed to the vaporization of KPO₃ generated from thermal decomposition of inositol phosphates, which were considered as a major source of P and K in the bran. The influence of additives such as CaCO₃, Ca(OH)₂, and kaolinite on the release was also investigated. Ca-based additives generally increased the molar ratio of the released K/P, whereas kaolinite showed an opposite effect. Thermodynamic modelling indicated that the fly ash chemistry is sensitive to the molar ratio of the released K/P. When the molar ratio of the released K/P was below 1, KPO₃ and P₄O₁₀ (g) were the main stable K and P species at temperatures higher than 500 °C. Below 500 °C, the KPO₃ and P₄O₁₀ (g) may be converted to H₃PO₄ (l), which may cause severe deposit build-up in the economizers of a grate-fired boiler. By increasing the molar ratio of the released K/P to above 2, the equilibrium distribution of the K and P species was significantly changed and the formation of H₃PO₄ (l) was not predicted by thermodynamic modelling.

6.1 Introduction

Utilization of biomass and biomass-derived waste materials in heat and power production plants is an important approach to reduce fossil fuel consumption and thereby the CO₂ level in the atmosphere. Seed-originated biofuels constitute a special type of biofuels which is usually characterized by a significantly higher P content than other biofuels [26,115-117,324,333,334]. Typical examples are grain from wheat, oat or other biomass [115,116,334], bran from wheat or rice [335], and rapeseed meal/cake which is a residue from rapeseed methyl ester (biodiesel) production [117-119,333]. In northern European countries, utilization of P-rich biofuels in grate-fired or fluidized bed combustion systems has gained interest in recent years [116-119,230,324,333]. The main driving force is the target of achieving a 20% renewable energy share in the EU by the year of 2020 [313], and the potential economical benefits from the possible low price of these biofuels [324,333].
Combustion of high-P biofuels may induce ash related problems in boilers, such as bed agglomeration [117], slagging [115,117], fouling [117], corrosion [324], fine particle emission [116], and deactivation of the SCR units [217,336]. These problems are linked to the high P and K content in these biofuels [115-117,324,333]. During combustion, part of the P and K is released and involve in complicated gas-gas and/or gas-solid reactions with other ash forming elements such as S, Cl, Ca, Mg, Si and Al. These transformations may generate K-phosphates with low melting temperature (such as KPO₃) and lead to bed agglomeration, slagging, and fouling problems [115,117]. On the other hand, some phosphorus compounds (such as Ca-phosphates) may mitigate ash deposition and corrosion in boilers, by forming ash species with high melting temperature and by converting the alkali chlorides to alkali-calcium phosphates and HCl(g) [169]. In order to better understand and minimize the ash related problems occurring during combustion of P-rich biofuels, a systematic study on the ash release and transformation mechanisms related to these fuels was conducted.

The aim of the present chapter was to characterize the release and transformation of inorganic elements during grate-firing of a residual bran from bio-ethanol production. This was achieved by multiple approaches. The association of P and other inorganic elements in bran was assessed through a literature review and SEM-EDS (scanning electron microscopy and electron dispersive X-rays spectroscopy) analysis. The release of inorganic elements was studied by conducting experiments in a horizontal tube reactor and by comparing with full-scale data obtained from a grate-fired plant. In addition to pure bran combustion, the effect of different additives such as CaCO₃, Ca(OH)₂, kaolinite and MgCO₃ were also investigated. In order to interpret the observed release behavior, the bran ash and a typical phosphorus compound, which might appear in ash, were characterized by an STA (simultaneous thermal analyzer) and by high-temperature oven experiments. The transformation of the vaporized inorganic elements at different release conditions was investigated by thermodynamic modeling.

### 6.2 Experimental

#### 6.2.1 Fuel Characterization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Bran</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Bran</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moisture (wt%)</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>P (wt% dry)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash (wt% dry)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>Si (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (wt% dry)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Mg (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H (wt% dry)</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>Ca (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O (wt% dry)</td>
<td>42.75</td>
<td>Al (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (wt% dry)</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>Fe (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>Ti (wt% dry)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>Mn (wt% dry)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K (wt% dry)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Na (wt% dry)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Residual bran from bio-ethanol production is used as the fuel in a grate-fired plant in a European country. The chemical composition of the bran was analyzed by ICP-OES (inductively coupled
plasma-optical emission spectroscopy). As shown in Table 6.1, K, P and Mg are the dominant inorganic elements. The P content is significantly higher than that of other biofuels such as straw [99] and wood [117], but is comparable with that of P-rich biofuels such as rapeseed cake [117] and oat grain [116]. The molar ratio of K/P in the bran is 0.94, which is within the range (~0.8–1.0) reported for other P-rich biofuels [115-117,119]. Other important inorganic elements in the bran are S, Si, Ca and Cl. The N content in the bran is about 2.2 wt%, which is much larger than that of other biofuels such as straw [99] and wood [117], probably due to the high protein content in the seed of biomass [337]. The particle size distribution of the bran was characterized by a laser diffraction method (Malvern Mastersizer 2000 particle size analyzer), showing that the d50 (meaning that 50 vol% of the particle are below this size) of the bran is about 230 μm.

6.2.2 Additives

Additives were used in the experiments in order to study their influence on the release of inorganic elements during bran combustion. The applied additives were CaCO3, Ca(OH)2, kaolinite, and MgCO3. The CaCO3 had a purity above 97% and particle size below 125 μm. The Ca(OH)2 and MgCO3 were powdery pure compounds. The d50 of the Ca(OH)2 particles was about 3 μm and all of the particles were below 60 μm. The kaolinite was a powdery pure compound, with measured d50 about 8 μm.

6.2.3 Laboratory-Scale Release Experiments

Experiments were carried out in a horizontal tube reactor. The release was quantified by a mass balance calculation based on weight measurement and chemical analysis of the raw fuel and residual ash from the experiment. The details regarding the experimental setup and mass balance calculation can be found elsewhere [128,170]. A schematic drawing of the reactor is shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Schematic drawing of the horizontal tube reactor [172].
During the experiment, the tube reactor was preheated to a desired temperature. A platinum/alumina boat with 5–10 g sample was then inserted in the reactor. A primary gas (5 NL/min, 100% N₂) was added to create a pyrolysing condition for the sample, and downstream a secondary gas (5 NL/min, 20% O₂) was injected to combust the volatiles released during pyrolysis. This pyrolysing condition was created in order to simulate the combustion in a grate-fired system, where the devolatilization and char oxidation may primarily take place in different zones. In addition, it can also minimize the temperature overshoot that may be caused by volatile oxidation. After placing the sample at pyrolysing condition for 60 min, 1% of O₂ was introduced to primary gas, and the O₂ content in primary gas was increased stepwise to 20% in order to minimize the temperature overshoot during char combustion [170]. The maximum temperature overshoot was measured to be 50 °C during the experiments, by inserting a thermocouple into the fuel bed. After a total experimental period of 200 min, the boat was removed from the reactor and cooled down to room temperature in a N₂ environment. The weight of the residual ash was measured and the chemical composition was analyzed by ICP-OES. For the experiments carried out at pyrolysing condition, the primary gas was maintained as N₂ for a total experimental duration of 180 min. The combustion/pyrolysis experiments at different conditions were repeated several times, and the reproducibility was found to be satisfactory by comparing the quantity of residual ash/char.

### Table 6.2 Experimental matrix of the release experiments in the horizontal tube reactor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment number</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Experiment condition</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Molar ratio in the fuel</th>
<th>K/P Ca/P Mg/P K/Si K/(Cl+2S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bran</td>
<td>Pyrolysis</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.94 0.06 0.45 7.18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bran</td>
<td>Pyrolysis</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.94 0.06 0.45 7.18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bran</td>
<td>Pyrolysis</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.94 0.06 0.45 7.18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bran</td>
<td>Pyrolysis</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>0.94 0.06 0.45 7.18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bran</td>
<td>Combustion</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.94 0.06 0.45 7.18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Bran</td>
<td>Combustion</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.94 0.06 0.45 7.18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bran</td>
<td>Combustion</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>0.94 0.06 0.45 7.18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Bran</td>
<td>Combustion</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.94 0.06 0.45 7.18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bran+2wt%CaCO₃</td>
<td>Combustion</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.94 0.69 0.45 7.18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Bran+5wt%CaCO₃</td>
<td>Combustion</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.94 1.68 0.45 7.18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Bran+3.75wt%Ca(OH)₂</td>
<td>Combustion</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.94 1.67 0.45 7.18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Bran+5wt% kaolinite</td>
<td>Combustion</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.99 0.07 0.46 0.69</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Bran+3.18wt%MgCO₃</td>
<td>Combustion</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.94 0.06 1.56 7.18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Chemical analysis has not been performed as the residue ash cannot be totally removed from the boat.

The experimental matrix is shown in Table 6.2. The combustion and pyrolysis experiments of pure bran were carried out at temperatures from 300 °C to 1100 °C. The effect of different additives (CaCO₃, Ca(OH)₂, kaolinite and MgCO₃) on the release of inorganic elements during bran combustion was studied at 1100 °C. During the additive experiments, the bran was well-mixed with the additive in a mortar. The properties of the bran and additives were described previously. For comparison, some molar ratios of the inorganic elements in the fuel mixture were calculated and listed in Table 6.2.
6.2.4 Full-Scale Tests

The bran used in the present work was obtained from a full-scale plant, where it was combusted on a grate. The hot flue gas from the boiler chamber subsequently passed through the superheaters and economizers to produce heat and power. Downstream of the economizers, baghouse filters were installed to remove the fly ash particles from flue gas. In order to reduce the emissions of SO₂ and HCl, NaHCO₃ particles were injected before the baghouse filters. The plant was initially operated with pure bran. However, after successful operation of a few months, the baghouse filters were found to be blocked by “sintered” fly ash, which could not be removed by pressurized air and hindered the continuous operation of the plant. In addition, severe ash deposition was observed in the economizers of the plant, with flue gas temperature of ~380–180 °C. In order to minimize these problems, the plant was operated with the addition of 5–8 wt% CaCO₃. It appeared that the baghouse filter problem was mitigated by addition of CaCO₃ and by changing the operational condition of the filter, whereas the ash deposition problem in the economizers still appeared occasionally.

A large number of fly ash samples were collected from the plant and the composition of these were analyzed by SEM-EDS. The fly ash samples were collected during an operation period of more than a year, both with and without CaCO₃ addition. It should be noted that the composition of the bran used on the grate-fired plant varied over time, and often deviated from that shown in Table 6.1. In addition, the CaCO₃ applied in the plant was also different from that used in laboratory experiment. Due to these factors, the full-scale results can only be compared with the results from laboratory-scale experiments qualitatively.

6.2.5 Characterization of the ash/compound thermal behavior

A simultaneous thermal analyzer (STA, Netzsch 449 F1) was applied to study the thermal behavior of KH₂PO₄, which is considered to be a P and K containing compound that may be formed during bran combustion. The STA was operated at 5% O₂ in N₂. During the test, approximately 5 mg of the KH₂PO₄ was placed in a Pt-Rh crucible, and the crucible was heated from 25 °C to 1400 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min. Both the TG (thermogravimetric) and DSC (differential scanning calorimetry) curves were obtained from the STA analysis. The TG curve shows the continuous sample mass loss during heat-up, whereas the DSC curve gives a continuous measurement of the heat flow in the sample as a function of temperature.

A mixture of CaCO₃ and bran ash produced in the horizontal tube reactor at 700 °C was also tested in the STA. The Ca/P molar ratio in the mixture was controlled to be 1.68, similar to the condition of Exp. 10 and 11 in Table 6.2. The STA was operated at 5% O₂. During the test, the mixture was heated from 25 °C to 1100 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min, and then kept at 1100 °C for 6 h. In order to study the possible interactions between the bran ash and CaCO₃, the experimental weight loss of the mixture was compared with the weight loss calculated from the pure components tested at the same conditions.

Furthermore, a high temperature oven was applied to study the reactions between KH₂PO₄ and Ca(OH)₂. During the test, KH₂PO₄ and Ca(OH)₂ were mixed in a molar ratio of 1:1, and the mixture was heated from room temperature to 1500 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min. In order to identify the possible reactions between KH₂PO₄ and Ca(OH)₂, the obtained mass loss of the mixture was compared with that estimated from the pure compounds.
6.3 Results and discussions

6.3.1 Release of inorganic elements in bran combustion

6.3.1.1 Association of inorganic elements in high-phosphorus biofuels

In order to evaluate the association of inorganic elements in biofuels, a widely used approach is the chemical fractionation method, which was originally developed for coal[124] and further modified for biomass[127]. In the chemical fractionation method, the fuel is leached subsequently in different solutions (water, 1 M ammonium acetate, and 1 M hydrochloric acid), and the ash forming elements in the solutions as well as in the residue are analyzed in order to quantify the associations of these elements [127,131]. This method has been applied to study the association of inorganic elements in a rapeseed cake [117], which is a typical high-P biofuel. It revealed that approximately 70% of the P in the rapeseed cake was water/ammonium acetate soluble, whereas the remaining P was HCl soluble. For K, the water/ammonium acetate soluble comprised more than 90% of the total K in the fuel. Similar tendencies were also seen for Cl, Na and Mg, indicating that the majority of P, K, Cl, Na and Mg in the rapeseed cake may exist as water soluble and/or organically bounded elements. For S, a certain fraction (~30%) was found to be present in the solid residue. This fraction of S might be covalently bonded to the organic structure of the fuel, and might be released to gas phase during combustion [117,118]. The majority of Ca in the rapeseed cake was ammonium acetate/HCl soluble, implying that the Ca might be associated with carboxylic groups or exist as calcium oxalate (CaC₂O₄) [117].

Figure 6.2 Chemical structure of phytic acid (also known as inositol hexakiphosphate or Ins P₆).

Apart from the chemical fractionation method, the association of P in seed-originated biomass such as rapeseed meal, grains and bran has been investigated extensively in biological studies [337-342]. These studies generally suggest that the majority of P in seed-originated biomass is present as phytic acid (see the chemical structure in Figure 6.2) or phytate if the phytic acid is combined with inorganic elements such as K, Mg and Ca. It was reported that phytic acid/phytate represented approximately 75±10% of the total P in a seed, and the contribution could be greater than 90% in a mature seed [342]. An investigation carried out on a buckwheat bran showed that 60-92% of the total P in the bran was present as phytic acid/phytate [337]. For a rapeseed meal, it was reported that about 69% of the total P in the biomass was present as
inositol phosphates, and the phytic acid/phytate comprised of 64% of the inositol phosphates [338]. Phytic acid is a strong chelating agent which can form complexes with mineral cations such as K, Mg, Ca and Zn [337,343], and the formed phytate is the major storage of P, K and Mg in seeds [337]. Minerals that are associated as phytate are normally rather stable and poorly soluble at the pH of gastrointestinal tract [340]. The thermal stabilities of some solid state complexes of phytic acid with Mn, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn and Sn were investigated in a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) [343]. When the complexes were heated in air to 900 °C, the main thermal decomposition steps were found to be the loss of moisture, the decomposition of the aliphatic ring, and the loss of C6H6 due to combustion. The P in the complexes was not released during the thermal decomposition up to 900 °C, due to the formation of stable phosphates [343].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectrum</th>
<th>C (%)</th>
<th>Mg (%)</th>
<th>P (%)</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
<th>K (%)</th>
<th>O (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.3 Back scatter electron image of bran, with spot analysis compositions (molar percentage).

For the residue bran used in the present work, SEM-EDS analysis has been performed on the fuel to evaluate the association of inorganic elements. A typical result is shown in Figure 6.3, together with spot-analysis compositions. The result is considered to be representative for a number of SEM-EDS analyses performed. It is seen that some spherical particles with heavier elements (illustrated by the brighter color) are present in the bran. The size of these spherical particles is around 1-3 μm, and EDS analysis of the particles (see Spectrum 1 and 3 in Figure 6.3) implies that the P, Mg and K content in these particles is significantly higher than that in other parts of bran. The results are generally consistent with the observations in literature [341,344], where the phytate in wheat bran or other mature grains was found to be concentrated in the
electron-dense parts of the protein storage vacuoles called phytate globoids, which had a size up to 5 μm. The P, Mg and K content in the globoids was reported to be 5-7 times higher than that in the whole bran, suggesting that the globoids are a major source of P, Mg and K in bran [344].

According to the literature results and the SEM-EDS analysis, it is conceivably that the majority of P, Mg and K in the bran used in this work are present as phytic acid/phytate or other inositol phosphate, which are concentrated in globoids. When bran is combusted at high temperature, the P in phytic acid/phytate may be transformed to phosphorus oxides/phosphates, thus the vaporization of P, Mg and K in combustion may to a large extent depend on the vapor pressure of the phosphorus oxide/phosphates. A detailed analysis of the associations of P and other inorganic elements in bran can be performed through similar approaches as used extensively in biological studies [337-342]. However, it is outside the scope of this work.

6.3.1.2 Release in laboratory-scale experiments

Figure 6.4a shows the release of P, K, Mg and S during bran pyrolysis at different temperatures. It can be seen that the release of P, K and Mg is negligible up to 900 °C, implying that these elements in bran are not associated with the volatiles released during pyrolysis. This also indicates that the inorganically associated or char bounded P, K and Mg are rather stable up to 900 °C. A similar study on wheat straw showed that the release of K was approximately 20% at a pyrolysis temperature of 900 °C and a pyrolysis duration of 120 min [167]. The release of K during straw pyrolysis was attributed to the vaporization of KCl present in the pores of char matrix, and the process was considered to be affected by pyrolysis duration [167]. In our experiments, pyrolysis duration at 900 °C was 180 min, and vaporization of K was still not observed. This suggests that the presence and vaporization of KCl during bran combustion are negligible, in agreement with the low Cl content of the bran. Compared to P, K and Mg, the behavior of S is quite different. More than 95% of the S is released to gas phase during bran pyrolysis at 500 °C. A similar phenomenon has been seen during straw pyrolysis at 500 °C, although the percentage of the released S was smaller (~40%) [167]. The significant release of S below 500 °C suggests that the majority of S in bran is organically-associated and is released together the volatiles.

Figure 6.4  (a) the release of P, K, Mg and S, and the char content of bran at different temperature during pyrolysis, (b) the release of P, K, Mg and S, and the ash content of bran at different temperature during combustion.
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Figure 6.4b depicts the release of P, K, Mg and S during bran combustion at 500, 700 and 1100 °C. The results of the experiment at 900 °C are not shown, because the residual ash from this experiment is molten and cannot be fully removed from the boat. From Figure 6.4b, it can be seen that the release of P, K and Mg is negligible at combustion temperatures of 500 °C and 700 °C, whereas the release of S is almost complete, in agreement with the pyrolysis results. The data suggest that during char combustion, organically associated P, K and Mg in the bran are likely transformed to stable inorganic compounds which are not vaporized at 700 °C. For the experiment at 900 °C, although the release of P, K and Mg is not quantified, the ash amount from the experiment indicates that the vaporization of inorganic elements is not significantly greater than that of 700 °C.

When the combustion temperature is increased from 900 °C to 1100 °C, a significant decrease in residual ash content is observed (see Figure 6.4b), implying that a large fraction of the inorganic elements is released in this temperature range. This is consistent with the significant release of K and P obtained at 1100 °C, which is about 63% and 66%, respectively. The release of Mg is still negligible at 1100 °C, whereas the release of S is almost 100%. The results suggest that the major ash forming elements that are vaporized during bran combustion is K, P and S. In addition, it should be mentioned that the Na and Cl content in the residual ash from the 1100 °C experiment is below the detection limit of ICP-OES (i.e. Na <0.02 wt% and Cl <0.05 wt%). This indicates that the majority (>90%) of the Na and Cl in the bran are released to gas phase at 1100 °C. In addition to the elements shown in Figure 6.4, the release of other inorganic elements, such as Si and Ca, is generally found to be negligible during bran combustion. The reliability of the experiments can be reflected by the results of Mg, which should be a non-volatile element at the given experimental conditions. As shown in Figure 6.4, the maximum deviation of Mg release from the base line (0%) is about 3%, which indicates a good reliability of the experiments.

The release of K, Mg, and P during bran pyrolysis may be explained by the association of these elements. The majority of K, Mg, and P in bran may be present as phytate/phytic acid or other inositol phosphates, as discussed in previous section. During bran pyrolysis, the structure of the inositol phosphates may not decompose and the vaporization of K and P may not occur. On the other hand, the decomposition of inositol phosphates may have happened at pyrolysis temperature of 900 °C, but the temperature is not high enough to vaporize of the K and P species. Thus the release of K and P is negligible at pyrolysis temperature of 900 °C.

During bran combustion, it is likely that the K, Mg and P present as phytate/phytic acid (or other inositol phosphates) are converted to K-phosphate, Mg-phosphate, K-Mg-phosphate or phosphorus oxide. According to the structure of phytic acid shown in Figure 6.2, a major K-phosphate product from the combustion of inositol phosphates is conceivably KPO₃. The thermal behavior of KPO₃ at high temperature has been evaluated in a STA instrument by heating a pure KH₂PO₄ sample from 25 °C to 1400 °C. KH₂PO₄ decomposes to KPO₃ at temperatures below 400 °C [345,346]. This transformation is confirmed by the STA results presented in Figure 6.5, showing that the mass loss of KH₂PO₄ is about 13.7 wt% at 400 °C. When the KPO₃ formed is heated further, a DSC peak appears at around 800 °C, accompanied by a negligible mass loss. This DSC peak suggests that an endothermic process (melting) occurs at around 800 °C, in agreement with the melting point of KPO₃ (807 °C) reported in literature [347]. It should be noted that the KPO₃ formed in the STA experiment is probably present in a polymer form, as suggested in literature [345,346]. Thus the observed melting temperature is related to the chain length of the polymer, which is not determined in the present work. According to the TG curve,
the vaporization of KPO₃ starts at around 1000 °C and is almost completed at around 1300 °C. Although the vaporization degree of the KPO₃ seems to be not significant at 1100 °C, one should be aware that the STA is operated at a heating rate of 10 °C/min, thus it may be difficult to achieve equilibrium in such a heating rate. With a longer holding time at 1100 °C, the KPO₃ may be fully vaporized.

![Figure 6.5 STA (Simultaneous Thermal Analysis) measurement of pure KH₂PO₄ at 5% O₂ condition and heating rate of 10 °C/min.](image)

According to the results shown above, the primary release mechanism of P and K during bran combustion is proposed in Figure 6.6. During combustion, the inosital phosphates in bran may be converted to KPO₃. At temperatures around 800 °C, the KPO₃ may be melted. When the temperature is increased to a range of 900–1100 °C, vaporization of KPO₃ may happen, which may release P and K to gas phase. This proposed mechanism is supported by several experimental observations. Firstly, the residual ash from bran combustion is melted in a temperature range of 700–900 °C, which is consistent with the melting temperature of KPO₃. However, the initial melting temperature of the residue ash may not determined by the melting point of pure KPO₃, but rather by the closest eutectic or peritectic point in the K₂O-MgO(CaO)-P₂O₅ system [115]. Secondly, the release of K and P during bran combustion happens at a temperature range of 900–1100 °C, which is also in agreement with the observed vaporization behavior of KPO₃. Moreover, during bran combustion at 1100 °C, the molar ratio of the released K/P is about 0.9, which further supports that KPO₃ is likely a major K and P species vaporized. However, the molar ratio of the released K/P also indicates that a small fraction of P may be released in other forms. Since the release of Na is found to be significant (~90%) in the temperature range of 900–1100 °C, it is likely that Na-phosphate is formed and released during bran combustion. The release of P as oxides or phosphoric acids is less likely to happen, since the majority of phosphorous oxides or phosphoric acids have high vapor pressures at 700 °C [320], which contrasts with the negligible P release observed during bran combustion at 700 °C. For the retention of P and K in residual ash at 1100 °C, it is probably related to the formation of Mg-K or...
Ca-K phosphates, which can have melting points higher than 1100 °C [347]. For K, K-silicates or K-aluminosilicates may also be a source of the K found in residual ash at 1100 °C.

\[
\text{Inositol phosphates} \xrightarrow{\text{Combustion}} \text{KPO}_3(s) \quad \text{~800 °C~}
\]

\[
\text{KPO}_3(g) \xleftrightarrow{\text{~900-1100 °C~}} \text{KPO}_3(l)
\]

Figure 6.6 Proposed primary release mechanism of P and K during bran combustion.

It should noted that the mechanism of K and P release proposed above requires further confirmation through analyzing the properties of the residual ash from bran combustion (such as XRD, SEM-EDS or chemical fractionation analysis) as well as sampling the released K and P species and performing XRD or wet-chemical analysis. These investigations are beyond the scope of this work and are subjected to future work.

6.3.1.3 Release in full-scale grate-fired plant

In order to compare the release results obtained from the laboratory-scale experiments with those of full-scale plant, the typical morphology and composition of the fly ash particles collected in the baghouse filter of the grate-fired plant was investigated by SEM-EDS and presented in Figure 6.7. Since the fly ash from a grate-fired system is dominated by vaporized inorganic species [237,306], the composition can provide an estimation of the release of inorganic elements during bran combustion. From Figure 6.7, it can be seen that the fly ash primarily consists of P, K, Na and S. The presence of Cl is observed in some particles, but in smaller amounts compared to other inorganic elements. The P and K in the filter ash are probably a result of the vaporization of P and K during bran combustion. However, the majority of Na in the collected fly ash probably originates from the NaHCO₃ particles injected in front of the baghouse filters, as the Na content in bran is usually quite low. In addition, since the purpose of NaHCO₃ injection is to reduce the SO₂ and HCl emission from the plant, it naturally causes an increase of the S and Cl content in fly ash. In addition to SEM-EDS analysis, XRD analysis on the fly ash shows that the major crystalline phases are K₂H₂PO₄ and K₃Na(SO₄)₂.

Besides the typical fly ash composition, the bulk composition of a number of fly ash samples collected from the plant was analyzed by SEM-EDS. It generally found that the molar ratio of K/P in fly ash was in a range of 0.9–1.2, when the plant was operated with pure bran. This is comparable with the molar ratio of the released K/P (~0.9) obtained in laboratory-scale experiment at 1100 °C. The molar ratio of the released K/S in the laboratory-scale experiment at 1100 °C is around 3.5, which is also in agreement with the range (~3-4.5) found in the fly ash from the grate-fired plant. This suggests that the results obtained from the laboratory-scale experiment at 1100 °C are representative, as least qualitatively, for the release of inorganic elements in the grate-fired plant.
Figure 6.7 Typical morphology of the fly ash collected during pure bran combustion in the grate-fired plant, with the spot compositions (molar percentage).

6.3.2 Effect of additives on the release of inorganic elements

6.3.2.1 Effect of additives during laboratory-experiments

In order to reduce the release of P species during combustion, a widely used method is to inject Ca-based additives[116,324], which will react with the gaseous P and form Ca-phosphates with a high melting temperature. In this work, the presence of such reactions has been examined by mixing KH₂PO₄ and Ca(OH)₂ at a molar ratio of 1:1, and then heating the mixture to 1500 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min in a high temperature oven. If no reaction takes place between KH₂PO₄ and Ca(OH)₂, the expected mass loss of the mixture is about 73.3 wt% at 1500 °C, meaning that KH₂PO₄ is fully vaporized and CaO is the only residual product. However, the mass loss obtained in the experiment was 16.2 wt%. This leads to the hypothesis that KCaPO₄ is formed during the heating of the mixture, and the vaporization of KCaPO₄ is negligible at 1500 °C. The hypothesis is supported by the fact that the theoretical mass loss of the KCaPO₄ formation reaction (17.1 wt%) is close to the measured mass loss (16.2 wt%). The result confirms that Ca-based additives can have a positive effect on the retention of phosphorous species during
combustion. Two plausible global mechanisms, depending on whether reaction or thermal decomposition occurs first, are proposed below:

\[
KH_2PO_4 + Ca(OH)_2 \iff KCaPO_4 + 2H_2O \tag{R6.1}
\]

\[
KPO_4 + CaO \iff KCaPO_4 \tag{R6.2}
\]

Figure 6.8 Influence of different additives on the release of K and P from bran combustion at 1100 °C, the percentage of additives is on weight basis.

In the release experiments, selected additives (CaCO_3, Ca(OH)_2, MgCO_3 or kaolinite) were mixed with bran, and the experiments listed in Table 6.2 were carried out. The combustion temperature for the additive experiments was chosen as 1100 °C, since the release of inorganic elements was found to be insignificant at other temperatures listed in Table 6.2. The effect of different additives on the release of K and P during bran combustion is shown in Figure 6.8. It can be seen that with the addition of Ca-based compounds (CaCO_3 and Ca(OH)_2), the K release is increased by about 8–19%. A possible explanation for this is that the Ca-based compounds may react with the K-silicates or K-aluminosilicates in the bran, and release part of the mineral-bound K to gas phase. The competition between the K and Ca for the reactive silicates or aluminosilicates has been observed previously [99,169]. However, the presence of silicates or aluminosilicates may be limited in the bran ash, due to the small content of Al and Si. Therefore the increased release of K during Ca addition may be related to the interactions between the K, Ca and P species, since an increased Ca/P molar ratio in the mixture seems to be favored by the vaporization of K. [169] The interpretations above may explain the observed increased release of K with increasing share of CaCO_3 (see Figure 6.8). For different calcium compounds, it seems that when the same molar ratio of Ca/K is applied, Ca(OH)_2 has a more significant effect on the release of K than the CaCO_3. This may be linked to the particle size of the Ca(OH)_2 and CaCO_3 used in the experiments, since the Ca(OH)_2 particles are much smaller compared to CaCO_3. Different from Ca-based additives, the addition of MgCO_3 shows a negligible effect on the release of K. However, the addition of kaolinite reduces the K release significantly, by about 75%. A primary reason for this is that the kaolinite reacts with gaseous K, resulting in formation of K-aluminosilicates. The reactions between kaolinite and gaseous alkali species are well-identified [99,107,176,178,182,187]. In the experiment with bran, it is suggested that a similar reaction may occur between kaolinite and the gaseous KPO_3, with a plausible global mechanism of:

\[
2KPO_3(g) + Al_2O_3 \cdot 2SiO_2 (\text{metakaolinite}) \iff K_2O \cdot Al_2O_3 \cdot 2SiO_2 + 0.5P_2O_5(g) \tag{R6.3}
\]
P₄O₁₀ (g) is proposed as a product in the reaction above since it may be a thermodynamically favorable P species at high temperatures. However, the P₄O₁₀(g) may also react with other vaporized inorganic species, which will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3. It should be noticed that the mechanism above is proposed based on experimental observations. Further experiments and/or theoretical studies are needed in order to confirm the mechanism, which is beyond the scope of this work and is subjected to future work.

Compared to K, the influence of additives on the release of P is generally not significant. With the addition of Ca-based compounds, almost no reduction in the P release is observed. These results seem to be contrast with the performed test on the mixture of pure KH₂PO₄ and Ca(OH)₂, showing that the release of P is negligible when the mixture is heated from room temperature to 1500 °C. The discrepancy may be explained by the high combustion temperature and the short contacting time between the gaseous P and Ca compounds in the experiments. According to the experimental procedures, char oxidation takes place at 1100 °C during the additive experiments. At this temperature, the KPO₃ formed from char combustion may be vaporized directly. However, when heating the mixture of KH₂PO₄ and Ca(OH)₂ from room temperature to 1500 °C at 10 °C/min, there will be a certain period that the KPO₃ is in molten phase. This molten phase together with a relatively long residence time may greatly promote the reaction between KPO₃ and Ca-additives. Besides, solid-solid reactions may happen between KH₂PO₄/KPO₃ and Ca(OH)₂ during the heating. However, such reactions may be inhibited during the additive experiments, since the majority of P may remain as inositol phosphates before char oxidation. When the gaseous P is released from bran during char oxidation, the contact time between gaseous P and Ca-additives would be rather short in the reactor, as the fuel/ash bed is thin (a few millimeters) in the experiment. Therefore, the extent of reactions between gaseous P and Ca-additives is limited.

![Graph](image-url)

Figure 6.9 STA measurement of a mixture of bran ash from 700 °C and CaCO₃ (mass ratio 1:1.05, Ca/P molar ratio=1.68), at 5% O₂ condition; the sample was heated from 25 °C to 1100 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min and then held at 1100 °C for 6 h.
In order to evaluate the reactions between the bran ash and CaCO$_3$ at temperatures lower than 1100 °C, a mixture of bran ash produced at 700 °C and CaCO$_3$ was tested in the STA. As shown in Figure 6.9, when the mixture was heated from 25 °C to 1100 °C and maintained at 1100 °C for 6 h, the experimental mass loss was much lower than that predicted from the pure components tested at the same conditions, by assuming an additive behavior of the mixed CaCO$_3$ and bran ash. This suggests that reactions between CaCO$_3$/CaO and bran ash have taken place and inhibited the vaporization of K and P species. A plausible mechanism for this reaction is given in (R6.2). The results support the hypothesis that the presence of molten phase P species over a relatively long residence time may be important for the reactions between the P species and Ca additives.

Compared to Ca additives, the reaction between gaseous K and kaolinite is found to be quite significant in the experiment with kaolinite addition. This implies that the reaction rate between the gaseous P and Ca-additives is likely to be much slower than that of kaolinite (or metakaolin at the experimental temperature) and gaseous K. Besides the Ca-additives, the addition of MgCO$_3$ or kaolinite also shows a negligible effect on the release of P.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment number</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Molar ratio of the released inorganic species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K/P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bran</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Bran+2wt%CaCO$_3$</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Bran+5wt%CaCO$_3$</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Bran+3.75wt%Ca(OH)$_2$</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Bran+5wt% kaolinite</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Bran+3.18wt%MgCO$_3$</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Cl release is assumed to be 100%, as the Cl content in the residue ash is below the detection limit.

The results from the additive experiments indicate that the Ca-based additives can promote the release of K via reaction with mineral-bound K, whereas the effect on P release may to a large extent depend on the experimental conditions. Still, this will lead to an increase of the molar ratio of the released K/P. As shown in Table 6.3, the molar ratio of K/P released during Ca-addition is in the range of 0.96–1.18, which is larger than that of pure bran combustion (0.89). Besides the Ca-based additives, it can be seen that the addition of kaolinite significantly reduces the molar ratio of the released K/P to 0.37.

6.3.2.2 Effect of CaCO$_3$ addition in full-scale plant

In order to evaluate the effect of CaCO$_3$ addition on the release of K and P in the grate-fired plant, the molar ratios of K/P in the fly ash collected with and without CaCO$_3$ addition (5–8 wt%) are presented in Figure 6.10. It can be seen that the molar ratio of K/P in the fly ash from CaCO$_3$ addition is normally above 1.5, and can even exceed 4. This is significantly higher than the ratio (0.9–1.2) found in the fly ash of pure bran combustion. The increased K/P molar ratio in the fly ash from CaCO$_3$ addition is presumably caused both by an increased K release and/or a decreased P release. From Figure 6.10, it can be seen that the K/P molar ratio in the fly ash may
vary significantly during the addition of CaCO₃. This may be related to the variations in bran properties, CaCO₃ qualities, and the mixing between the CaCO₃ and bran.

Compared to laboratory-scale experiments, the effect of CaCO₃ addition seems to be more significant in the full-scale plant. This is probably due to that the bran combustion may start at a temperature lower than 1100 °C in the grate-fired plant. Therefore, the presence of molten K-phosphates may be possible over a relatively long residence time, which may promote the reaction between the Ca-additive and phosphates. In addition, the fuel/ash bed in the grate-fired plant is much thicker than that in the laboratory-scale experiment, which is a favorable condition for the reaction between gaseous phosphates and the Ca-additive.

**Figure 6.10** The K/P molar ratio in the fly ash collected from the grate-fired plant without CaCO₃ and with CaCO₃ addition (the maximum value shown in the figure is 4).

### 6.3.3 Transformation of vaporized inorganic elements in bran combustion

From previous sections, it was confirmed that the major inorganic elements released during bran combustion are K, P, S and Cl (the Na is neglected here due to the relatively low content). In a grate-fired system, once these elements are released from fuel bed, the interactions between these and other ash forming elements (such as Si and Ca) will be negligible, since the fly ash from a grate-fired system is dominated by flame-volatile inorganic species [237]. Although the vaporized inorganic elements during bran combustion may be primarily K, P, S and Cl, the interactions among these elements as well as with other organic elements such as C, O and H are still rather complicated.[217,320,321,336,348] According to the experiments carried out in a SCR reactor [320], polyphosphoric acid could be formed in a short residence time (~a few seconds) when H₃PO₄ aqueous solution was sprayed to the high temperature reactor (>850 °C) and subsequently cooled to a temperature below 500 °C. When the H₃PO₄ solution was replaced by a K₃PO₄ solution, more complicated transformations of the P and K species occurred and conceivably led to the formation of K and P compounds such as KH₂PO₄, K₂HPO₄, KOH and H₃PO₄ [321]. For a mixture of KCl, Ca(OH)₂, H₃PO₄, and H₂SO₄ [348], the composition of the fine particles formed during flue gas cooling showed that no Cl was present in the particles, suggesting that the Cl was mainly present in gas phase as HCl. All of the other inorganic elements were found in fine particles, and the formation of polyphosphoric acid was considered to be possible [348]. A recent experiment conducted in a circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boiler
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showed that the injection of (NH$_4$)$_2$HPO$_4$ before the convective part of the boiler could significantly reduce the KCl concentration in flue gas [325]. This clearly identified that K-phosphates would be more stable (or thermodynamically favorable) than the KCl at high temperature, which was in-line with the fine particle results obtained in [348]. The main P products formed during the injection of (NH$_4$)$_2$HPO$_4$ was considered to be KPO$_3$ and K$_3$PO$_4$ [325].

In order to study the transformation of inorganic elements during bran combustion, equilibrium calculations have been performed in a temperature range from 25–1100 °C. The calculations were carried out on a simplified combustion system containing C, N, O, H, S, Cl, P and K. The elements Si, Ca, Mg, Al, Fe, Ti and Mn were neglected in the calculation, as these elements generally have low volatility in a grate-fired system. Na was also excluded in the thermodynamic calculation due to the small Na content in the bran as shown in Table 6.1.

The calculations were performed by using the commercial software HSC, version 6.1. The detailed database used in the calculation is listed as Supporting Information. The compounds with thermodynamic data not fully available for the studied temperature range (25–1100 °C) are specified. It is shown that for a large number of P compounds such as H$_3$PO$_4$, KH$_2$PO$_4$, K$_2$HPO$_4$, KPO$_3$, K$_3$PO$_4$, K$_4$P$_2$O$_7$ and P$_4$O$_{10}$(g), thermodynamic data are only available for temperatures up to 800 °C. It indicates that in the temperature range of ~800–1100 °C, the thermodynamic data of these compounds are extrapolated from that of lower temperatures. To some extent this will influence the results obtained in the high temperature range, suggesting that the results below 800 °C are relatively more reliable. In addition, it should be noted that the thermodynamic data of some P compounds, such as polyphosphoric acids, are not available in the HSC database. This will also limit the reliability of the equilibrium calculations.

Besides the uncertainties of the database, equilibrium modeling itself also has a lot of limitations, which has been discussed throughout [282,349]. This approach generally ignores the physical constraints such as mixing and reaction time, and chemical kinetic limitations of a combustion system. Thus the results predicted by equilibrium modeling may not represent a real combustion system. However, it will still provide valuable information regarding the possible reaction pathways and the qualitative influence of different parameters on a combustion system [282,349]. This suggests that the results obtained from equilibrium modeling should be preferably treated qualitatively, rather than quantitatively. The limitations of the thermodynamic database and the modeling approach need to be considered in interpreting and applying the results.

The input data of the equilibrium calculations were based on the bran composition shown in Table 6.1. Since the K/P molar ratio in the fly ash from the grate-fired plant can vary significantly during operation (see Figure 6.10), the calculations were performed at different K/P molar ratio conditions. In order to simulate the conditions in the plant, the moisture content of the bran was assumed to be 10 wt% and the excess air ratio used in the simulation was 1.2. The S and Cl in the bran were assumed to be totally released to the flue gas. For P and K, three different conditions were applied in the simulations: in Condition A, it was assumed 70% of the K and P in the bran were released to the flue gas; in Condition B, the release of K was 30% and the release of P was 70%; in Condition C, the release of K was 70% and the release of P was 30%. The main objective to perform calculations at these three conditions was to evaluate the influence of K and P release on ash transformations in flue gas.
Figure 6.11 Equilibrium compositions of the K and P species at: (a) Condition A (assume 70% K and 70% P release, with K/P molar ratio=0.94 and K/2S molar ratio=1.96); (b) Condition B (assume 30% K and 70% P release, with K/P molar ratio of 0.40 and K/2S molar ratio of 0.84); (c) Condition C (assume 70% K and 30% P release, with K/P molar ratio of 2.19 and K/2S molar ratio of 1.96).

Figure 6.11a shows the equilibrium compositions of the K and P species obtained at Condition A, in which it is assumed that 70% of the K and P in the bran are released to flue gas. The results are representative for pure bran combustion condition. It can be seen that the KPO$_3$ is the only stable K-species at temperatures higher than 400 °C. When the temperature is decreased from 400 °C, KH$_2$PO$_4$ and K$_2$SO$_4$ gradually become the major stable K-species. Similar tendencies are also seen in the distribution of P-species. At temperatures higher than 500 °C, the major P-
species is KPO$_3$, followed by about 6% P$_4$O$_{10}$ (g). The presence of P$_4$O$_{10}$ (g) is related to the K/P molar ratio used in this simulation, which is below 1. When the temperature is decreased from 500 °C to 450 °C, the majority of the P$_4$O$_{10}$ (g) is converted to H$_3$PO$_4$ (l). The plausible global mechanism for this conversion is:

$$P_4O_{10}(g) + 6H_2O(g) \rightleftharpoons 4H_3PO_4(l) \quad \text{(R6.4)}$$

At temperatures lower than 400 °C, the KPO$_3$ starts to convert to H$_3$PO$_4$ and/or KH$_2$PO$_4$, with plausible global mechanisms of:

$$2KPO_3 + SO_2(g) + 0.5SO_2(g) + 3H_2O(g) \rightleftharpoons K_2SO_4 + 2H_3PO_4(l) \quad \text{(R6.5)}$$

$$KPO_3 + H_2O(g) \rightleftharpoons KH_2PO_4 \quad \text{(R6.6)}$$

Thermodynamic calculations in Figure 6.11a predicted the presence of liquid phase H$_3$PO$_4$ (l) at temperatures below 500 °C. Experimentally, it was found that the presence of polyphosphoric acid at temperatures lower than 500 °C was possible, in a form of submicron liquid particles [320]. However, in the thermodynamic calculations of this work, the formation of polyphosphoric acids was neglected, due to the absence of thermodynamic data for these compounds.

When the bran is mixed with kaolinite or silicates, the release of K to the gas phase may be inhibited. In order to simulate such a situation, thermodynamic calculations were performed by assuming the release of K is 30% and the release of P remains 70% (Condition B). The equilibrium composition of K and P species obtained under this condition is shown in Figure 6.11b. It can be seen that the dominant K species above 400 °C is still KPO$_3$. In the temperature range of 400–200 °C, the KPO$_3$ is progressively converted to K$_2$SO$_4$ and KH$_2$PO$_4$. At temperatures below 200 °C, K$_2$SO$_4$ becomes the major stable compound. The distribution of P-species in Condition B is quite different from that in Condition A. In Figure 6.11b, it is seen that the major P species above 500 °C is P$_4$O$_{10}$ (g), followed by about 40% KPO$_3$. Due to the large fraction of P$_4$O$_{10}$ (g), the formation of H$_3$PO$_4$ from P$_4$O$_{10}$ (g) is significant in the temperature range of 400–500 °C. Below 400 °C, the KPO$_3$ starts to convert to H$_3$PO$_4$ and KH$_2$PO$_4$. The KH$_2$PO$_4$ may be further converted to H$_3$PO$_4$, at temperature lower than 250 °C, with a plausible global mechanism of:

$$2KH_2PO_4 + SO_2(g) + 0.5SO_2(g) + H_2O(g) \rightleftharpoons K_2SO_4 + 2H_3PO_4(l) \quad \text{(R6.7)}$$

As mentioned above, Ca-based additives can inhibit the release of P and promote the release of K during bran combustion. Therefore the molar ratio of the released K/P can be increased by adding Ca. In order to simulate such a situation, thermodynamic calculations have been conducted according to Condition C, which assumed that the release of K is 70% and the release of P is 30% in bran combustion. The simulation results are shown in Figure 6.11c. It can be seen that the distribution of K-species is rather complicated at this condition. At a temperature higher than 800 °C, the main stable K-species are K$_3$PO$_4$, K$_2$P$_2$O$_7$ and KPO$_3$, followed by a small amount of KCl (g). In the temperature range of 400–800 °C, the dominant K-species become K$_2$SO$_4$ and KPO$_3$, which are presumably a result of the following plausible global mechanisms:

$$K_3PO_4 + SO_2(g) + 0.5SO_2(g) \rightleftharpoons K_2SO_4 + KPO_3 \quad \text{(R6.8)}$$

$$K_4P_2O_7 + SO_2(g) + 0.5SO_2(g) \rightleftharpoons K_2SO_4 + 2KPO_3 \quad \text{(R6.9)}$$
One should be aware that the mechanisms above (also other mechanisms involving sulphation reactions) may be significantly limited by the oxidation of SO₂ to SO₃. Thus the actual conversion may be orders of magnitude lower than that predicted from equilibrium calculations. More fundamental experiments are needed in order to validate these mechanisms in practical conditions, which is outside the scope of this work.

When the temperature is decreased from 400 °C to 200 °C, a transition from KPO₃ to KH₂PO₄ is observed. At temperature lower than 200 °C, the presence of a small amount of KCl and KNO₃ is predicted. For P-species, it is seen that the major P-species above 800 °C are K₃PO₄, KPO₃ and K₄P₂O₇. With decreasing temperature, transition from K₃PO₄ and K₄P₂O₇ to KPO₃ happen between 800 °C and 600 °C. When the temperature becomes lower than 400 °C, a transformation from KPO₃ to KH₂PO₄ occurs. Below 200 °C, the P-species is dominant by KH₂PO₄. Compared with the distribution of P-species in Figure 6.11a and Figure 6.11b, it is found that the presence of H₃PO₄ (l) is negligible in Figure 6.11c, indicating that the formation of H₃PO₄ may be prevented by a large K/P molar ratio in flue gas.

According to the thermodynamic calculations, the possible reaction pathways of the P containing species in the flue gas are proposed, as shown in Figure 6.12. It is seen that when the molar ratio of the released K/P is below 1, KPO₃ and P₄O₁₀ (g) are the dominant stable K and P species at temperatures above 500 °C. During flue gas cooling, the P₄O₁₀ (g) can be converted to H₃PO₄ (l) in a temperature range of 500–400 °C, whereas the KPO₃ can be transformed to either KH₂PO₄ or H₃PO₄ (l), in a temperature range of 400–200 °C. Although such pathways seems to be thermodynamically feasible, the conversion of KPO₃ to H₃PO₄ (l) may be kinetically limited, due to the relatively low temperature and low concentration of SO₂ in flue gas. The conversion of P₄O₁₀ (g) to H₃PO₄ may more likely happen, as the concentration of H₂O will be much higher than that of SO₂. The experimental results in literature also support that this may be a feasible pathway for the formation of H₃PO₄ (l), or polyphosphoric acids which are not considered in the thermodynamic calculations.[320] Below 200 °C, thermodynamic calculation predicts a
conversion of KH2PO4 to H3PO4 (l), when the K/2S molar ratio is 0.84 (see Figure 6.11b). However, such conversion is not predicted when the K/2S molar ratio is 1.96 (see Figure 6.11c).

When the molar ratio of the released K/P is high (e.g. >2), the stable P species at temperatures above 600 °C will be KPO3, K3PO4 and K4P2O7. According to thermodynamic calculations, the K3PO4 and K4P2O7 may be converted to KPO3 and K2SO4 in a temperature range of 900–600 °C, through reacting with SO2 and H2O. The formed KPO3 will be primarily converted to KH2PO4 in a temperature range of 400–200 °C. The formation of H3PO4 (l) is not likely to happen under this condition, unless extra SO2 is available for reacting with KPO3.

One should be aware the reaction pathways proposed in Figure 6.12 is based on the equilibrium calculation results. Therefore, it has been naturally influenced by the limitations of equilibrium modeling, which have been discussed previously. In order to minimize these limitations, more reliable thermodynamic data regarding P species need to be developed, which is outside the scope of the present work. In addition, it is also favored to develop detailed kinetic models for the P related species.

6.3.4 Practical implications

The results from the present work have some practical implications for a grate-fired plant utilizing bran or similar P-rich fuel. In order to reduce the K and P release during bran combustion, addition of Ca-based additives such as CaCO3 and Ca(OH)2 is a feasible solution, as it may both reduce the K and P release through a plausible mechanism proposed in (R6.2). On the other hand, the Ca-based additives can also react with K-phosphates or K-silicates/K-aluminosilicates in bran and thereby release the K to gas phase. A combination of the mechanisms mentioned above will increase the molar ratio of K/P released to gas phase, which is confirmed by the full-scale data shown in Figure 6.10. The effect of Ca addition seems to be sensitive to the injection method. The effect would be more pronounced when the Ca additive is premixed with bran before combustion. This is likely related to the presence of molten phase phosphate over a relatively long residence time, which may promote the reaction between Ca additive and phosphate. The reaction rate between gaseous P and Ca additives is probably quite low, at least much lower than that of kaolinite and gaseous alkali species. Therefore, injection of Ca additive directly to the flue gas may not significantly reduce the vaporized K and P species. Besides Ca based additives, addition of kaolinite can greatly reduce the release of K via a plausible mechanism proposed in (R6.3), whereas the effect on P release is insignificant. It therefore will cause a significant decrease of the molar ratio of K/P released to gas phase.

The formation of fine particles during bran combustion may primarily be related to the quantity of K and P released on the grate. However, for other ash related problems, such as deposits formation and corrosion, the fly ash chemistry in the flue gas also plays a significant role. Thermodynamic calculations indicate that the distribution of P species in the flue gas is quite sensitive to the molar ratio of the released K/P. As seen in Figure 6.11a and Figure 6.11b, KPO3 and P2O10 (g) are the main inorganic species present in the flue gas at temperatures above 500 °C, when the molar ratio of the released K/P is below 1. Since the melting temperature of KPO3 is approximately 800 °C (see Figure 6.5) and the P2O10 (g) is present in the gas phase at temperatures above 500 °C, it is likely that the deposit built-up in the superheaters may not be significant if the flue gas temperature in the convective part of the boiler is below 800 °C, as the formed deposits may be in a powdery and non-sticky form which can be easily removed by soot-
blowing. This hypothesis is supported by the observations in the grate-fired plant, and the tests performed in a fluidized bed boiler [325]. However, when the flue gas temperature becomes lower than 500 °C, part of the KPO3 and P2O10 (g) may be converted to H3PO4 (l). The presence of liquid phase H3PO4 (l) may increase the deposit built-up in the economizers of the grate-fired boiler, which is normally operated at a flue gas temperature of 200–400 °C. In order to minimize the deposit built-up in the economizers, a possible solution is to increase the molar ratio of K/P and K/S in the flue gas. As shown in Figure 6.11c, the presence of H3PO4 (l) becomes negligible, when the molar ratio of K/P and K/2S is about 2.19 and 1.96, respectively. In addition, at this condition, the stable main P species at temperatures above 800 °C becomes K3PO4, K4P2O7 and KPO3. Both K3PO4 and K4P2O7 have higher melting temperature than that of KPO3 [347], which may be more favorable with respect to deposit built-up. Therefore, in order to minimize deposit built-up in the convective part and economizer of the boiler, a higher molar ratio of K/P in the flue gas may be desirable. One should be aware that if both the molar ratio of K/P and the Cl content in the flue gas are significant, it will lead to the formation of KCl, which will cause severe ash deposition and corrosion problems. However, in P-rich fuels, the Cl content is normally quite low, and the formation of KCl will probably not be important during combustion of these fuels.

6.4 Conclusion

In the present work, the release and transformation of inorganic elements during combustion of a residual bran from bio-ethanol production were characterized. Through a literature review and SEM-EDS analysis of the bran, it was suggested that a large fraction of the P, K and Mg in the seed-originated biofuels may be present as phytic acid/phytate or other inositol phosphates. By performing experiments in a horizontal tube reactor, the main inorganic elements released during bran combustion were found to be K, P and S, supplemented by Cl and Na. The S in bran was almost totally vaporized during bran pyrolysis at temperatures below 700 °C. About 60-70% of the K and P in bran were released in a temperature range of 900–1100 °C during bran combustion. The release of K and P was presumably related to the vaporization of the KPO3 generated from thermal decomposition of inositol phosphate. The release results obtained in the laboratory experiments were in agreement with the observations from a grate-fired plant using similar fuel. On the other hand, the release mechanism we proposed requires confirmation through further investigations, such as XRD analysis on the residue ash obtained at different temperatures, as well as through sampling and characterization of the released K and P species.

The effect of additives such as CaCO3, Ca(OH)2, and kaolinite on the release of inorganic elements during bran combustion was studied in a horizontal tube reactor. The addition of Ca-based additives promoted the vaporization of K, whereas the influence on P release was insignificant. For the addition of kaolinite, the release of K was significantly inhibited, while the release of P was almost unaffected. By comparing the laboratory results with that of full-scale plant, it revealed that the effect of Ca-based additive was more pronounced in the full-scale plant, as the addition of Ca-based additive greatly increased the molar ratio of K/P in flue gas. The discrepancies between the experimental and full-scale implied that the presence of molten phase phosphate over a relatively long residence time may be important for the reaction between Ca-based additive and phosphate.
Thermodynamic calculations based on a simplified system indicated that the molar ratio of the released K/P could greatly influence the fly ash chemistry. With a molar ratio of K/P lower than 1, KPO₃ and P₄O₁₀ (g) were the major stable K and P species at temperature higher than 500 °C. Below 500 °C, part of the KPO₃ and P₄O₁₀ (g) were converted to H₃PO₄ (l), which might cause severe ash deposition in the economizers of the grate-fired boiler. However, by increasing the molar ratio of the released K/P, the ash chemistry could be changed significantly and the formation of H₃PO₄ (l) might not be thermodynamically favorable. Based on thermodynamic calculations, the transformation mechanisms of the K and P species in the flue gas have been proposed. However, it should be noted that the results/mechanisms derived from the thermodynamic calculations are restricted by the reliability of the thermodynamic data as well as a number of factors which have not been considered in the calculations, such as the reaction rate, residence time and mixing. Thus, the mechanisms proposed require further validation through fundamental experiments or theoretical studies, which is beyond the scope of this work.

Practical implications of the present work were discussed. It was suggested that Ca-based additives could be used to reduce the release of P and to some extent increase the release of K during grate-firing of bran, whereas kaolinite could be applied to inhibit the release of K. The effect of Ca addition might be more pronounced if it was premixed with fuel before combustion. The molar ratio of K/P in flue gas could be increased by Ca-based additives, which is a favorable condition for minimizing deposit built-up in the convective part and economizer of the boiler.
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6.5 Appendix

Database used in thermodynamic calculation with HSC 6.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N2(g)</th>
<th>C2N(g)</th>
<th>ClO3(g)</th>
<th>K2(g)</th>
<th>NO(g)</th>
<th>P4O6(g)</th>
<th>*H3PO4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C(g)</td>
<td>C2N2(g)</td>
<td>ClO(g)</td>
<td>KCN(g)</td>
<td>NO2(g)</td>
<td>P4O7(g)</td>
<td>H2SO4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2(g)</td>
<td>C4N(g)</td>
<td>ClOCl(g)</td>
<td>K2(CN)2</td>
<td>NO3(g)</td>
<td>P4O8(g)</td>
<td>H2SO4(l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3(g)</td>
<td>C4N2(g)</td>
<td>ClOClO(g)</td>
<td>KCl(g)</td>
<td>NOCl(g)</td>
<td>P4O9(g)</td>
<td>*K2O3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4(g)</td>
<td>C5N(g)</td>
<td>ClOO(g)</td>
<td>KCl(g)</td>
<td>N2O2(g)</td>
<td>P4O10(g)</td>
<td>*K2HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5(g)</td>
<td>CNCl(g)</td>
<td>H(g)</td>
<td>KCl(g)</td>
<td>N2O3(g)</td>
<td>POCl3(g)</td>
<td>*K2HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C60(g)</td>
<td>CNN(g)</td>
<td>H2(g)</td>
<td>KH(g)</td>
<td>N2O4(g)</td>
<td>PS(g)</td>
<td>KNO2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCN(g)</td>
<td>CN4O8(g)</td>
<td>HCCN(g)</td>
<td>KNO2(g)</td>
<td>N2O5(g)</td>
<td>P4S3(g)</td>
<td>KNO3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCl(g)</td>
<td>C2NO(g)</td>
<td>KCN(g)</td>
<td>NO2Cl(g)</td>
<td>S(g)</td>
<td>K2O(l)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCl2(g)</td>
<td>C3N2O(ODN)g</td>
<td>HCO(g)</td>
<td>K2O(g)</td>
<td>NS(g)</td>
<td>S3(g)</td>
<td>K2O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCl3(g)</td>
<td>CO(g)</td>
<td>HCOOH(g)</td>
<td>KOH(g)</td>
<td>O2(g)</td>
<td>S5(g)</td>
<td>KOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCl4(g)</td>
<td>C2O(g)</td>
<td>HCl(g)</td>
<td>K2(OH)2</td>
<td>O3(g)</td>
<td>S6(g)</td>
<td>*KPO3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2Cl2(g)</td>
<td>C3O2(g)</td>
<td>HCl(g)</td>
<td>K(0H)2</td>
<td>O3(g)</td>
<td>S6(g)</td>
<td>*KPO3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2Cl3(g)</td>
<td>COCl(g)</td>
<td>HCOCl(g)</td>
<td>K2(OH)2</td>
<td>OClO(g)</td>
<td>S7(g)</td>
<td>*K3PO4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2Cl4(g)</td>
<td>COCl2(g)</td>
<td>HN3(g)</td>
<td>K2O4(g)</td>
<td>P2(g)</td>
<td>SCl(g)</td>
<td>*K2SO3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2Cl6(g)</td>
<td>C12OCl8(12346789OCDBD)g</td>
<td>HNO(g)</td>
<td>K2SO4(g)</td>
<td>P2(g)</td>
<td>SCl2(g)</td>
<td>K2SO4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4Cl6(13HCB)</td>
<td>COOH(g)</td>
<td>HNO2(g)</td>
<td>N(g)</td>
<td>P3(g)</td>
<td>S2Cl2(g)</td>
<td>NH4NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6Cl6(g)</td>
<td>COS(g)</td>
<td>HNO2(Cg</td>
<td>N2(g)</td>
<td>P4(g)</td>
<td>S2Cl2(g)</td>
<td>*P205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12Cl10(1DCB)</td>
<td>CP(g)</td>
<td>HNO2(Tg)</td>
<td>N3(g)</td>
<td>PCl(g)</td>
<td>SN(g)</td>
<td>P205(l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2Cl4O(TCCg)</td>
<td>CP2(g)</td>
<td>HNO3(g)</td>
<td>NCN(g)</td>
<td>PCI2(g)</td>
<td>SO(g)</td>
<td>*P4010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH2(g)</td>
<td>C2P(g)</td>
<td>HOCl(g)</td>
<td>NCI(g)</td>
<td>PCI3(g)</td>
<td>SO2(g)</td>
<td>K2S(l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH2(g)</td>
<td>C2P2(g)</td>
<td>H2O(g)</td>
<td>NH(g)</td>
<td>PCI4(g)</td>
<td>SO3(g)</td>
<td>K2S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH3(g)</td>
<td>CS(g)</td>
<td>H2O2(g)</td>
<td>NH2(g)</td>
<td>PH(g)</td>
<td>S2O(g)</td>
<td>K2O3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH4(g)</td>
<td>CS2(g)</td>
<td>HOCN(g)</td>
<td>NH3(g)</td>
<td>PH2(g)</td>
<td>S2O2Cl(g)</td>
<td>P3N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH2H(g)</td>
<td>Cl(g)</td>
<td>HOCl(g)</td>
<td>N2H2(g)</td>
<td>PH3(g)</td>
<td>S2O3Cl2(g)</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH2H2(g)</td>
<td>Cl2(g)</td>
<td>HPO(g)</td>
<td>N2H2(Bg</td>
<td>PN(g)</td>
<td>SPCl3(g)</td>
<td>C(D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH2H3(g)</td>
<td>Cl3(g)</td>
<td>HS(g)</td>
<td>N2H2(Cg</td>
<td>PO(g)</td>
<td>KCI</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH2H4(g)</td>
<td>Cl4(g)</td>
<td>H2S(g)</td>
<td>N2H2(tg)</td>
<td>P02(g)</td>
<td>NH4ClO</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH2H5(g)</td>
<td>ClC1O(g)</td>
<td>H2S2(g)</td>
<td>N2H4(g)</td>
<td>P203(g)</td>
<td>HCOOH</td>
<td>P(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH2H6(g)</td>
<td>ClC1O2(g)</td>
<td>H2S04(g)</td>
<td>N3H(g)</td>
<td>P204(g)</td>
<td>*H2O</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN(g)</td>
<td>ClO(g)</td>
<td>HSO3Cl(g)</td>
<td>NH2NO2</td>
<td>P205(g)</td>
<td>*H2O(l)</td>
<td>S(l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN2(g)</td>
<td>ClO2(g)</td>
<td>K(g)</td>
<td>NH2OH</td>
<td>P306(g)</td>
<td>H2O2(l)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Species with thermodynamic data not fully available in the temperature range of 25-1100 °C.
7 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

This thesis is concerned with the alternative methods of utilizing waste-derived fuels in power production, with an emphasis on the following subjects: 1) co-combustion of coal and solid recovered fuel (SRF) under pulverized fuel combustion conditions; 2) dust-firing of straw and the use of a waste-derived additive; 3) combustion of a biomass residue rich in phosphorus.

7.1.1 Conclusions on co-combustion of coal and SRF

Co-combustion of a bituminous coal and SRF was carried out in an entrained flow reactor (EFR), at conditions of different SRF share and different additives (such as PVC, NaCl, kaolinite and ammonium sulphate) simulating a significant variation of the SRF/coal properties. The results showed that when coal was co-fired with up to 25 wt% SRF, the burnout, and the emissions of SO2 and NO were decreased with increasing share of SRF. The decreased burnout was primarily related to the relatively large particle size of the SRF and its aggregation tendency during the injection. The lower SO2 emission in co-combustion was mostly due to the relatively small S content and the large Ca content in the SRF, which could result in a decreased SO2 formation and an enhanced sulphur capture by ash. The reduced NO emission was attributed to the relatively small N content and the large volatile content of the SRF. Most of the additives did not significantly influence the burnout and the emissions of SO2 and NO, except for the ammonium sulphate which greatly increased the SO2 emission and decreased the NO emission. Chemical analyses of the fly ash revealed that above 99 wt% of the K and Na in the fly ash was present in water insoluble form (such as alkali aluminosilicates) when coal was co-fired with up to 25 wt% SRF. The Cl content in the fly ash was extremely low (<0.07 wt%), indicating that the majority of the Cl in the SRF was released to gas phase when co-firing with coal, presumably due to the large amount of aluminosilicates in the coal. On the other hand, when PVC or NaCl was added to the mixture of coal and SRF, a significant increase of the Cl content in the fly ash was observed, suggesting the importance of controlling the Cl and alkali content in the SRF. The vaporization degree of Na and K appeared to be correlated in the experiments, indicating an interaction between the vaporization of Na and K during pulverized fuel combustion. The deposit formation on a probe simulating superheater tubes decreased with an increasing share of SRF during co-combustion, and the resulting deposits had considerably small Cl content (<0.01 wt%), implying a very low corrosion potential when coal is co-fired with up to 25 wt% SRF. However, with the addition of PVC or NaCl, significant increase of the Cl content in the deposits was observed which might lead to severe corrosion.
The content of trace elements in the SRF is usually significantly larger than that of coals. The partitioning of As, Cd, Cr, Pb, Sb and Zn during co-combustion of coal and SRF was studied through the EFR experiments. They showed that the content of As, Cd, Pb, Sb and Zn in the fly ash almost increased linearly with their content in the fuel ash when coal was co-fired with the SRF. On the other hand, this linear tendency was influenced to some extent with the addition of PVC, NaCl, kaolinite or ammonium sulphate, presumably due to the effect of chemical reactions. Volatility analyses indicated that As, Cd, Pb, Sb and Zn were highly volatile during combustion, whereas the volatility of Cr was relatively low. Compared to dedicated coal combustion, the volatility of Cd, Pb and Zn was slightly increased in co-combustion of coal and SRF, whereas the volatility of Cr and Sb was reduced. The addition of PVC or NaCl enhanced the volatility of Cd, Pb and Zn significantly, while the addition of ammonium sulphate generally reduced the volatility of the trace elements. The addition of kaolinite reduced the volatility of Pb, whereas the effect on other trace elements was insignificant. The results generally implied that co-combustion of coal and SRF in a coal-fired power plant may increase the trace element content in the fly ash considerably, primarily due to the significantly larger trace element content in the SRF compared to coal, but also related to the fuel interactions in co-combustion. In order to minimize the trace element emission during co-firing coal and SRF, besides reducing the trace element content in SRF, utilizing a coal with high S and aluminosilicates content and a SRF with low Cl content would be preferable.

Full-scale tests on co-combustion of coal and SRF were carried out in a pulverized coal-fired power plant, and the formation of fine particles was investigated by using a low-pressure cascade impactor. Compared to the dedicated coal combustion, co-combustion of coal and SRF (up to 10% thermal share) generally increased the formation of ultrafine particles with a concentration peak around 0.1 μm, while the total concentration of PM$_{2.5}$ decreased. TEM (transmission electron microscopy) analyses indicated that the ultrafine particles with primarily particle size of 10–30 nm were predominantly comprised of aggregated particles originating from homogeneous nucleation, while the remaining submicron particles were mainly a mixture of the aggregates and the spherical particles originating from the melted minerals, with the contribution of the latter being more significant with increasing particle size. Composition analyses showed that the Ca, S and P were significantly enriched in the ultrafine particles. Compared to dedicated coal combustion, the content of Ca, P and K was generally larger in the fine particles generated from co-combustion, whereas the S content was slightly smaller. In the full-scale tests, the dust emission was found to be significantly increased during co-combustion of coal and SRF, which was conceivable related to a deficiency of the electrostatic precipitator (ESP).

7.1.2 Conclusions on straw dust-firing and the utilization of additives

Dust-firing of straw was carried out in the EFR, and the feasibility of utilizing spent bleaching earth (SBE) as an additive in straw dust-firing was investigated through comparison with kaolinite. About 70% of the K in the fly ash from straw-dust firing appeared to be water soluble, and KCl contributed with more than 40% of the water soluble K. With the addition of 10-20 wt% of SBE, the Cl retention in ash was reduced, the SO$_2$ emission in the flue gas was increased, and the formation of water soluble alkali species was decreased. Compared to kaolinite, the inhibiting effect of SBE on the formation of alkali chlorides was slightly smaller, when the molar ratio of K/(Al+Si) in the fuel mixture was similar. The addition of SBE significantly reduced the Cl content of the deposits collected on a probe, both due to a dilution effect and chemical
reactions. Compared to pure straw combustion, the deposition rate was slightly increased during SBE addition, despite of the decreased deposition propensity. The results generally suggested SBE could be an advantageous additive to be used in straw dust-firing.

7.1.3 Conclusions on combustion of a phosphorus-rich biomass residue

The release and transformation of inorganic elements during the combustion of a residual bran was studied via experiments and equilibrium modeling. The work revealed that the major inorganic elements released during bran combustion were K, P and S. The S was almost fully vaporized during pyrolysis at temperatures below 700 °C, whereas about 60–70 % of the K and P in the bran were released during combustion in a temperature range of 900–1100 °C. The release of K and P was presumably due to the vaporization of KPO₃ generated from the thermal decomposition of the inositol phosphates in the bran. Additives such CaCO₃, Ca(OH)₂ and kaolinite generally influenced the release of K and P. The Ca-based additives mostly increased the molar ratio of the released K/P, whereas kaolinite showed an opposite effect. Thermodynamic modelling indicated that the fly ash chemistry was sensitive to the molar ratio of the released K/P. When the molar ratio of the released K/P was below 1, KPO₃ and P₄O₁₀ (g) were the main stable K and P species at temperatures higher than 500 °C. Below 500 °C, the KPO₃ and P₄O₁₀ (g) may be converted to H₃PO₄ (l), which may cause severe deposit-build up in the economizers of a grate-fired boiler. By increasing the molar ratio of the released K/P to above 2, the equilibrium distribution of the K and P species was changed significantly and the formation of H₃PO₄ (l) was not predicted by thermodynamic modelling.

7.2 Suggestions for future work

7.2.1 Future work on co-combustion of coal and SRF

Based on the results from the present thesis, the major technical issues which may hamper co-combustion of coal and SRF in a pulverized coal-fired power plant are probably the burnout and the problems related to the formation of fine particles, such as the dust/trace element emissions and the influence on the performance of the SCR unit.

Investigation on the burnout of the SRF particles in a pulverized coal-fired power plant is rather complicated due to the significantly different combustion/aerodynamic characteristics of the SRF compared to pulverized coal as well as the highly heterogeneous nature of the SRF. The SRF used in the full-scale pulverized coal-fired plants is usually in a fluffy form with a typical particle size of around 1 cm. These fluffy SRF particles may be comprised of different materials such as paper, wood, and plastics. Thus the combustion and aerodynamic behavior of different SRF particles/materials should be investigated at conditions similar to a pulverized coal-fired power plant. This requires a considerable retrofitting of the entrained flow reactor used in this work or the design of a new reactor at suspension-firing conditions. On the other hand, the fundamental aspects of SRF combustion, such as the pyrolysis and char reactivity of the SRF, also need to be investigated throughout. We have carried out some preliminary studies on the pyrolysis and co-pyrolysis of coal and different waste materials in a TGA. However, the results were not comprehensive enough and also deviated significantly from the practical conditions. Therefore, these results are not included in this thesis, but will be the subject of future studies. The fundamental aspects of SRF combustion described above may be implemented in CFD codes and allow a possibility to optimize the co-combustion through modeling.
A significant increase of the dust and trace element emissions has been observed in full-scale co-
combustion of coal and SRF. This was presumably related to a reduced collection efficiency of
the ESP, which may be induced by a decreased SO\textsubscript{3} formation. This explanation requires further
confirmation through some fundamental tests, and the possibility of decreasing the dust emission
by modifying the ESP operation needs to be investigated. The association and vaporization of
trace elements during SRF combustion should be better characterized through further
characterization, and the interactions between the vaporized trace elements and coal can be
investigated through experiments and/or thermodynamic modeling. Another interesting aspect
which needs further exploration is the generally high volatility of Ca during pulverized coal
combustion. This phenomenon has been observed in the full-scale tests and entrained flow
experiments of this thesis, as well as in a number of full-scale tests in literature. However, the
interpretations provided in this thesis were qualitative, and need to be confirmed by further
experiments.

7.2.2 Future work on straw dust-firing and the utilization of additives

In the present thesis, it was revealed that the addition of SBE could considerably inhibit the
formation of KCl during straw dust-firing, thus having the potential to minimize the corrosion
and ash deposition problems in straw combustion. In addition, the SBE has a relatively low price,
a high heating value and a small particle size, which are all favorable conditions to be used as an
additive in straw dust-firing. However, more investigations and characterizations are required in
order to use the SBE under practical conditions. The sintering behavior of the deposits formed
during SBE addition should be investigated, possibly through a long-term sintering test of the fly
ash/deposits. This is mainly because of the relatively large Si content in the SBE, which may
result in the formation of K-silicates with relatively low melting temperature. In addition, the
pretreatment and dosage of SBE should be optimized based on the practical straw dust-firing
conditions, and the effect of SBE addition on the formation of fine particles during straw-dust
firing should be investigated by performing LPI measurements. A fundamental aspect of straw
dust-firing which has not been well-explored is the release of the inorganic elements under
suspension-firing conditions. This can be studied either through experiments or modeling, and
will provide more insights into the selection of proper additives.

7.2.3 Future work on combustion of a phosphorus-rich biomass residue

In general, the combustion of phosphorus-rich biomass, particularly the behavior of ash, has not
been well-understood. The work in the present thesis has shed some light on the association,
release and transformation of P-related species during the combustion of a typical phosphorus-
rich biomass. Although the proposed mechanisms require further validations both through
experiments and more reliable modeling approach, the present results indicate that the P-rich
biomass may have a significant potential to be used in co-combustion or biomass dust-firing.
According to the present work, it seems that the formation of K\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4} or KPO\textsubscript{3} are generally more
thermodynamically favorable than that of KCl, and a high K/P molar ratio in the flue gas may
favor the formation of K\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4}, which has a higher melting temperature than that of KPO\textsubscript{3}.
Therefore, with a well-controlled K, P and Cl ratio in the flue gas, the formation of KCl may be
inhibited through a mechanism which is similar to sulphation. Besides, the formation of KPO\textsubscript{3} or
K\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4} may be thermodynamically favorable at high combustion temperature. This may be an
advantage compared to the sulphation reaction, since the sulphation reactions are usually
thermodynamically restricted at high temperature. In addition, the formed KPO$_3$ or K$_3$PO$_4$ may have lower corrosion potential compared to K$_2$SO$_4$. In addition, the KPO$_3$ and K$_3$PO$_4$ may be quite suitable for use as fertilizers since both K and P are important elements to the growth of plants. In summary, the behavior of P species during combustion is an area which has not been well-explored. A lot of fundamental issues need to be addressed for this area with significant application potential.
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